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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Land ice is losing mass to the world’s oceans at an accelerated rate. The 

world’s glaciers contain much less ice than the ice sheets but contribute equally to 

eustatic sea level rise and are expected to continue to do so over the coming 

centuries if global temperatures continue to rise. It is therefore important to 

characterize the mass balance of these glaciers and its relationship to climate 

trends and variability.  In the Canadian High Arctic, analysis of long-term surface 

mass balance records shows a shift to more negative mass balances after 1987 and 

is coincident with a change in the mean location of the July circumpolar vortex, a 

mid-troposphere cyclonic feature known to have a strong influence on Arctic 

summer climate.  Since 1987 the occurrence of July vortices centered in the 

Eastern Hemisphere have increased significantly.  This change is associated with 

an increased frequency of tropospheric ridging over the Canadian High Arctic, 

higher surface air temperatures, and more negative glacier mass balance. 

However, regional scale mass balance modeling is needed to determine whether 

or not the long-term mass balance measurements in this region accurately reflect 

the mass balance of the entire Canadian High Arctic. 

The Canadian High Arctic is characterized by high relief and complex 

terrain that result in steep horizontal gradients in surface mass balance, which can 

only be resolved if models are run at high spatial resolutions.  For such runs, 

models often require input fields such as air temperature that are derived by 

downscaling of output from climate models or reanalyses.  Downscaling is often 

performed using a specified relationship between temperature and elevation 



 

(a lapse rate). Although a constant lapse rate is often assumed, this is not well 

justified by observations. To improve upon this assumption, near-surface 

temperature lapse rates during the summer ablation season were derived from 

surface measurements on 4 Arctic glaciers.  Near-surface lapse rates vary 

systematically with free-air temperatures and are less steep than the free-air lapse 

rates that have often been used in mass balance modeling.  Available observations 

were used to derive a new variable temperature downscaling method based on 

temperature dependent daily lapse rates. This method was implemented in a 

temperature index mass balance model, and results were compared with those 

derived from a constant linear lapse rate. Compared with other approaches, model 

estimates of surface mass balance fit observations much better when variable, 

temperature dependent lapse rates are used.  To better account for glacier-climate 

feedbacks within mass balance models, more physically explicit representations 

of snow and ice processes must be used. Since absorption of shortwave radiation 

is often the single largest source of energy for melt, one of the most important 

parameters to model correctly is surface albedo.   To move beyond the limitations 

of empirical snow and ice albedo parameterizations often used in surface mass 

balance models, a computationally simple, theoretically-based parameterization 

for snow and ice albedo was developed.  Unlike previous parameterizations, it 

provides a single set of equations for the estimation of both snow and ice albedo.  

The parameterization also produces accurate results for a much wider range of 

snow, ice, and atmospheric conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

Motivation 

The world’s land ice (ice sheets, ice caps, icefields and glaciers) is in a 

continual state of flux, exchanging mass and energy with its surroundings.  These 

exchanges occur over a wide range of temporal and spatial scales, from the 

multi-millennial growth and demise of continental ice sheets to the diurnal 

exchange of mass and energy between the ice surface and the atmosphere.  

Understanding these exchanges and the processes relevant to their quantification 

at the different spatial and temporal scales is necessary for the development of 

numerical models that can simulate the growth and decay of the world’s land ice, 

a process that can have a large influence on the global climate, regional water 

resources, and sea level change.  This has motivated over half a century of 

research focused on the quantification of the mass and energy budgets of land ice 

(Koerner 1970; Holmgren 1971).  In recent years there has been a heightened 

interest in this area as the concern over anthropogenic climate change and rising 

sea levels has increased (Bindoff et al. 2007).  As rapid changes in land ice are 

being observed around the globe (Kaser et al. 2006; Lemke et al. 2007; Meier et 

al. 2007; Chen et al. 2009; van den Broeke et al. 2009), cryosphere and climate 

researchers have been attempting to answer several key questions: 

• Is land ice showing accelerated rates of mass loss? If so, is the 

acceleration a result of anthropogenic changes in climate? 

• How much of the observed eustatic sea level change is due to mass loss 

from land ice? How much can we expect it to rise in the future? 

• What feedbacks does the land ice have on the surface energy budget in a 

changing climate? How important are these feedbacks when modeling the 

global climate system? 

 Current estimates of mass loss from glaciers, ice caps, and icefields are 

suggest that these masses are contributing about as much to sea level rise as are 

the ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland (Meier et al. 2007), which are ~2 
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orders of magnitude larger. There is therefore considerable interest in 

characterizing the mass balance of these smaller ice masses and its relationship to 

climate trends and variability, and to improve estimates of their mass balance.  

The research contained within this dissertation focuses on a series of topics that 

will hopefully help achieve these goals.  Specifically, the dissertation focuses on 

two broad themes: 

1. Determining whether mass loss rates in the Canadian High Arctic have 

accelerated in recent years and, if so, why. 

2. Improving the parameterization of certain aspects of mass and energy 

exchanges between the atmosphere and the ice surface in an Arctic setting 

for improved simulation of glacier surface mass balance. 

Background 

Glacier Mass Balance 

This dissertation is focused on the characterization and assessment of 

glacier surface mass balance, the change in mass of the whole glaciers arising 

from processes occurring in top upper ~50 m. While changes in mass due to other 

processes, such as iceberg calving, can also be highly significant to the overall 

mass balance of the glacier, this dissertation only addresses the glacier surface 

mass balance.  Losses at the base of the glacier (e.g. by basal melting) are also 

neglected.  The time interval over which the mass change is determined is usually 

the period between freeze-up at the end of one melt season (year  = i -1) and the 

last day of melt in the following melt season (year = i). The computed change in 

mass over this interval is referred to as the annual mass balance.  The surface 

mass balance is the direct link between the glacier and the atmosphere. In this 

dissertation, the term surface mass balance refers to the surface mass balance 

averaged over the surface area of the glaciers (with units of m-2 yr-1).  Throughout 

this dissertation, glacier surface mass balance is often referred to as simply mass 

balance.  In addition, the term glacier is used to refer to land ice in general 

(mountain glaciers, ice caps, icefields, and ice sheets) unless distinguished from 

ice sheets in which case it refers to mountain glaciers, ice caps and icefields.  The 
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research presented here deals exclusively with glaciers but many of the principles 

and methods discussed are of direct interest to researchers that study other parts of 

the cryosphere, particularly those interested in mass and energy exchanges 

between the atmosphere and lake ice, river ice, sea ice and seasonal snow cover. 

Mass balance measurements can be made directly though repeat surveying 

of a network of stakes drilled into the glacier surface, or indirectly through repeat 

measurements of glacier elevation, glacier area, or the earth’s gravitational field.  

The direct method is labor intensive and logistically expensive, and it is thus 

usually only possible to monitor a small fraction of the glacier’s surface.  

Although the direct method is one of the more reliable methods of measuring 

surface mass balance, it is not free from errors (Cogley et al. 1996; Cogley 1999).  

Repeat measurements of glacier elevation are used to construct elevation models 

of the ice surface at discrete time intervals.  Using the geodetic method, changes 

in ice volume over the period between the two models can then be determined by 

differencing the elevations.  Changes in the area extent of glaciers can also be 

used to estimate changes in volume through area-volume scaling relationships 

(Chen and Ohmura 1990; Burgess and Sharp 2004; DeBeer and Sharp 2007; 

Barrand and Sharp 2010).  Changes in volume can then be converted to changes 

in mass using assumptions about the density of the material lost or gained. Due to 

the high error-to-estimate ratios, estimates of mass change derived from volume 

change estimates require a large temporal interval between the datasets from 

which the estimates are derived (e.g. Helsen et al. 2008). The coarse temporal 

resolution of volume change studies limits their use for assessing climate 

influences on glacier mass balance.  Repeated measurements of the earth’s 

gravitational field offer a direct measure of changes in mass for a specific region, 

but extracting the mass change signal due to changes in land ice is complicated by 

other sources of mass variation (i.g. postglacial rebound, ocean tides and seasonal 

snow cover). Gravity measurements have a very coarse spatial resolution making 

this method most applicable to measuring the mass change of large ice sheets 

(Ramillien et al. 2006; Wouters et al. 2008; Cazenave et al. 2009; Khan et al. 

2010).  In addition, repeat measurements of the earth’s gravitational field only 
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date back to the early 2000s.  All three geodetic methods are complicated by the 

fact that the derived volume/mass changes are due to changes in both iceberg 

calving and surface mass balance. Separating the two terms requires a separate 

estimation of one of the two components.  Because of these limitations, studies 

that assess climatic influences on surface mass balance most often rely on 

estimates of surface mass balance based on direct measurements (Alt 1978; Alt 

1979; Alt 1987; Dyurgerov and McCabe 2006) or produced using numerical 

models that simulate the glacier surface mass balance (Hanna et al. 2008; Ettema 

et al. 2009).  When assessing the response of glacier mass balance to past and 

future changes in climate, numerical modeling is the only method available. 

The numerical methods used to model the surface mass balance of ice 

caps, mountain glaciers and icefields have different requirements than those 

methods used to simulate the surface mass balance of the ice sheets.  The 

principal difference is that models for estimating the mass balance of glaciers 

must compute the surface mass balance at a much higher spatial resolution than is 

necessary for simulations of the surface mass balance of an ice sheet.  This is 

required to capture the steep spatial gradients in melt rates and precipitation that 

are associated with the high relief and complex terrain in which many glaciers and 

ice caps are located.  The same issue arises for modeling the surface mass balance 

around the perimeter of the Greenland Ice Sheet, where surface slopes are steep.  

A range of numerical methods have been applied to estimate the surface mass 

balance of these topographically complex regions.  Currently all global estimates 

of the mass balance of glaciers and ice caps involve some form of statistical 

scaling.  Most often, mass balance records for individual glaciers are simply 

extrapolated over the entire region from which the measurements were obtained 

and to regions that either share similar climate characteristics but lack local 

measurements or are simply adjacent to regions with local measurements 

(Dyurgerov and Meier 1997; Cogley and Adams 1998; Kaser et al. 2006).  

Slightly more sophisticated statistical approaches estimate the sensitivities of 

glacier melt and accumulation to changes in temperature and precipitation, 

respectively, for a small number of glaciers where mass balance measurements 
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are available, and extrapolate these estimates to the world’s remaining glaciers 

(Zuo and Oerlemans 1997; Oerlemans and Reichert 2000; Raper and Braithwaite 

2006; Hock et al. 2009).  If the climate sensitivities are well known, estimates of 

glacier response to changes in temperature and precipitation can be made.  All of 

these statistical approaches rely on a small number of temporally and spatially 

heterogeneous glacier mass balance records that may not necessarily be 

representative of regional values.  For this reason, it is desirable to move towards 

global mass balance assessments that use physically based models to simulate the 

surface mass balance for a horizontal grid covering entire regions.  In addition, 

long-term simulations of glacier surface mass balance need to take into account 

changes in both glacier coverage and topography. 

Two primary classes of models are used to simulate the surface mass 

balance for a horizontal grid: the energy balance approach which resolves the 

major energy fluxes to and from the glacier surface (Greuell and Konzelmann 

1994; Bougamont and Bamber 2005), and the simplified temperature-index 

approach, which parameterizes the energy balance as a linear function of positive 

degree day sums (Braithwaite 1995; Hock 2003).  Both classes of model are run 

with varying degrees of complexity, but it can generally be said that energy 

balance models provide a better physical representation of the melt process at the 

expense of requiring a large number of meteorological variables as input while the 

temperature-index approach is more empirically based but requires fewer inputs.  

Since both methods accept precipitation (the major source of accumulation) as 

input, these approaches can be viewed as methods for modeling ablation.  While 

the temperature-index approach is often seen as inferior to the energy balance 

approach because the energy balance approach offers a better physical 

representation of ablation processes, it is important to consider the physical 

justification behind the temperature-index approach. 

The energy balance approach requires a large number of meteorological 

inputs (e.g. wind speed, air temperature, long- and short-wave radiation, relative 

humidity, and atmospheric pressure) that must be either extrapolated and/or 

interpolated from point location measurements to the individual grid cells of the 
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ablation model or prescribed from global and regional climate model or climate 

reanalysis fields.  Meteorological measurements are often temporally and spatially 

sparse, collected far from the location for which the ablation modeling is being 

conducted, and at locations such as airports and settlements that have significantly 

different boundary layer characteristics than the snow/ice surface being modeled.  

Extrapolation and/or interpolation of the meteorological fields often requires more 

resources than developing the ablation model itself, and can introduce significant 

uncertainties and errors into ablation simulations. 

The temperature-index approach effectively lumps the effects of the 

individual energy components into a single degree-day factor, and only requires 

mean daily temperatures as input. Mean daily temperatures is likely the most 

common and precise meteorological measurement made in the high latitude and 

high altitude environments where glaciers exist.  The temperature-index method is 

physically justified by the large contribution of incoming long-wave radiation to 

overall the surface energy balance, and by the strong correlations between 

temperature, net short-wave radiation and the sensible heat flux (Ohmura 2001).  

Incoming long-wave radiation is largely governed by the thermal structure of the 

atmosphere (with the atmosphere closest to the surface having the most 

influence), and is well predicted by near-surface temperatures (Konzelmann et al. 

1994).  The main limitation of the temperature index method is that it does not 

allow for investigation of the physical processes governing changes in ablation 

rates.  Since it lumps the influence of all energy balance terms into a single 

coefficient (the “degree day factor”), its application requires that coefficient 

values are taken from previous temperature-index studies of glaciers with similar 

energy balance characteristics or for the model to be calibrated using in-situ 

measurements.  The validity of the coefficients will also be limited to the climatic 

range for which they were developed - that is, the temperature-index method may 

or may not be appropriate for modeling long-term changes in ablation rates 

resulting from substantial changes in climate (Van de Wal 1996). 

The meteorological variables required to determine the energy balance are 

resolved within global and regional climate models along with the energy balance 
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itself.  The sophistication with which the energy balance over glacier surfaces is 

resolved varies greatly between models.  Those models that explicitly resolve 

surface energy and mass balance for glacier surfaces at a sufficient spatial 

resolution to adequately capture gradients in surface mass balance are able to 

model glacier ablation in a coupled ice-atmosphere framework (Box et al. 2004; 

Fettweis et al. 2005; Fettweis 2007; Ettema et al. 2009; Vizcaino et al. 2010).  

This approach is ideal for assessing glacier ablation because it accounts for 

feedbacks that occur between the climate and the glacier surface (i.g. temperature-

albedo feedback).  Global and regional mass balance studies are, however, limited 

in their temporal coverage and spatial resolution by their computational 

requirements.  This makes climate modeling well suited for simulation of the 

Antarctic Ice Sheets and the interior of the Greenland Ice Sheet where gradients in 

surface mass balance are generally low.  The regional climate modeling approach 

is also well suited for the assessment of individual glaciers and ice caps.  For large 

areas with high relief and complex terrain such as the Canadian Arctic islands, the 

Antarctic Peninsula and the margin of the Greenland Ice Sheet it is 

computationally challenging to run global or regional climate models at high 

enough resolution to adequately model gradients in surface mass balance.  

Modeling the mass balance of regions with these characteristics often requires the 

application of a non-coupled approach, where a surface mass balance model is 

forced with a meteorological dataset that has been upscaled/downscaled to the 

resolution of the model grid.  This has been done using downscaled climate model 

output (i.e. Thompson and Pollard 1997; Glover 1999), downscaled climate 

reanalysis output (i.e. Hanna et al. 2005) and interpolated/extrapolated point 

location measurements (i.e. Mair et al. 2005).  This approach is much less 

computationally intensive, and makes possible high spatial resolution mass 

balance modeling of large regions and long temporal periods.  It, however, lacks 

any representation of climate-glacier feedbacks. 
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The Canadian High Arctic and challenges to modeling its surface mass balance 

The Canadian High Arctic (Figure 1.1) is a region of global importance as 

it contains the largest volume of land ice on Earth after Greenland and Antarctica 

(Radić et al. 2010), making it a potentially significant contributor to sea level 

change.  The entire region is considered to be a “polar desert”, where annual 

precipitation is often < 200 mm with minimal inter-annual variability (Serreze and 

Barry, 2005). Surface air temperatures over glaciers in this region exceed the 

freezing temperature only during two to three months of the year.  Because of 

this, variability in summer (June, July, August) mass balance (in which surface 

melt dominates over accumulation) accounts for ~95% of the inter-annual 

variation in annual mass balance.  This indicates that summer melt is the 

governing factor in the variability of the annual mass balance (Koerner 2002).  

This important characteristic of Canadian High Arctic glaciers tsuggests that, at 

the scale of whole ice masses, the climate patterns and respective energy 

exchange processes that control summer melt largely control the variability in the 

annual mass balance. 

The first measurements of the surface mass balance of a Canadian High 

Arctic glacier were collected in 1957 on a small glacier located on northern 

Ellesmere Island (Hattersley-Smith et al. 1961).  Since this time more than a 

dozen glaciers in this region have been the subject of surface mass balance 

studies, and four of these glaciers have records spanning more than 40 years 

(e.g. Koerner 2002).  Inter-annual changes in surface mass balance of this region 

have been shown to be highly correlated with changes in summer surface air 

temperatures (Hattersley-Smith et al. 1961; Bradley 1975; Bradley and England 

1978; Blatter and Kappenberger 1988; Braun et al. 2004).  This strong correlation 

has led to the development of several mass balance models that simulate surface 

melt as an empirical function of the near-surface air temperature (Arendt and 

Sharp 1999; Mair et al. 2005; Shepherd et al. 2007).   Continuous records of 

surface air temperature in the Canadian High Arctic began with the construction 

of five manned weather stations by the Canadian and United States governments 

between 1947 and 1950.  Of these five stations, three (Alert, Eureka and Resolute; 
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Figure 1.1) have remained in continuous operation since they were established.  In 

addition to these long-term records, several multi-year field campaigns have 

collected sub-daily measurements of near-surface air temperatures over glacier ice 

using automatic weather stations (Blatter and Kappenberger 1988; Arendt and 

Sharp 1999; Boon et al. 2003; Braun et al. 2004; Koerner 2005; Mueller and 

Vincent 2006; Marshall et al. 2007).  Thanks to the foresight of the late Roy 

Koerner and Claude Labine, who pioneered the use of automatic weather stations 

on Canada’s Arctic Glaciers, some of these records span more than 20 years.  

These records of glacier surface mass balance and near-surface temperatures 

represent one of the highest concentrations of long-term measurements of glacier 

mass balance and surface temperatures in the Arctic. Combined with datasets 

collected during shorter field campaigns, they offer a unique opportunity to assess 

the multi-decadal influences of climate on the regional surface mass balance and 

to investigate the regional scale processes controlling glacier melt. 

Since records of Canadian High Arctic glacier surface mass balance first 

began, only Alt (1987) has attempted to explain the variability in the regional 

mass balance in terms of synoptic climate forcing. Building on previous studies of 

synoptic climate controls on the mass balance of the Devon Island (Alt 1978) and 

Meighen Ice Caps (Alt 1979), Alt (1987) identified the synoptic conditions 

associated with extreme mass balance years.  Using records of surface mass 

balance and near-surface temperature combined with surface and upper air 

synoptic charts, Alt (1987) was able to link inter-annual changes in the shape and 

position of the summer Arctic circumpolar vortex to annual changes in summer 

mass balance conditions for the period 1960 to 1976.  The arctic circumpolar 

vortex is a mid-tropospheric feature which consists of a cyclonic system with 

strong winds rotating counter-clockwise about the cold polar air mass in its center, 

and is widely recognized as the dominant factor in Arctic summer atmospheric 

circulation (Maxwell 1980).  Since the late 1980s glaciers in the Canadian High 

Arctic have experienced a sharp reduction in glacier mass balance. In the work 

presented in Chapter 2, the relationships recognized by Alt (1987) are reexamined 

to see whether they can explain this marked change. 
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The early work by Alt (1987) and the results presented in Chapter 2 

provide a qualitative insight into the influence of synoptic climate on the surface 

mass balance of Canadian High Arctic glaciers, but do not allow for a quantitative 

assessment of the impact of changes in climate on the regional mass balance in 

this topographically complex region.  One way to do this is to simulate the surface 

mass balance using a glacier mass balance model that is forced with 

meteorological fields and run at a high enough spatial resolution to accurately 

resolve surface mass balance gradients. 

Climate reanalysis projects, which assimilate meteorological observations 

into a climate model framework to produce temporally and spatially continuous 

meteorological fields, produce datasets that are ideal for (1) investigating the 

influence of synoptic climate patterns on the regional surface mass balance of 

Canadian High Arctic glaciers (see Chapter 2) and (2) as input into regional scale 

models designed to simulate glacier surface mass balance (see Chapter 4). 

Climate reanalysis projects that include the Canadian High Arctic in their domains 

have produced datasets with horizontal resolutions of up to 32 km by 32 km 

(Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001; Mesinger et al. 2006).  However, even at 

this resolution the reanalysis fields must still be downscaled for input into mass 

balance models.  Downscaling must be done at a fine enough resolution 

(~1km by 1km) to capture that large spatial gradients in surface mass balance that 

result from the region’s high relief and complex terrain. 

Whether using the energy balance approach or the temperature-index 

method to model glacier melt, model results are highly sensitive to input 

near-surface air temperature.  Downscaling of temperature fields is most often 

performed either by running a regional climate model at the desired resolution 

forced at its boundaries with output from a climate reanalysis (or global climate 

model), or by computing near-surface temperatures from reanalysis fields using a 

digital elevation model of the glacier surface and an assumed air temperature 

lapse rate (decrease in air temperature with increasing surface elevation).  

Regional climate modeling at high spatial resolution requires extensive 

computational resources, so this approach is best suited for downscaling 
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temperature fields for short time periods, either to relatively small ice masses or to 

larger ice masses with low spatial gradients in melt rates. For large and 

topographically complex regions like the Canadian High Arctic, running a 

regional climate model for multiple years at a resolution required for modeling 

glacier melt is computationally challenging, leaving statistical temperature 

downscaling as an attractive alternative. 

When using the statistical approach to downscale near-surface air 

temperatures to model topography, the lapse rate is often taken to be the moist 

adiabatic lapse rate (MALR = 6 to 7°C km-1; Glover 1999; Flowers and Clarke 

2002; Thomas et al. 2003; Arnold et al. 2006; Bassford et al. 2006; Bassford et al. 

2006; de Woul et al. 2006; Otto-Bliesner et al. 2006; Raper and Braithwaite 

2006).  However, temperature lapse rates measured close to glacier surfaces can 

differ substantially from this value (Greuell and Böhm 1998; Braun and Hock 

2004; Hanna et al. 2005; Marshall et al. 2007).  Through analysis of near-surface 

temperatures measured over a Canadian High Arctic icefield, Marshall and others 

(2007) found that near-surface temperature lapse rates (change in near-surface 

temperature with elevation following the glacier surface) were systematically less 

steep than the MALR, and that daily changes in lapse rates were associated with 

changes in synoptic weather patterns.  In the summer, lapse rates were closer to 

the MALR when there was enhanced cyclonic activity, but were considerably 

lower than the MALR (< 2°C km¯¹) when anticyclonic circulation prevailed.  

Neglecting to account for these observed deviations from the MALR likely results 

in large errors in downscaled temperature fields and in the melt estimates 

generated by mass balance models that use these temperatures as input (Greuell 

and Böhm 1998). In Chapter 3 efforts are made to derive a method for prescribing 

near-surface air temperature lapse rates that minimizes errors in near-surface 

temperatures when downscaling coarse resolution temperature fields over glacier 

surfaces.  Building on the findings of Chapter 3, Chapter 4 examines the 

implications of using near-surface temperature fields that have been downscaled 

using the method outlined in Chapter 3 as input into glacier surface mass balance 

models.  Model results are compared with results produced using temperature 
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fields that have been downscaled using a constant lapse rate – either the MALR or 

the observed summer mean near surface lapse rate - and the results of the different 

approaches are evaluated against mass balance observations. 

The energy balance approach to modeling surface melt requires individual 

energy flux components to be resolved. When using this approach as the basis for 

a mass balance model, it is as important to correctly model the surface albedo 

(reflectance) as it is to correctly estimate the surface air temperature.  This is 

because, under most atmospheric conditions, absorption of shortwave radiation is 

the single largest energy source for melting snow and ice.  The amount of 

shortwave radiation absorbed is dependent on both the incident radiation and the 

surface albedo, both of which are highly variable in space and time.  It is therefore 

critical to incorporate the temporal variability of snow and ice albedo into 

numerical models of the surface energy balance.  Despite the strong influence of 

snow and ice albedo on climate, surface energy balance, and melt rates, there is 

little consensus as to which albedo parameterizations are most appropriate for 

large scale modeling. This motivated the development of a computationally 

simple, theoretically-based parameterization for snow and ice albedo that can 

accurately reproduce broadband albedos under a wide range of snow, ice, and 

atmospheric conditions. Results of this work are presented in Chapter 5. 

Reducing errors in downscaled near-surface temperatures and improving 

the parameterization of snow and ice albedo are two of the major obstacles that 

must be overcome before meaningful simulations of the regional surface mass 

balance of Canadian High Arctic glaciers can be performed.  With this in mind, 

this is the major focus of the research presented in this dissertation. 

Progression of papers 

This dissertation is composed of four published papers. The first paper 

(Chapter 2) characterizes the regional glacier surface mass balance of the 

Canadian High Arctic and its relation to synoptic climate over the past 50 years.  

In particular, this research characterizes the inter-annual variability in the July 

circumpolar vortex and defines its relationship to both inter-annual and 
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longer-term changes in the mass balance of glaciers in the Canadian High Arctic. 

This work was published in the Journal of Climate in 2007 and was co-authored 

with Martin Sharp (University of Alberta). 

The second paper (Chapter 3) focuses on improving the downscaling of 

near-surface temperatures over glacier surfaces. It represents one of the largest 

datasets of near-surface air temperatures measured along altitudinal transects over 

glacier surfaces. Through extensive analysis of this dataset, a clear relationship 

between lower troposphere temperatures and near-surface temperature lapse rates 

is established.  This work was published in the Journal of Climate in 2009 and is 

co-authored with Martin Sharp, the late Roy Koerner (formally with the 

Geological Survey of Canada), Claude Labine (Campbell Scientific Canada 

Limited), Sarah Boon (University of Lethbridge), Shawn Marshall (University of 

Calgary), David Burgess (Geological Survey of Canada), and David Lewis 

(University of Alberta). 

The third paper (Chapter 4) assesses the implications of modeling 

temporal lapse rate variability when downscaled temperatures are used to force 

glacier surface mass balance models.  This is done by forcing a temperature-index 

model designed to simulate the surface mass balance of the Devon Island Ice Cap 

(Figure 1.1) with temperatures downscaled using the method proposed in Chapter 

3 and comparing the results with those produced using temperatures downscaled 

using (1) the mean measured ablation season lapse rate and (2) a constant MALR.  

Surface mass-balance estimates are determined for the years 1980–2006 and are 

evaluated against 23 years (1980–2003) of surface mass balance measurements 

from the northwest sector of the ice cap made by the late Roy Koerner. This paper 

was published in the Annals of Glaciology in 2009 and is co-authored with Martin 

Sharp. 

The fourth and final paper (Chapter 5) details the development of a 

computationally simple and theoretically-based parameterization for snow and ice 

albedo that can accurately reproduce broadband albedos under a wide range of 

snow, ice, and atmospheric conditions.  The parameterization is developed by 

fitting equations to broadband albedo estimates generated using a plane-parallel, 
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discrete ordinates radiative transfer model of snow and ice that is coupled to a 

similar model of the atmosphere.  This work was published in the Journal of 

Geophysical Research – Earth Surface in 2010 and is co-authored with Martin 

Sharp.  The last three papers of this dissertation are part of a larger effort to 

develop a regional model to simulate the surface mass balance of Canadian High 

Arctic glaciers over the past 60 years and, more generally, to improve regional 

scale models of glacier surface mass balance. 
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Figure 1.1: Canadian High Arctic  
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CHAPTER 2 : INFLUENCE OF THE ARCTIC CIRCUMPOLAR 

VORTEX ON THE MASS BALANCE OF CANADIAN HIGH 

ARCTIC GLACIERS* 

Introduction 

Global climate models consistently predict that climate warming 

associated with increasing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases will be 

largest in northern high latitudes (Houghton et al. 2001; Jóhannessen et al. 2004).  

The response of Arctic glaciers, ice caps, and ice sheets to this warming may 

therefore be a significant influence on the eustatic component of global sea level 

rise.  In the long term, changes in the volume the Greenland Ice Sheet are likely to 

have the greatest impact on sea level, but in the short term (next century or so) 

contributions from ice caps and glaciers may be more significant (Meier 1984; 

Houghton et al. 2001; Raper and Braithwaite 2006).  There is therefore 

considerable interest in characterizing the mass balance of these smaller ice 

masses and their relationship to climate trends and variability (Cogley et al. 1996 

Dowdeswell et al. 1997; Dyurgerov and Meier 1997; Dyurgerov and Meier 2000; 

McCabe et al. 2000; Braithwaite and Raper 2002; Hagen et al. 2003; Dyurgerov et 

al. 2005; Dyurgerov and McCabe 2006). 

In this paper, ~ 40-year records of the surface mass balance of four ice 

masses in the Canadian high Arctic (>75°N) and their relationship to regional 

temperature trends and Arctic atmospheric circulation changes are analyzed.  The 

Canadian high Arctic is a region of particular importance for this type of study as 

it contains the largest area of land ice in the world outside Greenland and 

Antarctica, and has the highest density of long-term glacier mass balance records 

in the Arctic.   

The records used come from four ice masses in the Queen Elizabeth 

* Previously published material: Gardner, A. S. and M. Sharp, 2007: Influence 
of the Arctic Circumpolar Vortex on the mass balance of Canadian High Arctic 
glaciers. Journal of Climate, 20, 4586–4598. 
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Islands (QEI): Devon Island Ice Cap, Meighen Ice Cap, Melville Island South Ice 

Cap (Koerner 2002; Dyurgerov and Meier 2005) and White Glacier, Axel Heiberg 

Island (Cogley et al. 1996; Dyurgerov and Meier 2005) (Figure 2.1).  All four 

glaciers are located in the “polar desert” climatic region, where annual 

precipitation is often <200 mm with minimal inter-annual variability.  Surface air 

temperatures (SATs) over glaciers in this region only exceed the freezing 

temperature during two to three months of the year.  For the four glaciers 

examined, variability in summer (June-August) mass balance accounts for 

93-98% of the variation in annual mass balance.  This indicates that summer melt 

has a dominant influence on variability in both the summer and annual mass 

balances.  This allows variability in annual mass balance to be used as a measure 

of summer climate influences on glaciers and ice caps in the Canadian high 

Arctic.   

Previous studies of glacier mass balance in the Canadian high Arctic 

(Meier 1984; Alt 1987; Dowdeswell et al. 1997; Dyurgerov and Meier 1999; 

Braun et al. 2004; Dyurgerov and McCabe 2006) have documented trends in mass 

balance, but only Alt (1987) has attempted to explain the variability in annual 

mass balance in terms of synoptic scale climatic forcing.  Building on previous 

studies of synoptic climate controls on the mass balance of the Devon Island (Alt 

1978) and Meighen Ice Caps (Alt 1979), Alt (1987) identified the synoptic 

conditions associated with extreme mass balance years on three ice masses in the 

QEI: Meighen Ice Cap, Devon Island Ice Cap, and White Glacier.  By examining 

surface and upper air synoptic charts and climatic parameters over a 16-year 

period (1960-1976), Alt identified 3 sets of synoptic conditions associated with 

extreme mass balance years: 

 

i. High melt conditions, associated with the intrusion of a ridge from 

the south into the QEI at all levels in the troposphere, 

ii. Melt suppression conditions, associated with the maintenance of a 

deep cold trough across Ellesmere Island, and 
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iii. Summer snow accumulation conditions, which occur when cold 

polar lows track south and southeast across the QEI from the Arctic 

Ocean. 

 

These three situations were related to differences in the position and shape 

of the July 500-mbar circumpolar vortex (Alt 1987).  This mid-tropospheric 

feature consists of a cyclonic system with strong winds rotating counter-clockwise 

about the cold polar air mass in its center, and is widely recognized as the 

dominant factor in Arctic summer atmospheric circulation (Maxwell 1980).  

Unlike the stratospheric circumpolar vortex, which breaks down in summer, the 

tropospheric vortex, although weaker in summer, is present year-round (Serreze 

and Barry 2005).  On a daily time scale, the July 500-mbar circumpolar vortex 

can split into several centers, spawning smaller cyclones that often move in a 

westerly direction around the pole.  On a monthly time scale, the July mean polar 

vortex is most often characterized by a single, well defined annular geopotential 

low with its center located between 80°N and 90°N or by two weaker cyclonic 

systems with one system located near the pole and the other located over Baffin 

Bay.   

Glaciers in the Canadian high Arctic have experienced a sharp reduction in 

mass balance since the late 1980s (Dyurgerov and McCabe 2006).  In the work 

presented here, we investigate whether the relationships recognized by Alt (1987) 

can be used to explain this marked change in regional glacier surface mass 

balance.  In particular, this research aims to characterize the inter-annual 

variability in the July 500-mbar circumpolar vortex and to define its relationship 

to both inter-annual and longer-term changes in the mass balance of glaciers in the 

Canadian high Arctic. 

Methods  

Long term (1963-2003) mass balance records for the four target ice masses 

in the Canadian high Arctic were obtained from syntheses of global glacier mass 

balance (Dyurgerov 2002; Dyurgerov and Meier 2005).  Missing mass balance 
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records for White Glacier and the Devon Island Ice Cap from 2002 and 2003 were 

obtained from the World Glacier Monitoring Service (IAHS/UNESCO 2005) and 

R.M. Koerner (2006, personal communication) respectively.  Glacier mass 

balance measurements are made by monitoring a network of stakes drilled into the 

glacier ice and firn in both the accumulation and ablation areas.  Measurements 

are made in spring, before the onset of summer melt.  In the ablation area, the 

measurements required include the change in stake height, and the depth and 

density of the snow pack overlying glacier ice.  In the accumulation area, snow 

depth is measured to the dense melt surface formed at the end of the previous 

summer and, in addition to measurements of stake height and snow density, it is 

necessary to estimate the fraction of summer melt retained by refreezing within 

the snow pack and underlying firn.  This is accomplished by measuring ice 

accumulation in buried collection trays, and average snow densities.  Cogley 

(1996) estimated the error in annual glacier mass balance measured at each stake 

on the White Glacier to be ± 200 mm water equivalent.  This single stake error 

can be used as a conservative estimate of the error in whole glacier mass balance 

estimates for all monitored glaciers in the Canadian high Arctic (Cogley and 

Adams 1998).  These measurements document the surface mass balance and do 

not account for mass loss due to glacier calving or basal melt, which may be 

significant in some cases (Burgess et al. 2005).  For a more detailed description of 

the physical characteristics and methods used to determine the surface mass 

balance of each of the four glaciers, see Koerner (1996; 2002) and Cogley et al. 

(1996). 

Non-rotated Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was used to extract the 

primary modes of variance from standardized time series of the four mass balance 

records.  Time series were standardized by subtracting the mean of the series from 

each value and dividing the resulting values by the standard deviation of the 

series.  Because this study is concerned with long-term changes in mass balance, 

the individual mass balance records were not detrended prior to PCA (Venegas 

2001).  To select modes for further analysis, the Kaiser Criterion (Kaiser 1960) 

was used, which excludes any factors with an eigenvalue of less than one, thereby 
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excluding any factors that explain less variance than a single original variable.  As 

the first principal component (PC1) explains 53% of the variance in the original 

four mass balance time series and is the only component with an eigenvalue 

greater than one, all other principal components were excluded.   

A sequential algorithm developed for the detection of climate regime 

shifts from empirical data (Rodionov 2004) was used to determine whether and 

when any significant shifts in the mean of the PC1 anomalies occurred.  Unlike 

commonly used confirmatory statistical methods for identifying climate regime 

shifts such as those employed by Mantua et al. (1997), which require an a priori 

hypothesis about the timing of the shift, this method allows automatic detection of 

discontinuities in the time series.  Another advantage of this method is that it can 

detect regime shifts towards the end of a time series, which is not the case for 

other automatic detection methods.  Only regime shifts detected using a cut-off 

length of 20 years and having a probability level p ≤ 0.05 were considered.  A 

Huber parameter (Huber 1964) of two was used to reduce the weighting of 

outliers that deviate by more than two standard deviations from the expected 

mean value of a new regime when calculating the regime shift.  The red noise 

component of the time series to which this technique was applied was removed 

prior to applying the regime shift detection algorithm by “pre-whitening” the time 

series (Rodionov 2006).  The autoregressive parameter used in the pre-whitening 

procedure was calculated using the method of Inverse Proportionality with 4 

corrections (IPN4) with a sub-sample size of 10 (Rodionov 2006).  Using these 

criteria, only one regime shift was detected.   

The magnitude of glacier ablation, and thus the annual surface mass 

balance of glaciers in the Canadian high Arctic, depends on the energy balance at 

the glacier surface.   Quantifying the historical net surface energy balance for this 

data sparse region is extremely difficult.  For this reason, the relationship between 

glacier mass balance and near surface air temperatures (a commonly used proxy 

for the surface energy balance) was examined to investigate surface climate-

glacier interactions.  Surface air temperature (SAT) records were obtained for 

local Environment Canada meteorological stations (available at 
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www.climate.weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca).  Since only three meteorological stations in 

the Canadian high Arctic (Alert, Eureka and Resolute Bay; Figure 2.1) have 

continuous SAT records over the period of study (1963-2003), gridded 850-mbar 

air temperatures from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 

and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) climate reanalysis 

(Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001; available at www.cdc.noaa.gov) were also 

utilized.  These were used to provide a more location independent measure of 

regional scale temperature and to investigate the spatial pattern of temperature 

changes.  The 850-mbar pressure level (≈ 2 km above sea level) NCEP/NCAR 

reanalyzed atmospheric temperatures were used in place of reanalyzed SATs 

because they are less affected by the spectrally defined topography used in the 

climate reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996).  This topography is too coarsely resolved 

to capture the complex orography of the Canadian high Arctic.  An additional 

reason for selecting the 850-mbar pressure level was to reduce possible SAT 

biases due to erroneously defined snow cover within the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 

model (Kanamitsu et al. 2002 ).  SAT measurements from the three 

meteorological stations located in the region of interest were compared with mean 

monthly 850-mbar NCEP/NCAR air temperatures from the respective overlying 

grid cells to determine the degree of agreement between the records. 

Both regional glacier mass balance and air temperatures were examined in 

relation to inter-annual variations in the position and strength of the circumpolar 

vortex.  The location and standardized magnitude of the absolute minimum July 

NCEP/NCAR 500-mbar geopotential height north of the equator were used to 

characterize the center location and strength of the circumpolar vortex.  The time 

series of minimum July 500-mbar geopotential height was standardized and 

inverted to provide a relative index of vortex strength.  Years with positive 

strength indices have relatively low absolute minimum July 500-mbar 

geopotential heights with strong cyclonic circulation and were classified as years 

with a strong July vortex.  In contrast, years with negative strength indices have 

relatively high absolute minimum July 500-mbar geopotential heights with weak 

cyclonic circulation and were referred to as years with a weak July vortex.  We 
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then investigated the relationships between the strength and position of the 

circumpolar vortex and the regional glacier mass balance. 

To study the causes of the reduction in regional glacier mass balance in the 

late 1980s, differences between the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis fields for 850-mbar 

temperature and 500-mbar geopotential height for the years prior to and after 

1987 were examined. 

All correlation values presented in this paper are expressed in terms of r, 

Pearson’s product-moment coefficient of correlation.  The significance of the 

correlations was determined using a two-tailed Student’s t-test with the null 

hypothesis that the time series are uncorrelated (r = 0).  All r-values quoted are 

significant at the 0.05 level. 

Results 

Glacier Mass Balance 

The four annual surface mass balance records, spanning the 41 years from 

1963 to 2003, are not well correlated with each other (r = 0.23-0.52) but they 

nevertheless display strong underlying similarities.  The first principal component 

(PC1) of these records has an eigenvalue of 2.13, and accounts for 53% of the 

variance across the four time series (Table 2.1).  The loadings of the four mass 

balance time series on PC1 are similar in magnitude and sign, ranging between 

0.64 and 0.81, suggesting that PC1 identifies a regional climatic influence on 

glacier mass balance.  The standardized PC1 was therefore taken as a measure of 

the regional mass balance history of Canadian high Arctic glaciers for the period 

1963-2003 and is hereafter referred to as the regional glacier mass balance.  

Individual standardized glacier mass balance records are compared with PC1 in 

Figure 2.2.  Over the period 1961-2003, PC1 has a weak but significant linear 

trend toward more negative regional glacier mass balance anomalies (r2 = 0.27). 

Applying the regime shifts detection algorithm outlined in the methods 

section, only one regime shift was detected in the regional glacier mass balance 

signal.  This occurred between 1986 and 1987 (Figure 2.3), in agreement with the 

findings of Dyurgerov and McCabe (2006).  This method of regime shift detection 
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is most sensitive to the user-defined variables of cut-off length and probability 

level.  To determine the robustness of the identified regime shift, similar analyses 

were conducted using other cut-off lengths.  For all cut-off lengths between 12 

and 30 years, a 1986-87 regime shift in the mean of the regional glacier mass 

balance signal was detected.  A significant difference in mean between the periods 

1963-86 and 1987-2003 is also found when using the traditional 2-tailed Student’s 

t-test method assuming unequal variance.  The 24-year period prior to 1987 

contains only 4 years with negative mass balance anomalies and has a mean 

standardized regional glacier mass balance anomaly of 0.46 with no linear trend.  

In contrast, the 17-year period after 1987 includes 12 years with negative mass 

balance anomalies, and has a mean standardized anomaly of -0.66.  While there 

are too few points to identify a significant trend in the later 17 year period, there is 

a tendency towards increasingly negative anomalies towards the end of the series, 

with 4 of the 5 most negative mass balance anomaly years in the entire 41 year 

period occurring during the last 6 years of record (Figure 2.3). 

Air Temperature 

Inter-annual variability in Canadian high Arctic annual glacier mass 

balance is governed almost entirely by variation in summer glacier surface melt, 

which occurs mainly in the month of July (Wang et al. 2005).  For this reason, 

only the relationships between regional annual mass balance, and summer air 

temperatures were investigated.  Average June, July, August and summer (June to 

August) SATs for Alert, Eureka, and Resolute Bay were correlated with the 

regional glacier mass balance signal.  Of the 12 SAT series, only June, July and 

summer SATs from Eureka and Resolute Bay are significantly correlated with the 

regional glacier mass balance.  On average, July SATs from Eureka and Resolute 

Bay account for 56, 44, and 26 % more variance in the regional glacier mass 

balance than mean August, June and summer SATs respectively.  In addition, 

when average July SATs from Eureka or Resolute Bay were used to model 

regional glacier mass balance, there were no significant correlations between the 

linear regression residuals and any June, August or summer SAT series.  This 
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strong relationship between Canadian high Arctic glacier mass balance and mean 

July temperature has long been recognized (Bradley and England 1978; 

Dowdeswell 1995).  Since the majority of the variance in the Canadian high 

Arctic regional glacier mass balance signal is captured in the July SATs from 

Eureka and Resolute Bay, and there is minimal correlation with the SATs from 

the neighboring months, we focus solely on July atmospheric variables in the 

remainder of this analysis.   

The average July SATs from Eureka and Resolute Bay are highly 

correlated (r = 0.85); however, no significant correlation exist between these two 

records and July SATs from Alert.  This suggests that northern Ellesmere Island 

SATs may be influenced by different synoptic conditions than those that affect the 

more southern parts of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago.  The implications of this 

for the glacier mass balance of the region will be discussed in the conclusion 

section of the manuscript. 

The average July SATs from both Eureka and Resolute Bay were 

correlated with the 850-mbar temperatures in the 2.5° by 2.5° degree reanalysis 

grid cell located directly over each station.  Reanalysis 850-mbar air temperatures 

and station SATs are reasonably well correlated (r = 0.65-0.87).  To estimate how 

well variability in station derived SATs is captured by the NCEP/NCAR 

850-mbar air temperatures, these temperatures (averaged over the region of 

interest: 75-80ºN, 75-115ºW) were correlated with the average Eureka and 

Resolute Bay July temperature (r = 0.82).   

The average Eureka/Resolute Bay SATs are highly correlated with the 

regional glacier mass balance (PC1) (r=0.79).  July SATs also show a significant 

regime shift from cooler to warmer temperatures between 1986 and 1987 (Figure 

2.4).  The SAT series contains a weakly significant linear trend towards warmer 

temperatures (r2	  = 0.13).  This shift in regional temperature corresponds with the 

1987 acceleration in the rate of annual glacier mass loss identified in glacier mass 

balance section.  A similar shift is found in the regionally averaged NCEP/NCAR 

850-mbar air temperatures.  
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It should be noted that in the 15 years prior to 1963 (the first year of 

record used in this study) mean July SATs taken from the Environment Canada 

meteorological stations of Resolute Bay and Eureka were 1 °C warmer than those 

in the period 1963-1986.  The difference between the two is statistically 

significant and has previously been documented by Bradley and England (Bradley 

and England 1978).  

500-mbar Arctic Circumpolar Vortex 

For all years examined, the center locations of the July circumpolar 

vortices were grouped into three sectors (Figure 2.5a): Sector I: 75-90N and 

0-180E, Sector II: 75-90N and 0-180W, and Sector III: 60-75N and 90-60W.  To 

show the relationship between the position and strength of the circumpolar vortex 

and the mass balance of Canadian high Arctic glaciers, the relative vortex strength 

(standardized and inverted minimum Northern Hemisphere July 500-mbar 

geopotential height) and the Canadian high Arctic regional glacier mass balance 

signal (PC1) have been grouped by the sector in which the vortex center is located 

and sorted from the strongest to the weakest strength vortex within that group 

(Figure 2.5b). 
For Sector I vortices there is a well-defined linear relationship between 

vortex strength and regional glacier mass balance, wherein strong vortices result 

in moderately positive mass balance anomalies and weak vortices result in 

extremely negative mass balance anomalies.  A similar relationship exists for 

Sector II vortices except that strong vortices produce extremely positive mass 

balance anomalies and weak vortices produce neutral to moderately negative mass 

balance anomalies.  As for Sector III vortices, there is little variation in vortex 

strength or regional glacier mass balance, with both indices close to neutral.  If the 

extreme year of 1993 (see discussion section) is excluded from the analysis, there 

are statistically significant relationships between vortex strength and regional 

glacier mass balance for both Eastern (Sector I) and Western (Sector II and III) 

Hemisphere centered vortices.   
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Looking solely at the relationship between vortex location and regional 

glacier mass balance, 67% of all negative mass balance anomalies exceeding one 

standard deviation from the mean occurred during years when the vortex was 

located in the Eastern Hemisphere.  67% of all positive mass balance anomalies 

exceeding one standard deviation from the mean occurred during years when the 

vortex was located in the Western Hemisphere.  In 18 of the 24 years prior to the 

1987 decrease in regional glacier mass balance, the July vortex center was located 

in the Western Hemisphere.  By contrast, the July vortex was centered in the 

Western Hemisphere in only 6 of the 17 years between 1987 and 2003.  Analysis 

of the NCEP/NCAR climate reanalysis data available for the 15 years prior to 

1963 shows an equal distribution of Eastern and Western centered vortices. 

1987-2003 Atmospheric Anomalies  

To examine atmospheric differences between the time periods before and 

after the 1987 shift in regional glacier mass balance, the differences between the 

1963-1986 and 1987-2003 mean July NCEP/NCAR 850-mbar atmospheric 

temperature and 500-mbar geopotential height anomalies were determined.  

Relative to 1963-86, the mean 1987-2003 July 850-mbar temperature increased by 

1-2 °C over the Canadian high Arctic, Siberia and the Barents Sea and decreased 

by 1-2 °C over the Kara and Labrador Seas (Figure 2.6a).   The mean July 

500-mbar geopotential height shows a similar pattern, with increases in 

geopotential height over regions where there was atmospheric warming and 

decreases in geopotential height over regions with atmospheric cooling (Figure 

2.6b).  The 1987-2003 decrease in mean July 500-mbar geopotential height in the 

region bounded by 75-90°N and 0-180°E and the increase in 500-mbar 

geopotential height in the region bounded by 75-90°N and 0-180°W reflects the 

increasing tendency for the July circumpolar vortex to be centered in the Eastern 

Hemisphere during the period of 1987-2003. 

A time series (1963-2003) of mean area weighted July 500-mbar 

geopotential height over the region 70-85 ºN, 75-115 ºW was created to determine 

whether there were any significant regime shifts in mean 500-mbar geopotential 
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height over the Canadian Arctic and whether they corresponded with the abrupt 

change in regional glacier mass balance.  No significant shift or trend was 

identified.  Regional 500-mbar geopotential heights are however highly correlated 

with the time series of regional glacier mass balance (r = 0.66). 

Discussion  

On a hemispheric scale, both Angell (1998; 2006) and Frauenfeld and 

Davis (2003) have shown that variability in the extent of the summer 

mid-tropospheric Arctic circumpolar vortex, as defined by the 700 to 300-mbar 

geopotential height contour that consistently falls within the primary baroclinic 

zone, is significantly correlated with variability in Northern Hemisphere mid to 

lower-tropospheric temperatures.  Alt (1987) showed that inter-annual changes in 

the shape, strength, and position of the July 500-mbar Arctic circumpolar vortex 

have a strong influence on Canadian high Arctic regional glacier surface mass 

balance. 

To illustrate the influence of both vortex strength and position on the 

regional glacier mass balance, July vortices were categorized into four Types: I-A, 

I-B, II-A, II-B, and III.  The first type, Type I-A, includes years when the July 

500-mbar circumpolar vortex was strong and its center was located in the Eastern 

Hemisphere.  This type included all years with July vortices that had centers 

located in Sector I with positive strength anomalies.  For Type I-A years it was 

most common for the area of low geopotential height surrounding the vortex 

center to extend into Baffin Bay (1973, 1982, 1992, 1994, 1996, and 2003).  July 

1992 exemplifies the regional influence of vortices with these characteristics 

(Figure 2.7a).  Under these conditions, the regional influence of continental 

high-pressure systems over the Canadian high Arctic during July is greater than in 

years when a strong July vortex is located in the Western Hemisphere 

(Type II-A).  In Type I-A years, average July temperatures result in neutral 

regional glacier mass balance anomalies.   

In years when the July vortex is weak (negative strength anomaly) and 

centered in the Eastern Hemisphere (Type I-B conditions: 1963, 1971, 1972, 
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1976, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1998, 1999, and 2000) or is strong but the region of 

lowest geopotential height is not elongated over the Canadian high Arctic (1993) 

(Figure 2.7b), the Canadian high Arctic becomes almost thermally homogeneous 

with continental North America.  This results in anomalously warm July SATs 

and extremely negative regional glacier mass balance.  The 11 years with these 

characteristics contain 4 of the 5 warmest years in the 41-year record and 6 of the 

8 most negative regional glacier mass balance years.  Type I-B conditions 

compare well with Alt’s (1987) synoptic analog for an extreme melt year (1962), 

when there was an anomalously high percentage of open water in the Queen 

Elizabeth Islands channels and a cloud cover minimum.  Type I-B vortices were 

identified as having centers located in Sector I with negative strength anomalies 

or as having centers located in Sector I with the area of low geopotential heights 

constrained strictly to the Eastern Hemisphere with positive strength anomalies. 

For years when the July 500-mbar vortex is strong and centered in the 

Western Hemisphere (Type II-A conditions) cyclonic conditions prevail over the 

Canadian high Arctic.  July 1964 (Figure 2.7c) was selected as a representative 

year with these vortex characteristics.  During this year, strong cyclonic 

conditions prevented North American high-pressure ridges from extending 

northward over the Canadian high Arctic, keeping July surface air temperatures 

(SATs) exceptionally low.  Cold SATs in turn resulted in below average glacier 

ablation rates and highly positive annual glacier mass balance anomalies.  1964 

was also a year of above average summer precipitation, which resulted from a 

succession of barotropic cyclones that transported Arctic Ocean moisture 

southward and deposited snow over the Canadian high Arctic (Alt 1987).  Of the 

41 years investigated, 1964 had the coldest mean July SAT, and the most positive 

annual regional glacier mass balance.  Similar July vortex characteristics 

prevailed during 9 out of the 41 years investigated (1964, 1967, 1969, 1975, 1984, 

1986, 1989, 1990 and 2002).  Out of these 9 years, 8 were among the 10 most 

positive mass balance years on record.  All years with vortex centers located in 

Sector II with positive strength anomalies were grouped in this category. 
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In years when the July circumpolar vortex is located in the Western 

Hemisphere but the vortex strength is decreased (higher minimum geopotential 

height) (Type II-B conditions: 1965, 1966, 1970, 1974, 1977, 1979, 1980, 1981, 

1985, 1997 and 2001), the circumpolar vortex does not so effectively block warm 

North American continental air from moving into the Canadian high Arctic.  

These conditions result in average regional SATs and neutral regional glacier 

mass balance anomalies.   All vortices with centers located in Sector II and having 

negative strength anomalies were placed in this category. 

 The last grouping of July vortices consists of years when there are two 

500-mbar geopotential minima, the strongest of which (lowest geopotential 

height) is located in Sector III.  The two minima are located to the south of, and to 

the north of, the Canadian high Arctic (Type III: 1968, 1978, 1983, and 1995).  

500-mbar geopotential height contours for 1978, a representative year, are shown 

in Figure 2.7d.  These vortex characteristics are associated with above average 

July SATs and below average Canadian high Arctic regional glacier mass 

balance. 

Analysis of the NCEP/NCAR climate reanalysis data for the15-year period 

prior to 1963 shows a much higher occurrence (40%) of Type I-B vortices, which 

are associated with extreme melt conditions, and a reduced occurrence (20%) of 

Type II-B vortices, which are associated with average glacier mass balance 

conditions, relative to the period 1963-1986.  This suggests that the period 

1948-1962 closely resembles the 1987-2003 period, when there was a more 

negative glacier mass balance regime.  This is also consistent with the above 

average July SATs observed during this period.  

Analysis of July mean precipitation records from the Environment Canada 

meteorological stations at Eureka and Resolute Bay shows that in years when the 

vortex is strong and located in the Western Hemisphere (Type II-A) there is a 

nearly threefold increase (~20 mm) in total July precipitation compared to years 

when the vortex is weak and located in the Eastern Hemisphere (Type I-B), or 

when the vortex is located to the south of the Canadian high Arctic (Type III).  

During Type I-B and Type III years average regional July SATs measured at 
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Eureka and Resolute Bay, both of which are located at elevations near sea level, 

are 5.6 °C compared to 3.8 °C for Type II-A years.  Assuming a cooling factor of 

3 °C for SATs over glaciers, as was done by Atkinson and Gajewski (Atkinson 

and Gajewski 2002) when estimating high-resolution summer SATs for the 

Canadian Arctic Archipelago, this lowers the mean July sea level SATs over 

glaciers to 2.6 °C and 0.8 °C for Type I-B, Type III and Type I-A years, over 

Eureka and Resolute Bay respectively.  Since Type II-A years have mean July 

temperatures near 0°C, it is likely that more of the precipitation will fall as snow 

during Type II-A years than in Type II-B and Type III years.  Thus, the influence 

of vortex characteristics on summer precipitation in the Canadian high Arctic 

likely amplifies the thermally driven response of regional glacier mass balance to 

changes in the strength and location of the July 500-mbar circumpolar vortex.  

Comparing the mean July 500-mbar geopotential heights in the 24 year 

period prior to the 1987 shift in regional glacier mass balance with those in the 

following 17 years (Figure 2.6b), there is a large decrease (40m) in mean 

geopotential height on the eastern side of the Arctic Ocean and a large increase 

(30m) on the western side.  This is consistent with Angell’s (1998; 2006) 

conclusion that the summer circumpolar vortex adopted a more easterly position 

in the latter part of the period 1963-2001.  

In more general terms, when the mean July 500-mbar vortex is located in 

the Western Hemisphere the mass of cold polar air is more frequently situated 

over the Canadian high Arctic and warm high pressure ridges that build over 

continental Canada are more effectively blocked from moving northward over this 

region.  When the mean July vortex is centered in the Eastern Hemisphere, warm 

continental high-pressure ridges are not so effectively blocked from pushing 

northward and the Canadian high Arctic becomes more thermally homogeneous 

with Continental North America.  In terms of the influence of vortex 

characteristics on Canadian high Arctic glacier mass balance, only 17% of years 

between 1963 and 1986 had easterly positioned Type I-B July vortices, that result 

in extreme glacier melt conditions.  In the 17 years that followed, 41% of years 
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had Type I-B July vortices and the overall occurrence of westerly positioned July 

vortices (Types II-A, II-B, III) decreased by 40%.  

In the results section it was shown that regional July 500-mbar 

geopotential heights are significantly correlated with the regional glacier mass 

balance, but the regional 500-mbar geopotential height time series does not show 

the 1986-1987 regime shift identified in both the air temperature and regional 

glacier mass balance time series.  This suggests that it is not solely the absolute 

change in July 500-mbar height over the region that resulted in the inferred 

1986-87 shift in regional glacier mass balance, but rather the combination of 

changes in the strength and position of the July circumpolar vortex.  This can be 

illustrated by comparing regional July 500-mbar geopotential heights during Type 

I-A and Type II-B vortex years.  During Type I-A vortex years (strong vortex 

centered in the Eastern Hemisphere), regional July 500-mbar geopotential heights 

over the Canadian high Arctic are on average 0.32 standard deviations below the 

41-year mean.  During Type II-B vortex years (weak vortex centered in Western 

Hemisphere) regional 500-mbar geopotential heights over the Canadian high 

Arctic are on average 0.40 standard deviations greater than for Type I-A vortex 

years.  Despite the higher regional 500-mbar geopotential heights for years with 

Type II-B vortices, there is little difference in the regional glacier balance or 

station derived July SATs between years with Type II-B vortices and years with 

Type I-A vortices.  This suggests that the combination of vortex position and 

strength must be accounted for when describing the relationship between the 

circumpolar vortex and the regional glacier mass balance. 

The absence of significant correlations between the regional glacier mass 

balance record and the July temperature record from Alert (Figure 2.1), and 

between the Alert and Resolute/Eureka July temperature records suggests that 

mass balance variations of glaciers located in northern Ellesmere Island might 

differ from the pattern depicted by the regional glacier mass balance signal (PC1) 

of the four existing mass balance records for the Canadian high Arctic and 

therefore their relationships with the July 500-mbar vortex  may differ from those 

presented here. 
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Other climate regime shifts that have previously been identified and 

shown to influence climate in Arctic regions are briefly examined.  One of the 

most well known climate regime shifts is the 1976 shift in North Pacific sea 

surface temperatures, which is commonly referred to as the 1976 shift in the 

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO;  Mantua et al. 1997).  By inspection of Figure 

2.3, it can clearly be seen that the shift in PDO had little if any impact on the 

regional glacier mass balance of the Canadian high Arctic.  Additional statistical 

analysis of the relationship between monthly and annual PDO indices (taken as 

the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of Pacific sea surface temperatures 

poleward of 20 °N; available at http://jisao.washington.edu/pdo/) shows no 

significant correlation between the PDO and the regional glacier mass balance.  

Another well-studied climate regime shift is the 1989 upward shift in the 

wintertime North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; Hurrell 1995) / Arctic Oscillation 

(AO; Thompson and Wallace 1998) index, taken here as the first EOF of sea level 

pressure poleward of 20 °N.  The majority of the variability in the Canadian high 

Arctic regional glacier mass balance is governed by melt processes that occur 

during summer months, so it is not surprising that no significant correlation exists 

between the National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center’s winter AO 

index (available at www.cpc.noaa.gov) and the regional glacier mass balance.  

The only significant correlation that exists between monthly AO indices and the 

regional glacier mass balance signal is for the month of July (r = 0.42).  The July 

AO is also significantly correlated (r = 0.50) with the average area weighted 

regional 500-mbar geopotential height and, like the regional 500-mbar 

geopotential height, the July AO does not contain a 1986-1987 regime shift.  Less 

well-known regime shifts that did occur in 1987 affected central Arctic annual sea 

level pressures (Walsh et al. 1996) and Northern Hemisphere snow extent 

(Robinson and Frei 2000), suggesting that the inferred 1987 climate regime shift 

may have affected areas beyond the Canadian high Arctic. 
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Conclusions 

 A significant decrease in the Canadian high Arctic mean regional glacier 

mass balance anomaly, as represented by our 41-year time series of the first 

principal component of four glacier mass balance records, was detected between 

1986 and 1987.  For the four glaciers examined, variability in summer mass 

balance determines variability in the annual glacier mass balance. Regional 

glacier mass balance is strongly correlated with July mean air temperature at 

Eureka and Resolute Bay and with the regionally averaged 850-mbar July 

temperature from the NCEP/NCAR climate reanalysis. Significant shifts to higher 

July mean temperatures after 1987 were found in both station derived SATs and 

NCEP/NCAR 850-mbar temperatures.   

Consistent with the findings of Alt (1987), inter-annual changes in the 

strength and position of the July 500-mbar circumpolar vortex exert a strong 

influence on Canadian high Arctic regional SATs and glacier mass balance.  In 

general, when the July circumpolar vortex is strong and its center is located in the 

Western Hemisphere, positive mass balance anomalies prevail.  In contrast, when 

the July circumpolar vortex is either weak, or strong without elongation over the 

Canadian high Arctic, and the vortex center is located in the Eastern Hemisphere, 

highly negative mass balance anomalies prevail.  Since the late 1980s, there has 

been a significantly higher occurrence of July vortex types that produce 

anomalously high SATs over the Canadian high Arctic.  This, in-turn, has resulted 

in a sharp decrease in the regional glacier mass balance.  The tendency for more 

easterly centered July circumpolar vortices is reflected in 1987-2003 anomalies in 

NCEP/NCAR 500-mbar geopotential heights (Figure 2.6), which show a decrease 

of up to 40m in mean geopotential height over the eastern side of the Arctic 

Ocean and an increase of up to 30m in geopotential height over the Canadian 

Arctic relative to the 1963-1987 period. 

These findings highlight the importance of understanding the dynamics 

behind the climatic forcings that have resulted in accelerated glacier melt in the 

Canadian high Arctic and show that the observed changes in July mean SATs and 
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glacier mass balance in the region are not appropriately characterized by simple 

linear trends.  To identify the mechanisms behind the regional patterns of 

warming and mass balance change in the Canadian high Arctic, it is necessary to 

analyze the dominant synoptic scale pressure systems and regional circulation 

patterns over the Arctic.  The results presented here clearly show that changes in 

the strength and center position of the July 500-mbar circumpolar vortex have 

resulted in the acceleration of glacier ablation in the Canadian high Arctic since 

1986-87.  Further research is needed to determine what has caused these changes 

in the July 500-mbar circumpolar vortex. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 2.1: Canadian high Arctic: Locations at which long term glacier mass 
balance records have been collected (circles) and locations of long term 
Environment Canada meteorological stations (stars). 
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Figure 2.2: Annual mass balance records from individual glaciers expressed as 
standardized anomalies with the scores of the first principal component (PC1) 
plotted in bold. 

 

Figure 2.3: Standardized anomalies of the first principal component (PC1) of the 
four glacier mass balance records.  Inferred mass balance regimes are represented 
by a dashed line. 
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Figure 2.4: Regional mean July station derived surface air temperature (SAT), 
taken as the average temperature observed at the Environment Canada 
meteorological stations of Eureka and Resolute Bay.  The dashed line displays the 
two significant temperature regimes. 
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Figure 2.5: (a) Sector boundaries and July 500-mbar Arctic circumpolar vortex 
center location and strength, defined as the location and magnitude of the 
minimum Northern Hemisphere 500-mbar geopotential height (Z).  Years of 
anomalously low (high) minimum geopotential heights are classified as years with 
a “strong” (“weak”) circumpolar vortex.  (b) Inverse of the standardized minimum 
Northern Hemisphere 500-mbar Z (vortex strength) and Canadian high Arctic 
regional glacier mass balance (PC1) grouped by year into the sectors in which the 
vortex center is located and sorted by vortex strength. 
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Figure 2.6: Mean July 1987-2003 (a) 850-mbar air temperature (T) and (b) 
NCEP/NCAR 500-mbar geopotential height (Z) anomalies based on a 1963-1986 
base period. 
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Figure 2.7: Mean July NCEP/NCAR 500-mbar geopotential heights (Z) for 1992, 
1993, 1964 and 1978 (a through d), representative examples of Type I-A, Type I-
B, Type II-A, and Type III July vortex types. 
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Tables 

Table 2.1: Principal Component Analysis of four Canadian high Arctic glacier 
mass balance records (1963-2003). 

Component Loading Component Eigenvalue % of 
Variance White Devon Melville Meighen 

1 2.13 53.30 0.71 0.75 0.81 0.64 
2 0.85 21.22 -0.53 0.30 -0.30 0.62 
3 0.58 14.53 0.29 -0.12 -0.12 0.45 
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CHAPTER 3 : NEAR-SURFACE TEMPERATURE LAPSE RATES 

OVER ARCTIC GLACIERS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR 

TEMPERATURE DOWNSCALING* 

Introduction 

Mass loss from glaciers and ice caps is likely the second largest 

contribution to global sea level rise after ocean thermal expansion (Meier et al., 

2007).  Quantifying past contributions from this source is challenging because of 

the limited availability of measurements of glacier surface mass balance and rates 

of iceberg calving.  Glacier surface mass balance models are widely used to 

compensate for this lack of measurements and can be used to predict how climate 

change will influence future glacier contributions to global eustatic sea level 

(Gregory and Oerlemans, 1998; Braithwaite and Raper, 2002; Marshall et al., 

2004; Bougamont and Bamber, 2005; Hanna et al., 2005). 

Mass balance models calculate snow and ice melt using two main 

approaches: the energy balance approach and the temperature-index or 

“degree-day” approach.  The latter approach assumes an empirical relationship 

between melting and near-surface air temperature, while the former involves the 

assessment of all the major energy fluxes to and from the glacier surface in order 

to determine the energy available for melt.  In either case, spatially distributed 

modeling is required to capture spatial and temporal patterns of surface melt 

(Glover, 1999; Arnold et al., 2006).  Such modeling requires accurate 

downscaling of coarse-resolution temperature fields derived from climate models 

or reanalysis to produce near-surface air temperature fields with an appropriate 

spatial resolution.  Downscaling can be performed either by running a regional 

climate model (forced at its boundaries with coarse-resolution climate model 

* Previously published material: Gardner,	  A.	  S.,	  M.	  J.	  Sharp,	  R.	  M.	  Koerner,	  C.	  
Labine,	  S.	  Boon,	  S.	  J.	  Marshall,	  D.	  O.	  Burgess,	  and	  D.	  Lewis,	  2009:	  Near-‐
surface	  temperature	  lapse	  rates	  over	  Arctic	  glaciers	  and	  their	  implications	  
for	  temperature	  downscaling.	  Journal	  of	  Climate,	  22,	  4281-‐4298.	  
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output or data from climate reanalysis) at the desired resolution, or by computing 

near-surface temperatures from climate model fields using a digital elevation 

model of the glacier surface and an assumed temperature lapse rate. 

“Lapse rate” is defined as “the decrease of an atmospheric variable with 

height, the variable being temperature, unless otherwise specified” (Glickman 

2000), and it often refers to the environmental lapse rate in a vertical profile of the 

atmosphere.  Here we use lapse rate to refer to the decrease in near-surface 

temperature with elevation following the glacier surface.  We define lapse rates to 

be positive when temperature decreases as elevation increases in order to be 

consistent with usage in the atmospheric science community.  However, we note 

that most previously published glacier near-surface lapse rates have been given 

the reverse sign convention (positive lapse rate = increase in temperature with 

increasing elevation: Braun and Hock 2004, Hanna et al. 2005, Otto-Bliesner et 

al. 2006b, Marshall et al. 2007, Gardner and Sharp 2009).  This difference in sign 

convention should be noted when comparing our results with those presented in 

these other studies. 

Regional climate modeling at high spatial resolution requires extensive 

computational resources, so this approach is best suited for downscaling 

temperature fields spanning short time periods to either relatively small ice 

masses or larger ice masses with low spatial gradients in melt rates.  For large and 

complex regions like the Canadian High Arctic, running a regional climate model 

for multiple years at a resolution desirable for modeling glacier melt (~1 km) is 

computationally challenging, so statistical temperature downscaling remains an 

attractive proposition.  The lapse rate used to downscale near-surface 

temperatures is often taken to be the moist adiabatic lapse rate (MALR = 6 to 

7°C km-1; Glover, 1999; Flowers and Clarke, 2002; Thomas et al., 2003; Arnold et 

al., 2006; Bassford et al., 2006; Bassford et al., 2006; de Woul et al., 2006; 

Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006; Raper and Braithwaite, 2006).  However, temperature 

lapse rates measured close to glacier surfaces can differ substantially from the 

MALR (Greuell and Böhm, 1998; Braun and Hock, 2004; Hanna et al., 2005; 

Marshall et al., 2007).  Neglecting to account for these differences may result in 
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large errors in downscaled temperature fields and in the magnitude and spatial 

distribution of modeled glacier melt (Greuell and Böhm, 1998; Otto-Bliesner et 

al., 2006; Gardner and Sharp, 2009). 

Near-surface temperature lapse rates vary on diurnal and seasonal time 

scales due to changes in the sensible heat flux between the free atmosphere and 

the underlying surface.  This flux is influenced by temporal and spatial changes in 

free-atmosphere and surface temperatures, surface roughness, and wind speed.  

Because near-surface air temperatures are intermediate between those of the free 

atmosphere and the surface and surface temperatures over a melting glacier are 

fixed at the melting point temperature, near-surface lapse rates over melting 

glaciers are often lower than lapse rates in the free atmosphere (Greuell and 

Böhm, 1998).  Marshall et al. (2007) found that measured near-surface lapse rates 

over a Canadian Arctic icefield were systematically lower than free-air lapse 

rates, and that daily changes in lapse rates were associated with changes in 

synoptic weather patterns.  In the summer, lapse rates were closer to the free-air 

MALR when there was enhanced cyclonic activity, but were considerably lower 

than the MALR (< 2°C km¯¹) when anticyclonic circulation prevailed. 

Here we discuss measurements of surface air temperatures and lapse rates 

made on four large ice masses in the Canadian High Arctic at various intervals 

during the period 1988-2007.  The Canadian High Arctic contains the largest 

volume of land ice in the world outside Greenland and Antarctica and is a 

potentially significant contributor to global sea level change.  Mass balance 

measurements have been made at five sites in the region for over forty years 

(Cogley et al., 1996; Koerner, 2005) but little is known about the magnitude, 

trends, and inter-annual variability of glacier mass balance across much of the 

region.  Distributed, regional-scale mass balance modeling is required to better 

estimate both past and future contributions of glacier melt in this region to global 

sea level change.  The goals of this study are therefore (i) to determine whether 

the relationships identified by Marshall et al. (2007) apply throughout the region, 

(ii) to develop and validate an empirical method to model temporally variable 

lapse rates that can be used to downscale temperature fields derived from climate 
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models or reanalysis to the complex surface topography of these ice masses, and 

(iii) to compare the results from this method with those generated by downscaling 

using the MALR.   

Our analysis is based on six datasets from the Prince of Wales Icefield, 

Agassiz Ice Cap, and John Evans Glacier on Ellesmere Island, and from the 

Devon Island Ice Cap (Figure 3.1).  These datasets contain over 58,000 

measurements of daily mean temperature from 69 sensors covering the period 

June 1988 to May 2007.  Near-surface lapse rates were calculated from these 

datasets and compared with estimates of daily mean lower-troposphere 

temperatures derived from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s 

North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR: Mesinger et al., 2006).  We present 

an empirical approach to downscaling the NARR temperatures that involves the 

prediction of near-surface lapse rates over glaciers from NARR 750-mbar mean 

daily air temperature standardized anomalies, where anomalies are taken relative 

to the 1979-2006 summer mean temperature and have been standardized by 

dividing the anomalies by their respective standard deviation.  NARR 

bias-corrected summit elevation air temperatures were then downscaled using the 

modeled near-surface lapse rate for each day. 

Site details  

Agassiz Ice Cap 

The 21,000 km2 Agassiz Ice Cap, located on the eastern side of Ellesmere 

Island (Figure 3.1), is the second largest ice cap in the Canadian High Arctic 

(Sharp et al., 2003).  In the spring of 1988, an automatic weather station (A_1) 

was erected at the site where two surface-to-bedrock boreholes were drilled by the 

Geological Survey of Canada in 1984 and 1987 (Koerner and Fisher, 1990; Fisher 

et al., 1995).  Two more stations were installed at lower elevations along a 

northeast-oriented transect in June 1991 (A_2) and April 1994 (A_3).  All three 

stations are equipped with Campbell Scientific (CS) 107F temperature sensors.  

These stations are still in operation, are maintained annually by CS Canada Ltd. 
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and the Geological Survey of Canada, and comprise the Agassiz transect, which 

extends 30 km horizontally and ranges in elevation from 880 to 1740 m a.s.l.. 

Devon Island Ice Cap 

The dome-shaped Devon Island Ice Cap (area ~14,000 km2) on the eastern 

side of Devon Island (Figure 3.1) is the southernmost glacier included in this 

study.  Two of the six temperature-elevation transects are located on this ice cap.  

The longest running transect, Devon_N, is located on the north slope of the ice 

cap and spans a horizontal distance of >40 km and an elevation range from 330 to 

1880 m a.s.l.  It consists of six automatic weather stations installed between 1992 

and 2005, four of which are currently in operation and are maintained by the 

Geological Survey of Canada (Koerner, 2005).  All temperatures are measured 

with CS 107F sensors.   

The second transect, Devon_S, is located on the south-facing slope of the 

ice cap and consists of three CS 107F sensors and 17 HOBO H8-PRO sensors 

manufactured by Onset Scientific Ltd.  Sensors were installed between 2004 and 

2006 and were distributed at ~2 km intervals along a 50 km transect from the ice 

cap summit to its southern margin.  Most sensors on this transect, which spans an 

elevation range from 480 to 1800 m a.s.l., are currently operational and are 

maintained by the Arctic and Alpine Research Group at the University of Alberta. 

John Evans Glacier 

John Evans Glacier, the only valley glacier included in this study, is 

located on the east coast of Ellesmere Island to the south of the Agassiz Ice cap 

(Figure 3.1).  In June 1996, three HMP35CF relative humidity/temperature 

sensors were installed on automatic weather stations located at elevations of 260, 

820 and 1180 m a.s.l. (Arendt and Sharp, 1999; Boon et al., 2003).  In May 2001, 

16 HOBO H8-PRO temperature sensors were installed at ~100 m vertical 

intervals along a 15 km transect (JEG transect) following the centerline of the 

glacier from its terminus (140 m) to its summit (1470 m).  The weather stations 

and the 16 HOBO sensors were removed in June 2003.   
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Prince of Wales Icefield 

The Prince of Wales Icefield is located in eastern Ellesmere Island, to the 

south of John Evans Glacier (Figure 3.1).  Two temperature-elevation sensor 

transects were operated on the icefield between 2001 and 2003 (Marshall et al., 

2007).  The 170 km POW_N transect, which crosses the northern part of the 

icefield, was installed in spring 2001.  It consisted of one CS 107, one Veriteq 

Instruments Inc. SP-2000, and 12 HOBO H8-PRO temperature sensors located at 

elevations ranging from 130 to 1730 m a.s.l.  The 130 km southern transect, 

POW_S, which spanned an elevation range from 550 to 1350 m a.s.l, was 

installed in spring 2002 and consisted of two SP-2000 and four HOBO H8-PRO 

temperature sensors.  All sensors were removed in spring 2003.  Marshall et al. 

(2007) provide a more detailed description of the icefield and the datasets derived 

from these transects.  

Data and methods 

Near-surface temperatures 

All temperature sensors were installed in solar radiation shields mounted 

on metal or plastic poles drilled into the glacier surface.  Sensors were mounted 

between 1 and 1.5 m above the surface and in open locations representative of the 

surrounding area.  Temperatures were originally recorded as 15 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 

2 hr or daily averages, and were post-processed to produce daily averages.  A list 

of all temperature sensors used in the study, locations and periods of operation 

can be found in the appendix (Table A.1) along with sensor specifications (Table 

A.2). 

Sensor measurement accuracies range between ±1.0°C at low (<-30°C) 

temperatures and ±0.2°C at 0°C (Table A.2).  Marshall et al. (2007) conducted an 

extensive study to determine additional errors due to instrument calibration (0.1 to 

0.7°C) and varying sensor height relative to the glacier surface (±0.1°C for daily 

averages).  They estimated the overall uncertainty in the daily average 

temperature measurements to be ±1.3°C.  This value is also adopted for the 

measurement error in this study. 
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Gaps in sensor records exist (mostly during winter months) where stations 

were removed for servicing, because the battery or sensor failed, when sensors 

were found less than 0.5 m (high accumulation) or more than 2.5 m (high 

ablation) above the surface, and where sensor poles collapsed due to ablation or 

interference from polar bears.  Figure 3.2a shows the annual number of daily 

averaged temperature measurements made along each transect.  All 

quality-controlled daily average temperature measurements for each transect have 

been included as supplementary material for this manuscript and can be found on 

the University of Alberta Arctic and Alpine Research Group’s website: 

arctic.eas.ualberta.ca. 

Lapse rates   

Using daily mean temperatures and assuming constant sensor elevations, 

daily lapse rates were calculated for each transect using simple linear regression.  

For the Devon_S, JEG, POW_N and POW_S transects, measured temperatures 

below -30°C were excluded from lapse rate calculations due to increased 

instrument errors at these temperatures.  For the Agassiz and Devon_N transects, 

where CS 107F temperature sensors were used, all temperatures below -50°C 

were excluded.  Lapse rates were only calculated when three or more separate 

temperature measurements were available along a transect, and when the 

elevation difference between the lowest and highest available stations exceeded 

500 m.  These criteria reduce the impact of temperature measurement errors on 

calculated lapse rates, but also reduce the number of days for which lapse rates 

can be calculated.  For the six transects, between 44% and 91% of days with 

temperature measurements yielded lapse rates (Figure 3.2b).  There are less than 

twenty days of data for POW_S in January, February, and March, so no values are 

reported for these months and the POW_S transect is omitted from the discussion 

of winter lapse rates. 

Regional Climate Reanalysis 

The NARR dataset (32-km and 45-layer) is available for the period from 

1979 to 2006 for the entire North American region.  Data were provided by the 
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NOAA/OAR/ESRL Physical Sciences Division, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from 

their website at www.cdc.noaa.gov (accessed October, 2007). 

The variables 500-mbar geopotential height (500Z) and 750-mbar air 

temperature (750T) were selected to characterize atmospheric conditions over the 

four Canadian High Arctic glaciers. 500Z was chosen to describe synoptic scale 

variability in the mid-troposphere, which has a strong influence on lower-

troposphere temperatures, regional glacier melt, and near-surface lapse rates in the 

Canadian High Arctic (Alt, 1987; Wang et al., 2005; Gardner and Sharp, 2007; 

Marshall et al., 2007).  750T was selected to describe free-air temperatures at an 

elevation of ~2200 m a.s.l., which is at least 500 m above the NARR model 

topography in the regions of the four glaciers examined in this study.  The 

influence of changes in free-atmospheric temperatures was investigated because 

these temperatures can affect near-surface lapse rates directly by modifying the 

sensible heat flux to and from the surface and indirectly by altering other surface 

energy balance components (i.e. the amount of absorbed solar radiation through 

melt-induced modification of the surface albedo).  The influence of atmospheric 

winds was also investigated because winds can modify both free-air and 

near-surface lapse rates through the horizontal advection of air masses of different 

temperatures and moisture contents, by forcing the ascent/descent of advected air 

masses over terrain, and by altering the turbulent heat fluxes between the free 

atmosphere and the surface.  However, no consistent relationships were found 

between wind components and lapse rates.   

Daily average time series for the selected NARR variables were created 

for each glacier by averaging over a six grid-cell domain (96 km by 64 km) 

centered over each glacier.  All time series were generated for the period January 

1988 to December 2006, which extends from the first year of on-glacier 

temperature data to the last year of NARR data available from the 

NOAA/OAR/ESRL Physical Sciences Division’s website. 

To ensure that the NARR data accurately model climatic variability over 

the region of interest, 750T (averaged over the regions occupied by each glacier) 

was correlated with individual temperature series from on-glacier sensors located 
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above 1000 m a.s.l. on each glacier.  All near-surface measurements are highly 

positively correlated with the corresponding NARR 750T (annual: r = 0.84 – 0.98, 

summer: r = 0.71 – 0.92).  As with other correlations presented in this paper, 

monthly means were subtracted from the time series prior to correlation. 

Statistical analysis  

Pearson product-moment correlation analysis (Shumway and Stoffer, 

2006) was used to identify relationships between NARR meteorological variables, 

lapse rates, and glacier surface temperatures.  Before correlation coefficients (r) 

were calculated, a centered three-day moving average low-pass filter was applied 

to all time series.  This removed local noise that was present at daily frequencies 

and improved comparisons between time series from field sites that are separated 

by up to 700 km and may be affected by the same synoptic events but at different 

times.  As with most sub-annual meteorological time series, there are strong 

red-noise (seasonal cycle) components in the datasets that must be removed 

before representative correlation coefficients can be determined.  This was 

accomplished by subtracting monthly means from all time series before 

correlation coefficients were calculated.  The significance of the correlation 

coefficients was determined using a two-tailed Student’s t-test with the null 

hypothesis that the time series were uncorrelated (r = 0).  The low-pass filter 

introduces lag-1 and -2 serial correlations into the time series that might affect the 

assessment of the statistical significance of correlation coefficients, although 

“inferences about the correlation coefficient seem to be relatively weakly affected 

by serial correlation” (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999, p. 149).  To err on the side of 

caution, we adopted a 99% confidence level (p < 0.01) as the threshold for 

statistical significance.   

Results 

Near-surface temperatures 

Mean annual temperatures averaged over all sensors ranged from -18.9 to 

-15.5°C for the Agassiz and JEG transects respectively.  Average monthly transect 
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temperatures are lowest in February (-35 to -29°C) and highest in July 

(-1 to +2°C).  There are pronounced seasonal cycles in the monthly mean standard 

deviations of daily temperatures, with higher standard deviations (3.5 to 7.1°C) 

during the winter (DJF) and lower values (2.0 to 3.7°C) during the summer (JJA).  

The lower standard deviations in summer are in part due to fixed temperatures 

(0°C) at the melting surface.   

The relationship between elevation and seasonal mean temperature is 

much stronger during the summer (average r = -0.94; Figure 3.3b) than in the 

winter (average r = -0.68; Figure 3.3a).  This suggests that a constant regional 

near-surface lapse rate is a better description of the near-surface temperature field 

during the summer than in the winter.  There is also a significant correlation 

(r = 0.73) between elevation and the standard deviation of the daily near-surface 

temperatures in summer (Figure 3.3d) but not in winter (Figure 3.3c).  The 

atmospheric controls governing this observed relationship will be discussed in a 

later section. 

Lapse rates 

Daily near-surface lapse rates ranged between -11.9°C km-1 (recorded 

during a strong temperature inversion over the JEG transect in March 2003) and 

14.8°C km-1 (recorded over the Devon_S transect in November 2002).  Centered 

3-day moving average lapse rates for each of the 6 transects are presented in 

Figure 3.4.  Lapse rates are generally lower during colder months and higher 

during warmer months.  Monthly mean values (Figure 3.5) are on average 1.8°C 

km-1 higher in summer than in winter.  Monthly mean daily temperature-elevation 

correlation coefficients are also larger in summer (r = 0.82 – 0.97) than in winter 

(r = 0.63 – 0.85), suggesting that the assumption of a linear near-surface lapse rate 

is most appropriate during the summer months.  Lower lapse rates are expected 

during winter months due to a persistent lower-troposphere temperature inversion 

that is observed throughout the Arctic (Serreze and Barry 2005, p.139-143).  

During polar night, when there is little or no solar radiation, an atmospheric 

temperature inversion results from long-wave radiative equilibrium between the 
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highly emissive colder snow surface and the less emissive and warmer lower 

troposphere. It is maintained by the northward advection of warmer sub-arctic air 

(Overland and Guest 1991).  The strength of the lower-troposphere temperature 

inversion is strongly influenced by the presence of diamond dust (Overland and 

Guest 1991) and occurrence of cloud cover (Serreze et al. 1992). Near-surface 

lapse rates over JEG are on average 2.2°C km-1 lower than lapse rates over the 

other five transects in summer and 4.4°C km-1 lower in winter (Figure 3.5).  The 

Agassiz transect has the highest average summer (6.4°C km-1) and winter 

(4.6°C km-1) lapse rates.  This is likely due to the Agassiz transect’s generally 

colder climate, which results in less frequent summer melt and a less extensive 

melting zone than is observed at the other three sites (Wang et al., 2005).  Less 

melt area leads to less area at lower elevations with surface temperatures fixed at 

0˚C, resulting in slightly higher near-surface lapse rate.  Lower temperatures also 

result in higher MALRs because the MALR tends towards the dry air lapse rate as 

temperatures cool.  All other mean summer and winter lapse rates lay within the 

ranges 4.9 ±0.4°C km-1 and 3.2 ±0.5°C km-1 respectively.  These values are 

systematically lower than standard MALRs, which is consistent with most 

previously published values for Arctic glaciers and the Greenland ice sheet (Table 

3.1).   

Cross-correlations between daily lapse rates along the different glacier 

transects are stronger during summer months than in winter (Table 3.2).  This 

suggests that regional-scale processes account for a larger fraction of the variance 

in lapse rates during summer than winter.  To illustrate the strength of this 

regional influence, all available lapse rates for summer 2002 are plotted in Figure 

3.6.  

Relationship between near-surface lapse rates and atmospheric conditions   

Summer daily mean lapse rates measured over all six temperature-

elevation transects are significantly lower than the free-air MALR when summit 

elevation temperatures are anomalously high (Fig. 3.7).  The relationship between 

measured lapse rates and temperatures is strongest when lapse rates are compared 
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with temperature measurements taken at higher elevations.  In addition, when 

near-surface lapse rates are correlated with NARR 500Z and 750T (averaged over 

each of the four glaciers) the strongest relationships are between summer lapse 

rates and 750T (Fig. 3.8). 

Variations in summer 750T over the Canadian High Arctic are associated 

with synoptic scale southerly advection of warm North American continental air 

and northerly advection of cold polar air masses that affect temperatures on a 

regional scale (Alt, 1987; Gardner and Sharp, 2007).  Mean summer correlation 

coefficients with summer 750T are negative and significant for all lapse rate 

series and range between r = -0.55 and -0.81.  These findings show that lower 

lapse rates are associated with warmer air masses and higher rates with colder air 

masses. 

Influence of free-atmospheric temperatures on near-surface temperatures 

and lapse rates 

To explain what drives the relationship between free-air temperatures and 

near-surface lapse rates we focus on a vertical cross section of the atmospheric 

boundary layer between the glacier surface and the free atmosphere, and discuss 

the “climate sensitivity” of the near-surface air temperature.  This is defined here 

as the change in near-surface temperature relative to a change in the 

free-atmospheric temperature.  During the summer, the glacier surface gains 

energy through a positive net radiation flux and, to a lesser extent, through 

turbulent heat transfer and rainfall.  The snow and glacier-ice warm until the 

surface reaches the melting point, after which further net inputs of energy produce 

melt while the surface temperature remains fixed at 0° C.  Because surface 

temperatures are fixed over a melting glacier surface and free-atmosphere 

temperatures decrease with increasing elevation, the free atmosphere becomes 

warmer relative to the surface as the surface elevation decreases.  This gradient 

drives a flux of sensible heat from the atmosphere to the glacier surface that 

modifies the temperature of the air within the boundary layer.  A larger sensible 

heat flux will result in greater cooling of the boundary layer relative to the 
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temperature of the free atmosphere, so the climate sensitivity of the near-surface 

air temperature over a melting surface will be less than unity.   

The upper portions of Arctic glaciers will often remain frozen while melt 

occurs at lower elevations.  Where the surface is frozen, the temperature of the 

snow/ice surface can vary with changes in the free-air temperature.  Because of 

this, vertical temperature gradients in the boundary layer over frozen surfaces are 

generally not as large as those found over melting surfaces.  Thus, near-surface air 

temperatures over frozen surfaces have larger climate sensitivities than 

temperatures over melting surfaces.  Consistent with this argument, Denby et al. 

(2002) showed that the climate sensitivity of near-surface air temperatures over 

the Greenland ice sheet was close to unity in the dry snow zone (no melt) and that 

it decreased with elevation to a value of only 0.3 in the lower ablation zone.  This 

explains the observed increase in the standard deviation of glacier near-surface 

temperatures at higher surface elevations (Figure 3.3d).   

The sensible heat flux, and therefore the degree to which the temperature 

of the atmospheric boundary layer air is modified, is also influenced by the wind 

speed.  Observations (van den Broeke, 1997) and modeling studies (Denby et al., 

2002) in Greenland show that down-slope glacier winds increase systematically 

with increases in free-atmospheric temperatures during the ablation season.  This 

has the effect of increasing the sensible heat flux at lower elevations when warm 

air is advected into the region.  However, the climate sensitivity of the glacier 

wind is relatively low (0 – 0.2 m s-1°C-1), so changes in the near-surface 

temperature will be primarily governed by changes in the sensible heat flux that 

result from changes in free-air temperatures (Denby et al., 2002).  Glacier winds 

over the ice masses examined in this study are not as well developed as those 

observed over the Greenland Ice Sheet, and will have less impact on the sensible 

heat flux variability than was observed by Denby et al. (2002).  Summer mean 

daily wind speed and direction measurements from three weather stations located 

on JEG and three stations located on the Devon Island Ice Cap show an increase 

in the frequency of down slope (katabatic) winds at lower elevations, but neither 
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transect shows an increase in mean wind speed at lower elevations or any 

consistent relationship between wind speed and 750T. 

The relationship between the climate sensitivity of near-surface 

temperature and elevation means that when warm air is advected into the region, 

near-surface temperatures over glaciers will not rise uniformly.  Because of larger 

near-surface air temperature sensitivities at higher elevations, near-surface air 

temperature will increase more at higher elevations than at lower elevations in 

response to an increase in free-atmospheric temperature.  This has the effect of 

reducing the lapse rate, consistent with the strong negative correlation between 

750T and lapse rates (Figure 3.8).  Ablation season dependence of surface 

roughness on elevation (preference for snow at higher elevations and ice at lower 

elevations) may also play a role in modifying the glacier near-surface lapse rate, 

but is not investigated in this study. 

Implications for the modeling of near-surface temperatures 

During the melt season, the variability in measured lapse rates is strongly 

related to the variability in 750T (Figure 3.8).  This relationship was used to 

develop simple empirical models to predict daily near-surface lapse rates from 

standardized daily anomalies in 750T (summer means removed and divided 

through by respective standard deviation).  Using least-squares regression 

analysis, model coefficients were calculated for each of the four glaciers (Table 

3.3).  Because the regression models are based on standardized anomalies 

(mean = 0), all model y-intercepts (β) are equal to respective glacier mean 

summer lapse rates.  Where more than one daily lapse rate measurement was 

available for the same glacier (i.e. Devon and POW), the lapse rate was taken to 

be the mean of the two estimated values.   

Non-ablation season lapse rates are important for the determination of 

end-of-winter snowpack temperatures. However, the relationship between free-air 

temperatures and lapse rates breaks down outside the ablation season and there is 

no strong relationship between non-ablation season lapse rates and either winds or 

geopotential height that can be used to model them. Thus we chose not to attempt 
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to downscale winter temperatures.  If winter temperatures are needed for a mass 

balance modelling study, we suggest setting the lapse rate for days outside the 

ablation season to the mean non-ablation season lapse rate (Table 3.3).  A lapse 

rate minimum threshold of 0°C km-1 should also be applied to summer values to 

prevent unrealistically low lapse rates during extreme warm periods.  This 

threshold does not impact the results presented here, but might be relevant if the 

lapse rate models developed here were applied to years that are anomalously 

warm compared to the years examined in this study.  

Validation of temperature extrapolation methods 

Prior to comparing long term differences in surface air temperature 

estimates made using modeled daily lapse rates with those made using a constant 

MALR (6.5°C km¯¹), the modeled daily lapse rate downscaling method was 

validated over the Devon Island Ice Cap for the summer of 2006.  Coefficients for 

the Devon lapse rate model were first calibrated by excluding 2006 data.  Daily 

lapse rates were then calculated for the 2006 melt season using daily NARR 750T 

standardized anomalies.  Daily observed, modeled, and constant measured mean 

summer (5.1°C km¯¹) lapse rates are plotted together with the MALR 

(6.5°C km¯¹) in Figure 3.9.  There is reasonably good consistency between the 

patterns of variability in the observed and modeled lapse rates (r = 0.68) and their 

means, which are not statistically different when compared using	  a	  two-‐tailed	  

Student’s	  t-‐test	  with	  the	  null	  hypothesis	  that	  the	  means	  are	  equal.	  	  Both lapse 

rates are significantly lower than the MALR.   

For the validation process, least-squares linear regression was used to 

reconstruct daily summit elevation temperatures (1880 m) by extrapolating 2006 

daily temperature measurements made along the Devon_S transect.  This 

effectively minimizes the local error associated with single station measurements 

and provides a temporally continuous summit elevation temperature that can be 

extrapolated to lower elevations using a specified lapse rate. 

To assess the errors associated with lapse rate choice when downscaling 

near-surface temperatures, measured and modeled daily lapse rates, a constant 
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lapse rate equal to the 2006 summer mean (5.1°C km-1), and the MALR were used 

to extrapolate reconstructed summit temperatures to the elevation of each 

Devon_S transect temperature sensor with a complete 2006 summer record.  

Taking the daily mean temperature measured at each station as the true 

temperature, mean and standard errors in daily mean temperatures were 

determined for each of the four extrapolation methods (Figure 3.10).  Averaged 

over all stations, temperatures extrapolated using mean daily and summer 

measured lapse rates have a mean error of zero as they have been derived directly 

from the 2006 summer station data (Figure 3.10a).  Temperatures extrapolated 

using modeled lapse rates have a small mean cold bias (-0.3°C) while those 

extrapolated using the MALR have a strong warm bias (0.8°C) that decreases with 

increasing elevation.  Compared with air temperatures extrapolated using a 

constant lapse rate, modeled daily lapse rates offer a slight improvement in the 

standard error of the estimated temperatures (Figure 3.10b).   

A similar error analysis for estimates of positive degree days (PDD), a 

quantity that is strongly related to glacier melt (Braithwaite, 1981; Hock, 2003), 

reveals that only those extrapolation methods that employ variable lapse rates can 

reproduce the observed annual PDD values (mean error ≈ 0 ±10°C d yr-1; Figure 

3.10c, d).  Because near-surface lapse rates vary systematically with temperature, 

employing the constant mean summer lapse rate results in temperature 

underestimation during relatively cold periods and overestimation during 

relatively warm periods.  Across all stations, this results in an average PDD 

overestimation of 25°C d yr-1, with a mean error as high as 75°C d yr-1 at the 

lowest station.  Using the MALR greatly overestimates total PDDs with mean 

errors as high as 160°C d yr-1.   

Comparison between PDDs downscaled using daily modeled lapse rates and a 

constant MALR 

To illustrate differences in surface air temperature estimates when 

differing lapse rates are employed, we compared daily mean temperatures 

downscaled to glacier surfaces (Canada3D DEM:  available from Natural 
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Resources Canada) from NARR 750T using both daily modeled lapse rates and 

the MALR for the period 1994 – 2006.  Results are displayed as total PDDs.  As 

part of the downscaling process, 750T was first adjusted to the temperature at the 

highest available station on each glacier by subtracting the monthly mean 

difference between 750T and the station temperatures.  The derived station 

temperature was then downscaled over the entire glacier surface at the 3D DEM 

resolution (30 seconds ~ 900 × 200 m) using the two different lapse rates. 

Using the model coefficients provided in Table 3.3 and daily 750T 

standardized anomalies, mean annual total PDDs for the period 1994-2006 were 

estimated for each of the four glaciers (Figure 3.11).  Average annual PDD totals 

for the Agassiz Ice Cap, Devon Island Ice Cap, John Evans Glacier, and Prince of 

Wales Icefield were 80, 130, 180 and 80°C d yr-1 respectively.  Averaged over 

each glacier, the annual total PDDs derived from near-surface temperatures 

downscaled using daily modeled lapse rates are 20, 160, 130 and 140°C d yr-1 less 

than PDD totals generated using the constant MALR for the Agassiz and Devon 

Island Ice Caps, John Evans Glacier, and Prince of Wales Icefield respectively.  

Except for the Agassiz Ice Cap (which has the lowest mean summer temperatures, 

one of the lowest estimated average annual PDD totals, and the highest 

near-surface temperature lapse rates), downscaling with the MALR results in a 

substantial overestimation of near-surface air temperatures and annual PDDs.  In 

the case of the Prince of Wales Icefield, using the MALR produces annual PDD 

estimates nearly three times those derived using modeled lapse rates.  This large 

difference is due not only to the nearly 2°C km¯¹ difference between the mean of 

the modeled lapse rate and the MALR but also to: (i) the large vertical distance 

over which temperatures are downscaled (~1800 m), (ii) the high sensitivity of 

lapse rates to changes in 750T standardized anomalies (-1.39°C km¯¹), (iii) low 

annual PDD totals, and (iv) the large number of days (averaged over all stations: 

43 d yr-1) with near-surface temperatures within ±2°C of the freezing point. 

To illustrate the spatial differences in PDD estimates, mean annual PDDs 

estimated from surface air temperatures downscaled using modeled daily lapse 

rates (a) and the MALR (b) are shown for the Devon Island Ice Cap in Figure 
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3.12.  Because both downscaling methods extrapolate from the same summit point 

location temperature series, our model comparisons show good agreement 

between downscaling methods near summit elevations, and larger disagreement at 

lower elevations.  If adjusted sea-level temperatures had been extrapolated 

instead, the MALR would result in an underestimate of near-surface temperatures 

and total PDDs relative to those determined using modeled daily lapse rates, as 

opposed to the overestimates reported here.    

Discussion 

Consistent with previous studies (Greuell and Böhm, 1998; Steffen and 

Box, 2001; Lowe and Porter, 2004; Hanna et al., 2005; Mair et al., 2005; Wright 

et al., 2005; Marshall et al., 2007; Shepherd et al., 2007) we found that ablation 

season near-surface lapse rates observed over Arctic glacier surfaces are 

consistently lower than the MALR.  Higher near-surface lapse rates of 7 to 

9°C km-1 have been reported for some valley glaciers (Schuler et al., 2005; Brock 

et al., 2006).  In these cases, however, lapse rates were derived using air 

temperatures measured at two weather stations, one of which was located at a 

higher elevation on glacier ice and the other at a lower elevation on exposed 

ice-free ground.  This has the effect of producing artificially high near-surface 

glacier lapse rates because the temperatures recorded at the lower weather stations 

are not as strongly affected by the cooling effects of the glacier surface as those at 

the upper stations.  Using these lapse rates to extrapolate near-surface 

temperatures over large altitudinal distances over ice could result in significant 

errors. 

Near-surface lapse rates over glaciers vary on seasonal and daily time 

scales, a phenomenon that, although well documented (Braun and Hock, 2004; 

Steffen et al., 2004; Hanna et al., 2005; Marshall et al., 2007), is rarely accounted 

for in the downscaling or extrapolation of near-surface air temperatures (Greuell 

and Böhm, 1998; Gardner and Sharp, 2009).  Unlike previous studies, our work 

has shown that the variability in glacier near-surface lapse rates during summer 

months is significantly correlated on a regional-scale and that this co-variability 
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appears to be controlled by regional-scale changes in lower-troposphere 

(750-mbar) temperatures that are associated with the passage of synoptic weather 

systems (Alt, 1987, Gardner and Sharp, 2007; Marshall et al., 2007).  During the 

ablation season, the sensitivity of glacier near-surface air temperature to changes 

in free-atmosphere temperature increases with elevation (Denby et al., 2002).  

This is because surface temperatures are fixed at 0°C over melting glacier 

surfaces while free-atmosphere temperatures decrease with increasing elevation.  

As the surface elevation decreases, the free atmosphere becomes warmer relative 

to the surface, which drives a sensible heat flux that cools the atmospheric 

boundary layer at a rate that is proportional to the vertical temperature gradient.  

The less frequent occurrence of melt at higher elevations reinforces this 

relationship as near-surface temperatures have a higher climate sensitivity over 

frozen surfaces than over melting surfaces (Denby et al., 2002).  To a lesser 

extent, glacier winds (which are known to increase in strength with the magnitude 

of the atmospheric boundary layer temperature inversion (van den Broeke, 1997)), 

also support an increase in sensible heat flux with decreasing elevation (Denby et 

al., 2002).  Therefore, near-surface air temperatures will increase more at higher 

elevations than at lower elevations in response to an increase in free-atmospheric 

temperature.  This effectively reduces the near-surface lapse rate and results in the 

negative relationship between 750T and near-surface lapse rates. 

This relationship was used successfully to develop glacier specific models 

for the downscaling of coarse-resolution temperature fields.  Through the model 

validation process it was shown that summer near-surface air temperatures 

downscaled using modeled daily lapse rates substantially improve estimates of 

total PDDs over glaciers relative to use of a constant lapse rate equal to either the 

mean ablation season lapse rate or the moist adiabatic lapse rate (MALR).  When 

lower-troposphere temperatures were downscaled over each of the four glaciers 

examined in this study for the period from 1994 to 2006, the use of a constant 

MALR overestimated annual total PDDs by an average of 110 ±64°C d yr-1 

relative to values estimated using modeled lapse rates.  In the case of the Prince of 

Wales Icefield, annual mean PDDs estimated using a constant MALR were nearly 
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three times greater than those estimated using modeled lapse rates.  The chronic 

overestimation of PDDs when the MALR is employed can result in significant 

errors in glacier mass balance estimates when the near surface temperature is used 

to model glacier melt.  Following a similar methodology to the one outlined here, 

Gardner and Sharp (2009) showed that, for the Devon Island Ice Cap over the 

period 1980-2006, estimates of glacier mass balance made using a degree-day 

model can be as much as 4 times more negative when summit elevation 

temperatures are downscaled with the MALR than estimates made using a 

variable lapse rate modeled from lower-troposphere temperatures and 2.5 times 

more negative when downscaling is performed using a mean measured summer 

lapse rate. 

Despite good regional correlations and success at downscaling 

temperatures over individual glaciers, lapse rate model coefficients differ between 

glaciers (Table 3.3).  There is generally good agreement in the model slopes (m) 

(-0.83° to -1.39°C km-1), but mean summer lapse rates (β: y-intercept) vary greatly 

(6.4 to 3.1°C km-1) between glaciers.  This suggests that lapse rate models should 

be calibrated for individual glaciers.  If it is necessary to downscale temperatures 

over Arctic glaciers for which there are insufficient measurements to calibrate a 

model, we suggest using m = -1.1° and β = 4.9°C km-1.  These model parameters 

correspond to the average model slope for the four glacier specific models (Table 

3.3) and the mean ablation season lapse rate for the six transects and all 

previously published Arctic ablation season lapse rates included in Table 3.1.  For 

the four glaciers examined in this study, applying this model to downscale 750T 

to near-surface temperatures for the period of 1994 to 2006 produces total PDD 

estimates that are on average 17 ±35°C d yr-1
 larger than total PDD estimates 

derived using the site specific lapse rate models.  Similar estimates made using a 

constant lapse rate equal to the mean ablation season lapse rate (4.9°C km-1) 

produce total PDD estimates that are on average 33 ±46°C d yr-1
 too large. 

In this study, near-surface lapse rates were parameterized using 

standardized 750-mbar temperature anomalies because temperatures at this 

pressure level are representative of free-air temperatures for all 4 glaciers 
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examined and provide the highest correlations (not shown) with near-surface 

lapse rates when compared to surface and other lower- and mid-troposphere 

temperatures.  This being said, model coefficients are relatively insensitive to the 

temperature used for the parameterization of the lapse rate model.  

Parameterizations based on NARR surface, 900-mbar, 850-mbar or 500-mbar 

standardized temperature anomalies, derived in the same way as done for 750T, 

result in model slopes that are within ~±20% of those reported for the glacier 

specific lapse rate models based on 750T (Table 3.3) and within ~±15% of the 

regional model.  All alternative models have the same mean lapse rate (intercept) 

but have slightly lower regression coefficients when averaged across all four 

glaciers.  Standardized surface air temperature anomalies provide the poorest 

model fit as they are the least representative of free-air temperatures.  

Near-surface air temperatures were downscaled from glacier summit 

temperatures to lower elevations.  This approach was used because NARR 

temperatures (surface or lower-troposphere) show increased correlation with 

on-glacier temperature measurements as the elevation of the on-glacier 

measurement increases.  This suggests that NARR, and likely other 

regional/global climate models, does a better job at simulating higher elevation 

temperatures (which are closer to free-air values) than temperatures at lower 

elevations (which are more strongly influenced by complex local effects e.g. 

topography, katabatic winds, higher frequency of surface melt (stronger sensible 

heat flux), and increased influence from low lying cloud).  Our approach to 

downscaling involves two steps – interpolating the NARR lower-troposphere 

temperatures to an elevation on the ice cap, and then downscaling from that 

elevation using a computed lapse rate. Errors arising from the first step are 

minimized by interpolating measured temperatures to the ice cap summit 

elevation, while those arising from the lapse rate based downscaling are 

independent of the choice of height from which to interpolate.  Thus total error in 

surface air temperature estimates should be minimized by the approach that we 

have adopted.  
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Conclusion 

The negative relationship between near-surface lapse rates and 

lower-troposphere temperatures suggests that lower lapse rates can be expected 

under a warming climate.  This trend is driven by the increase in free-air 

temperatures, the migration of the glacier melt zone to higher elevations earlier in 

the season (larger glacier area with a fixed surface temperature) and, to a lesser 

extent, by enhanced glacier winds.  This means that as ablation season 

temperatures warm over the Arctic, temperatures near the glacier surface may 

become less sensitive to temperature changes in the free atmosphere.  If this 

behavior were incorporated into glacier mass balance models, it could reduce 

projections of Arctic glacier melt and its contributions to sea level in a warmer 

climate.  The opposite would be true if variable lapse rates were used to 

extrapolate terminus (lower elevation) near-surface temperatures to higher 

elevations. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 3.1: Map of Canadian High Arctic with the six temperature-elevation 
sensor transects shown with heavy black lines. 
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Figure 3.2: Annual number of daily averaged (a) temperature measurements and 
(b) calculated lapse rates (β) for each of the six near-surface glacier temperature-
elevation transects. 

 

Figure 3.3: Average winter (DJF) (a) and summer (JJA) (b) near-surface 
temperatures and their standard deviations [DJF: (c), JJA: (d)] plotted with respect 
to sensor elevation.  The relationship between temperature and elevation is much 
weaker in winter (r = -0.68) than in summer (r = -0.94) and standard deviations 
are significantly correlated with elevation in summer (r = 0.73) only. 
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Figure 3.4: 3-day moving average lapse rates (β) for the Agassiz (a), Devon_N 
(b), Devon_S (c), JEG (d), POW_N (e), and POW_S (f) transects. 
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Figure 3.5: Monthly mean lapse rates (β) for all six transects. 

 
Figure 3.6: All available 2002 summer lapse rates (β). 
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Figure 3.7: Summer daily mean lapse rates (β) plotted against measured summit 
elevation temperatures for the Agassiz (a), Devon_N (b), Devon_S (c), JEG (d), 
POW_N (e) and POW_S (f) temperature-elevation transects with heavy black 
lines showing the linear regression relationship between the two variables. 

 

Figure 3.8: Mean monthly correlation coefficients between lapse rates and 750T.  
Only those values significant at the 0.01 level are shown. 
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Figure 3.9: 3-day average measured and modeled near-surface lapse rates (β) for 
Devon Island Ice Cap.  The mean measured summer lapse rate (5.1°C km-1) and 
the MALR (6.5°C km-1) are plotted for comparison.  Modeled lapse rates were 
calculated using 750T and linear regression coefficients calibrated with 
temperature-elevation data from previous years.  Measured and modeled lapse 
rates are fully independent and are significantly correlated (r = 0.68). 

 

Figure 3.10: Mean and standard error in near-surface temperatures (a and b 
respectively) and positive degree days (c and d respectively) extrapolated from 
reconstructed summit elevation temperatures using variable daily mean measured 
and modeled lapse rates as well as constant lapse rates equal to the 2006 mean 
summer lapse rate (5.1°C km-1) and MALR (6.5°C km-1). 
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Figure 3.11: 1994-2006 area averaged mean annual positive degree days (PDDs) 
for the Agassiz Ice Cap, Devon Island Ice Caps, John Evans Glacier (JEG) and 
the Prince of Wales Icefield (POW) derived from near-surface temperature fields 
downscaled from NARR 750T using daily modeled and a constant lapse rate set 
equal to the MALR (6.5°C km-1). 

 

Figure 3.12: 1994-2006 mean annual positive degree days (PDD) for the Devon 
Island Ice Caps derived from near-surface temperature fields downscaled from 
NARR 750T using daily modeled lapse rates (a) and a constant lapse rate equal to 
the MALR (b). 
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Tables 

Table 3.1: Previously reported Arctic glacier and ice-sheet near-surface 
temperature lapse rates (β) 

Location Study Months β  
(°C km-1) 

Devon Island Ice Cap, 
Nunavut, Canada Shepherd et al. (2007) not given 4.6 
Devon Island Ice Cap, 
Nunavut, Canada Mair et al. (2005) J,J,A 4.8 
Greenland Ice Sheet Steffen and Box (2001) Annual 7.1 
Greenland Ice Sheet Steffen and Box (2001) June 4.0 
Greenland Ice Sheet Box and Rinke (2003) June, July 5.0 
Greenland Ice Sheet 
(>1000 m a.s.l.) Hanna et al. (2005) J,J,A 7.9 
Greenland Ice Sheet 
(≤1000 m a.s.l.) Hanna et al. (2005) J,J,A 4.3 
Nigardsbreen, Norway Jóhannesson et al. (1995)* Summer 5.8 
Ny-Alesund, 
Spitsbergen Wright et al. (2005) not given 4.0 
Prince of Wales 
Icefield, Nunavut, 
Canada Marshall et al. (2007) J,J,A 4.7 
Qamanarssup, West 
Greenland Jóhannesson et al. (1995)* Summer 6.6 
Storstrommen, 
Northeast Greenland Bøggild et al. (1994) J,A 4.0 
Satujokull, Iceland Jóhannesson et al.(1995)* Summer 5.3 
* determined through model calibration (not measured) 
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Table 3.2: Summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) cross-correlations between each of the 

lapse rate time series of the 6 sensor transects.  Significant (p ≤ 0.01) correlations 

are shown in bold. 

 WINTER 
 Agassiz Devon_N Devon_S JEG POW_N 
Devon_N 0.34     
Devon_S 0.25 -    
JEG 0.35 0.40 -   
POW_N 0.37 0.31 - 0.50  
POW_S - - - - - 
 SUMMER 
 Agassiz Devon_N Devon_S JEG POW_N 
Devon_N 0.29     
Devon_S 0.37 0.81    
JEG 0.45 0.25 -   
POW_N 0.25 0.47 - 0.83  
POW_S 0.09 0.52 - 0.76 0.89 
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Table 3.3: Best fit linear regression slope (m), mean summer (β: y-intercept) and 
non-ablation season (βw) lapse rates and r values for modeling summer near-
surface lapse rates with 750T standardized anomalies. 

 Agassiz Devon JEG POW 
m (°C km-1) -0.83 -0.84 -1.31 -1.39 
β (°C km-1) 6.4 4.9 3.1 4.6 
βw (°C km-1) 4.8 4.0 0.4 4.2 
r 0.55 0.61 0.75 0.80 
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CHAPTER 4 : SENSITIVITY OF NET MASS BALANCE 

ESTIMATES TO NEAR-SURFACE TEMPERATURE LAPSE 

RATES WHEN EMPLOYING THE DEGREE DAY METHOD TO 

ESTIMATE GLACIER MELT* 

Introduction 

The magnitude of glacier ablation depends on the energy balance at the 

glacier surface.  For remote glacier locations, the large amounts of data required 

to determine this balance are often unavailable.  For this reason, degree day 

models (DDMs) based on the strong observed relationship between glacier melt 

and near surface air temperatures are often used to estimate surface melt.   Most 

studies that employ DDMs must downscale or interpolate climate model output 

and/or station observations to the area of interest.  For spatially distributed 

models, temperature fields must be generated to reflect local conditions, which 

often include complex topography.  This is most commonly done through the use 

of digital elevation models and a constant free air lapse rate‡ (change in 

temperature with elevation) that is often assumed to be the moist adiabatic lapse 

rate (-6- -7°C km-‐1).  The problem with this approach is that temperature lapse 

rates measured over melting glacier surfaces have been found to be systematically 

less steep than the free air values (Greuell and Böhm 1998; Braun and Hock 2004; 

Hanna et al. 2005; Marshall et al. 2007).  These deviations are mainly the result of 

temperatures over melting surfaces being fixed at 0°C while free atmospheric 

temperatures generally increase with decreasing elevation.  This can generate 

strong temperature gradients between the surface and overlying atmosphere that 

* Previously published material: Gardner,	  A.	  S.	  and	  M.	  J.	  Sharp,	  2009:	  
Sensitivity	  of	  net	  mass	  balance	  estimates	  to	  near-‐surface	  temperature	  
lapse	  rates	  when	  employing	  the	  degree-‐day	  method	  to	  estimate	  glacier	  
melt.	  Annals	  of	  Glaciology,	  50,	  80-‐86.	  
‡	  Please	  note	  that	  in	  this	  chapter	  lapse	  rate	  is	  defined	  as	  negative	  when	  
temperatures	  decrease	  with	  elevation.	  	  This	  is	  opposite	  to	  the	  convention	  
used	  in	  Chapter	  3.	  For	  further	  detatils	  see	  the	  Introduction	  of	  Chapter	  3.	  
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increase with decreasing elevation when air temperature is above 0°C.  The strong 

temperature gradients drive a sensible heat flux that cools the near-surface 

atmosphere at lower elevations and effectively reduces the magnitude of the 

near-surface temperature lapse rates (Greuell and Böhm 1998).  

Recent investigations into near-surface temperature lapse rates in the 

Canadian High Arctic have found that lapse rates vary on both seasonal and daily 

time scales (Marshall et al. 2007).  Gardner et al. (2009) found that during the 

summer months (JJA) lapse rates vary systematically with daily mean air 

temperatures in the lower (i.e. 750 mbar) troposphere.  They concluded that much 

of the observed covariability was due to an increase in the climate sensitivity of 

screen-level temperatures with increasing elevation (e.g. Denby et al. 2002), 

where “climate sensitivity” is defined as the change in near-surface temperature 

relative to a change in the free atmospheric temperature. 

In this study we examine the implications of including variable 

near-surface lapse rates (VLR) in DDM simulations of the surface mass balance 

of the Devon Island Ice Cap, Nunavut, Canada.  Surface mass balance estimates 

are determined for the years 1980-2006 and are evaluated against 23 years 

(1980-2003) of surface mass balance measurements from the north-west sector of 

the ice cap (Koerner 1970).  These results are also compared with estimates 

derived using the assumption that model temperatures can be downscaled using a 

constant near surface lapse rate equal to either the measured summer (JJA) mean 

lapse rate (MMLR) or the moist adiabatic lapse rate (MALR).  

Site and Data Description 

The Devon Island Ice Cap is a large (14,000 km2: Dowdeswell et al. 2004) 

dome-shaped ice mass covering much of the eastern part of Devon Island, 

Nunavut, Canada (Figure 4.1).  From 1961 to present, the Geological Survey of 

Canada (GSC) has made physical measurements of the net surface mass balance 

bn  along a 40 km long stake network following a path from the glacier summit 

(1880 m a.s.l.) to the terminus of the Sverdrup outlet glacier in the northwest 

sector of the ice cap  (Figure 4.1: Koerner 2005).  Previous estimates of surface 
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mass balance  (mm w.e. yr-1) for the main ice cap (excluding the south-west arm) 

vary greatly between study periods: -76 ± 50 (1961-66: Koerner 1970), -130 ± 60 

(1963-2000:  Mair et al. 2005) and +28 ± 70 (1996: Shepherd et al. 2007).

 Continuous meteorological measurements have been made on the ice cap 

since 1997, with as many as 7 automatic weather stations and 13 temperature 

sensors operating along two transects in 2004 (Figure 4.1).  Near-surface 

temperature lapse rates derived from these transects show strong linear 

relationships (r = 0.72) with summit elevation temperatures (Figure 4.2).  

Mass Balance Model 

Glacier melt 

The Degree-Day glacier Mass Balance model (DDM) determines the daily 

quantity of melt mt  (mm w.e.) as a function of the mean daily air temperature Tt  

(°C) using a factor of proportionality referred to as the Degree-Day factorDDF  

(mm d-1 °C): 

 

mt = DDF ⋅Tt   Tt ≥ 0°C  

mt = 0    Tt < 0°C  

 

Owing to differences in the surface energy balance characteristics of snow and ice 

(including albedo, shortwave penetration, thermal conductivity, and surface 

roughness), separate values are used for snow (DDFs ) and ice (DDFi ).  Reported 

factors vary greatly from study to study depending on local variations in the 

surface energy balance (albedo, incoming solar radiation, surface roughness, wind 

speed and air temperature), how melt was determined (measured or modeled), the 

time period over which the study was conducted, and how air temperatures were 

determined (daily or hourly mean).  Hock (2003) provides a comprehensive 

review of the temperature-index melt modeling method.  For this study we adopt 

the values DDFs = 3.3 mm d-1 °C and DDFi = 8.2 mm d-1 °C, which are the mean 

values determined by Braithwaite (1995) at two locations (880 and 790 m a.s.l.) 
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on the Greenland Ice Sheet.  Braithwaite (1995) obtained these values through the 

use of an energy balance model over a six year period and these agree well with 

factors determined from stake measurements made at the same locations.  These 

are the same factors used by Shepherd et al. (2007) to model melt over the Devon 

Island Ice Cap for 1996 and compare with DDFs = 4 and DDFi  = 6 - 14 mm d-1 

°C used by Mair and others (2005) to model melt over the ice cap for the years 

1963-2000. 

Surface air temperature & downscaling 

Daily mean surface air temperatures were downscaled to the entire Ice Cap 

from summit elevation temperatures using both modeled mean daily and assumed 

constant lapse rates and a 30 by 30 second digital elevation model (DEM; 

Canada3D: available from Natural Resources Canada).  Daily mean 2 m air 

temperatures from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR: Mesinger et 

al. 2006) were extracted for the model grid cell centered on the summit of the ice 

cap and were corrected for a mean summer (JJA) temperature offset of +4°C 

relative to 8 years (1997-2004) of air temperature measurements from an 

on-glacier weather station located near the summit of the ice cap.  The 4°C offset 

in the NARR air temperature is partly due to the coarse resolution of the NARR 

model topography which models the maximum elevation of the Devon Island Ice 

Cap at an elevation that is 400 m lower than the true summit elevation.  After 

adjusting for the mean difference, measured and modeled summer daily mean 

summit air temperatures show good agreement (r = 0.86) except for systematic 

underestimations of maximum and overestimation of minimum summer summit 

temperatures.  To correct for this bias, we add or subtract corrections drawn 

randomly from a normal distribution with a range of 0 to 2 ºC to all NARR 

summer temperatures above -4.5 ºC and below -7.5 ºC respectively (Figure 4.3).  

Surface air temperatures were generated for both ablation season and non-ablation 

season days in order to determine mean annual and winter temperatures, which 

are needed for the calculation of maximum meltwater refreeze amounts and which 

are discussed in Section 3d. 
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To investigate the impact on mass balance of using different near-surface 

temperature lapse ratesβ  to downscale air temperatures, three separate surface air 

temperature fields were generated.  The first was generated using a near surface 

lapse rate equal to the moist adiabatic lapse rate (βMALR = -6.5°C km-1), the second 

using mean measured lapse rates (  βMMLR = −4.9 °C km-1) for all days during the 

ablation season (May 15 to Sept 15) and all winter days (Sept 16 to May 14:

βMMLR _w = −3.3 °C km-1), and the third using a modeled variable daily lapse rate

βVLR  (°C km-1) during the ablation season and βMMLR _w  in winter.  βVLR  was 

estimated using the lapse rate equation developed from over 10 years of 

screen-level air temperature measurements made over the Devon Island Ice Cap 

(Gardner et al. 2009): 

βVLR = 0.2T750 − 4.9  

where T750 is the three day running mean of the daily anomaly (summer mean 

removed: not the same as the standardized anomaly used in Chapter 3) in NARR 

750-mbar temperature.  T750  was derived from a six grid cell domain (64 by 86 

km) centered over the ice cap.  To illustrate the range in variability ofβVLR , mean 

daily summit temperatures are plotted with βVLR  for the highest (1986: Figure 

4.4a) and lowest (2001: Figure 4.4b) measured mass balance years in the study 

period.  On July 26, 2001, when temperatures peaked at 5°C,βVLR = −3 °C km-1.  

On this day, downscaling summit temperatures withβVLR  results in sea level 

temperatures that are 4 and 7°C cooler than temperatures downscaled using βMMLR  

and βMALR  respectively.  This represents roughly 30-55 mm w.e. less ice melt for 

this day. 

The three model runs forced with mean daily air temperature fields 

downscaled using βVLR , βMMLR  and βMALR are referred to throughout the 

manuscript as the VLR, MMLR and MALR runs respectively. 
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Precipitation 

Daily precipitation was derived from the NARR and corrected for a mean 

over-precipitation bias of 100 mm w.e. yr-‐1, which was determined from the 

comparison of NARR mean annual precipitation at the summit with the net mass 

balance measured at the same location for the years 1979-2003 (Koerner, personal 

communication).  Taking point values at the center of the NARR grid cells, the 

bias adjusted coarse resolution (32 by 32 km) NARR daily precipitation fields 

were linearly interpolated based on horizontal distance to match the resolution of 

the DEM (~200 by 1000 m).  The phase of the daily precipitation Pt  (mm w.e.) 

was determined at each grid cell based on the estimated mean daily grid cell air 

temperatureTt : 

Pt = snow   Tt ≤ 0°C  

Pt = rain   Tt > 0°C  

 

Here we have chosen the critical surface temperature for phase change to be 0°C 

as done by Bassford et al. (2006).  Other studies use values as high as 2°C 

(Oerlemans 1991).  Using a critical value of 2°C would increase net mass balance 

estimates of the Devon Island Ice Cap on average by 40 ± 14 mm w.e. relative to 

the value used here. At the summit of the ice cap, the standard error of the 

interpolated precipitation was determined to be 40 mm w.e. yr-1.   

Refreezing of meltwater 

All liquid water (melt or rain) generated within any grid cell in a given 

year is assumed to refreeze in that grid cell until the volume of refrozen water

F = Fmax , where Fmax  is the maximum amount of refreeze that can occur in that 

cell.  Once the liquid water exceeds Fmax all additional rain or melt generated in 

that year is assumed to leave the glacier as runoff.  We use the term “refreeze” to 

refer to the total amount of melt water and rain that refreezes on the glacier during 

a given mass balance year and can re-melt later in that year and run off; the term 

“internal accumulation” we refer to as the amount of water that refreezes, does not 
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run off, and remains on the glacier into the following mass balance year.  There is 

no communication between grid cells, so meltwater only affects refreeze and 

internal accumulation quantities of the cell in which that meltwater is generated.     

Fmax  was determined at each grid cell using the method proposed by 

Wright et al. (2007).  This method determines Fmax  based on a simplified estimate 

of the total amount of energy required to change the temperature profile of the 

upper 10-15 m of the glacier from an end of winter temperature profile to a 

post-refreezing profile: 

Fmax =
cidi
2Lf

1− π
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
Ta − Tw

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

, 

where ci  is the specific heat capacity of ice at 0°C (2097 J kg-1 °C-1), di  is the 

maximum depth to which the annual temperature cycle penetrates, Lf is the latent 

heat of fusion for water (333.5 kJ kg-1), Ta  is the mean annual air temperature and 

Tw  is the mean winter temperature (here taken as the mean temperature outside of 

the ablation season).  On the Devon Island Ice Cap the annual temperature cycle 

penetrates to a depth of about 10-15 m.  Using this value for di  results in Fmax  

values which are much too large (> 1000 mm w.e.).  We instead set di  = 1 m, 

which gives mean Fmax  values at the summit of the ice cap that are ~60% 

(130 mm) of the annual snow fall, the value often used for the upper threshold for 

meltwater refreezing on the Greenland Ice Sheet (Reeh 1991) and is supported by 

field measurements made near the equilibrium line altitude of the Greenland Ice 

Sheet (Braithwaite et al. 1994.  

Results 

Mass balance components 

Average (1980-2006) annual snowfall, rainfall, refreeze and melt 

generated from the VLR model run are shown in Figure 4.5.  Similar spatial 
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patterns in the four mass balance components are seen in all three model runs, but 

magnitudes vary as all components are dependent on the surface air temperature.  

Averaged over the entire ice cap (including the south-west arm) for the period of 

study, mean annual snowfall (156 ± 11 mm w.e. yr-1), rainfall 

(43 ± 10 mm w.e. yr-1), and melt water refreeze (90 ± 7 mm w.e. yr-1) vary little 

between model runs with slightly lower (20 mm w.e. yr-1) snowfall and slightly 

higher (20 mm w.e. yr-1) rainfall amounts for the MALR run due to a higher 

frequency of above zero temperatures in that run.  There are, however, large 

differences in melt quantities, with mean annual estimates of 730 ± 250, 

960 ± 350 and 1840 ±  440 mm w.e. yr-1 for the VLR, MMLR, and MALR model 

runs respectively.  Because the model runs differ greatly in both the melt amounts 

and the altitudes at which melt occurs, the three model runs produce very different 

internal accumulation distributions (Figure 4.6) and thicknesses (8, 12 and 

3 mm w.e. yr-1
 for the VLR, MMLR, MALR model runs respectively). 

Comparison with measurements (north-west sector) 

Modeled point-location net mass balance (bn ) estimates were extracted 

from the model output along the GSC’s north-west transect and compared with 

their respective stake measurements at 100 m elevation intervals from 150 to 

1750 m a.s.l. for the period of available data (1980-2003: Koerner, personal 

communication) (Figure 4.7).  All model estimates are similar and agree well with 

the stake measurements at elevations above 1450 m, but they diverge with 

decreasing elevation as estimated melt quantities increase.  At 150 m, all model 

runs significantly overestimate melt quantities relative to measurements by as 

much as 2800 mm for the MALR run.  Overall, the VLR and MMLR model runs 

significantly outperform the MALR model run, with 23 year mean ± standard 

errors averaged across all elevations of +25 ± 260  and -140 ± 340 mm w.e. yr-1 

respectively compared with -880 ± 920 mm w.e. yr-1 for the MALR.  Using the 

sector boundaries outlined by Koerner (1970), cumulative annual net mass 

balances Bn  for the three model runs were estimated for the north-west sector of 

the ice cap and are shown together with an estimate derived from stake 
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measurements in Figure 4.8.  Bn  estimates vary greatly between model runs with 

mean ± standard errors of 9 ± 120, -113 ± 150, -577 ± 223 mm w.e. yr-1 for the 

VLR, MMLR and MALR runs relative to measured values.  The VLR model run 

produces Bn  that are close to measured values with a 1980-2003 cumulative 

difference of only 0.2 m w.e.. 

Net mass balance of the Devon Island Ice Cap 

Annual Bn  values were calculated for the main portion of the ice cap 

(south-west arm excluded: 12100 km2: Dowdeswell et al. 2004) and are shown in 

Figure 4.9.  The MALR model run produces mass balance values that are, on 

average, four times more negative than values determined from the VLR model 

run and ~2.5 times more negative than values determined from the MMLR run.  

During more positive mass balance years (e.g. 1986 and 2004) there is good 

agreement between the VLR and MMLR model runs, but the differences are 

larger during more negative years (e.g. 2001 and 2006).  This is because the total 

annual Positive Degree Days (PDDs) for the two runs are most similar when 

lower tropospheric temperatures are seasonally low and most different when 

temperatures are seasonally warm (i.e. during high melt years).  For the whole ice 

cap (south-west arm included), Bn  values are 24–41% more negative than for the 

main ice cap because the entire south-west arm lies below 900 m elevation and 

often lies completely within the ablation zone (Figure 4.10). 

Using perturbed historical accumulation measurements and a constant 

lapse rate of  -4.6°C km-1
 (mean 2001 lapse rate measure over the Devon Island 

Ice Cap) to extrapolate sea level temperature data from the International Arctic 

Buoy Program over different sectors of the ice cap, Shepherd et al. (2007) 

estimated the 1996 net mass balance for the main ice cap to be 28 mm w.e..  This 

value is 42, 140 and 730 mm w.e. larger than 1996 estimates computed using the 

VLR, MMLR, and MALR respectively.  We attribute most of the difference 

between the VLR model run and this estimate to the slightly higher (12 mm w.e.) 

snow fall estimate used by Shepherd et al., which results in both greater net 

accumulation at higher elevations and less melt at lower elevations since snow has 
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a lower DDF  than ice does.  The differences between Shepherd et al. (2007)’s 

estimate and the estimates generated using MMLR and MALR are attributed to an 

overestimation of surface air temperatures in the MMLR and MALR simulations 

(much higher melt and slightly lower snowfall) due to the use of overly steep 

lapse rates.  

Based on our comparisons with independent model estimates of the 1996 

net glacier mass balance for the main Ice Cap and 24 years of measurements made 

along the north-west stake transect, we take the VLR model results as the best 

estimate of surface mass balance.  We estimate that the main ice cap lost an 

average of 333 ± 120 mm w.e. yr-1 over the period 1980-2006, where the error 

associated with this estimate is taken to be the standard error of the modeled, 

relative to measured, net mass balance for the north-west sector. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The use of different air temperature lapse rates in the downscaling of 

surface air temperatures over the Devon Island Ice Cap has a large impact on 

estimates of glacier mass balance produced with the Degree-Day method.  Using 

the moist adiabatic lapse rate (-6.5°C km-1) to downscale summit elevation 

temperatures over the ice cap generates net mass balance estimates that are four 

times more negative than estimates made using a modeled variable lapse rate and 

~2.5 times more negative than estimates made using a mean measured summer 

lapse rate.  Over the main ice cap, mass balance estimates made from temperature 

fields downscaled with the mean measured summer lapse rate overestimate melt 

by ~180 ± 100 mm w.e yr-1 on average relative to estimates made from 

temperature fields downscaled using a modeled variable lapse rate.  During more 

positive mass balance years, model results generated using the two methods agree 

closely, but they diverge by as much as 550 mm w.e. yr-1 during the most negative 

mass balance years. 

When the DDM is forced with surface air temperature fields downscaled 

using modeled variable daily lapse rates it produces estimates of net surface mass 

balance that agree well (9 ± 120 mm) with the 23 years of measurements made 
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along the north-west transect.  This same method produces a 1996 estimate of net 

mass balance for the main ice cap that agrees closely (42 mm w.e. higher) with 

the previous 1996 estimate made by Shepherd et al. (2007).  This being said, 

forcing the model with these surface air temperatures only results in a 25% 

(80 mm w.e. yr-1) improvement in the standard error of point location net mass 

balance estimates relative to estimates made from temperature fields downscaled 

using a mean summer lapse rate.  Like all DDMs, model results are highly 

sensitive to the choice of degree day factors.  While we have chosen not to tune 

the model using the degree day factors, similar model root-mean-square errors as 

those achieved when the DDM is forced with a variable lapse rate could be 

achieved by adjusting the degree-day factor for ice to ~4.5-6.5 and ~2-3.5 

mm w.e. d-1 when employing the mean measured summer lapse rate and the moist 

adiabatic lapse rate respectively.  Comparing against previously published values 

(Hock 2003), a degree-day factor < 5.0 mm w.e. d-1 for ice is unrealistic.  

Therefore, the model can only be tuned with a realistic degree-day factor for ice to 

produce comparable results to those achieved using the untuned variable lapse 

rate when the mean measured summer lapse rate is employed.  The 

root-mean-square error across all three models is relatively insensitive to the 

choice in degree day-factor for snow (2-6 mm w.e. d-1). 

Our best estimate of the net surface mass balance of the main ice cap over 

the years 1980-2006 is -330 ± 120 mm w.e. yr-1, which is much lower than 

previous estimates of -76 ± 50 (1961-66; Koerner 1970), -130 ± 60 (1963-2000;  

Mair et al. 2005) and 28 ± 70  mm w.e. yr-1 (1996; Shepherd et al. 2007).  The 

more negative model estimate can be attributed to differences in mean summer 

conditions between the different time periods for which estimates have been 

derived and to large uncertainties in estimated accumulation rates due to large 

spatial variations in snowfall (Koerner 1966) which are poorly reproduced by the 

32 by 32 km resolution NARR output.  In particular, total accumulation amounts 

measured by Koerner (1966) were found to be 2 to 6 times larger for the 

south-east (largest sector) than for the north-west sector of the ice cap and are 

nearly equivalent in the regridded NARR model output. 
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In conclusion, DDMs are highly sensitive to the choice of lapse rate when 

models are forced with downscaled temperature fields.  For the DDM used in this 

study, use of a variable daily lapse rate estimated from lower tropospheric 

(750-mbar) temperatures to downscale surface air temperatures gives significantly 

better mass balance estimates than a constant lapse equal to either the summer 

mean or the moist adiabatic lapse rate. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 4.1: The Devon Island Ice Cap shown with region boundaries and transects 
along which field measurements have been taken. 

 

Figure 4.2: 1998-2004 average daily summer JJA lapse rates β for the north-west 
transects plotted against respective mean daily summit air temperatures. 
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Figure 4.3: NARR bias adjusted summer (JJA) daily summit air temperatures (T) 
plotted against measured summit temperatures (1880 m).  The two solid lines 
show the linear regression relationship between NARR and measured summit 
temperatures before (grey: r = 0.86) and after (black: r = 0.85) the temperatures 
have been adjusted for overly warm temperatures on relatively cool days and 
overly cool temperatures on relatively warm days. 

 

Figure 4.4: NARR summit elevation temperatures plotted with variable modeled 
daily lapse rates βVLR  for representatively cold (a) and warm (b) years.  Modeled 
lapse rates are less steep when temperatures are anomalously warm and steeper 
when temperatures are anomalously cold. 
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Figure 4.5 Mean annual snow (a), rain (b), melt water refreeze (c) and melt (d) for 
the Devon Ice Cap averaged over the years 1980-2006.  Values determined from 
the VLR model run, see text for details. 
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Figure 4.6: Annual mean internal accumulation formation estimated from the 
VLR (a), MMLR (b), and MALR (c) model runs. 
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Figure 4.7: Average (1980-2001) annual point-location net mass balance (bn ) 
model estimates extracted at 100 m intervals along the north-west transect shown 
with respective mass balance stake network measurements. 

 

Figure 4.8: Modeled cumulative surface mass balance   for the north-west sector 
of the Devon Island Ice Cap plotted with estimates derived from measurements. 

 

Figure 4.9: Net mass balance Bn  for the main Devon Ice Cap (south-west arm 
excluded) for all three model runs. 
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Figure 4.10: Model run estimates of mean annual net mass balance Bn  for the 
main (excluding south-west arm) and whole Devon Island Ice Cap. 
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CHAPTER 5 : A REVIEW OF SNOW AND ICE ALBEDO AND 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW PHYSICALLY BASED 

BROADBAND ALBEDO PARAMETERIZATION* 

Introduction 

Under most atmospheric conditions, absorption of shortwave radiation is 

the largest energy source for melting snow and ice (Male and Granger 1981; 

Paterson 2000).  The amount of shortwave radiation absorbed is dependent on 

both the incident radiation and the surface albedo, both of which are highly 

variable in space and time (Stroeve et al. 1997; Klok et al. 2003).  It is therefore 

critical to incorporate the temporal variability of snow and ice albedo in numerical 

models of the surface energy balance. This can be done either by specifying the 

albedo on the basis of continuous observations, or by computing it with a physical 

model or empirically based parameterization.  Direct surface measurements of 

snow and ice albedo are sparse, discontinuous, and often contain large errors if the 

instrumentation is not continuously monitored (van den Broeke et al. 2004).  

Satellite derived albedos offer more spatially continuous datasets but are limited 

to times of clear sky overpasses and may contain significant sources of error, 

especially over complex terrain (Stroeve et al. 1997; Klok et al. 2003).  For these 

reasons, numerical models of snow and ice albedo are often incorporated into 

surface energy balance and climate models.  

Sophisticated radiation transfer models do a very good job at producing 

snow and ice albedo estimates that closely match observations (Grenfell et al. 

1994; Aoki et al. 2000; Painter et al. 2007), but they are computationally 

demanding and require many inputs that are not routinely available.  Thus, surface 

energy balance and climate models typically employ computationally simple 

albedo parameterizations that require minimal inputs in one or more spectral 

* Previously published material: Gardner,	  A.	  S.	  and	  M.	  J.	  Sharp,	  2010:	  A	  
review	  of	  snow	  and	  ice	  albedo	  and	  the	  development	  of	  a	  new	  physically	  
based	  broadband	  albedo	  parameterization.	  Journal	  of	  Geophysical	  
Research,	  115,	  F01009,	  doi:10.1029/2009JF001444.	  
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bands.  Despite the strong influence of snow and ice albedo on climate, surface 

energy balance, and melt rates (Cess et al. 1991; Klok and Oerlemans 2004), there 

is little consensus on which albedo parameterizations are most appropriate for 

large scale modeling. 

The theoretical determinants of the spectral albedo ( aλ ) of snow and ice 

are well established (Warren and Wiscombe 1980; Wiscombe and Warren 1980; 

Warren 1982; Mullen and Warren 1988; Askebjer et al. 1997; Warren et al. 2002; 

Ackermann et al. 2006; Warren and Brandt 2008), but there have been few 

attempts to derive theoretically based, computationally simple broadband 

(spectrally integrated) albedo parameterizations that are easily implemented in 

surface energy balance and climate models (Marshall 1989; Brun et al. 1992).  

Thus, most such models employ empirical parameterizations (e.g. Brock et al. 

2000; Pedersen and Winther 2005) developed from observational datasets.  These 

parameterizations are practical in that they provide a reasonable approximation of 

snow and ice albedo whilst requiring minimal knowledge of the physical 

characteristics of the snow, ice and atmosphere.  They are, however, somewhat 

limited in their applicability as they are based on statistical fits to albedo 

measurements that are representative of the characteristics of the snow, ice, and 

atmosphere for specific time periods and locations.  

This motivates the development of a computationally simple, 

theoretically-based parameterization for snow and ice albedo that can accurately 

reproduce theoretical broadband albedos under a wide range of snow, ice, and 

atmospheric conditions.  The parameterization is derived by fitting equations to 

broadband albedo estimates generated with a 16-stream plane-parallel, discrete 

ordinates radiative transfer model of snow and ice that is coupled to a similar 

model of the atmosphere.  This allows for simulation of multiple reflections 

between the surface and atmosphere that alter the spectral distribution of solar 

irradiance.  This is important because the modification of the spectral distribution 

of solar irradiance by clouds can significantly modify the broadband albedo of 

snow and ice (Grenfell and Maykut 1977; Carroll and Fitch 1981; Grenfell and 

Perovich 1984; Jonsell et al. 2003; Grenfell and Perovich 2008).   
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As the goal of this study is to develop a theoretically-based 

parameterization, we start by reviewing what is known about radiative transfer in 

snow and ice and discussing the physical determinants governing its albedo.  This 

review supplements earlier works (Grenfell and Maykut 1977; Warren and 

Wiscombe 1980; Wiscombe and Warren 1980; Grenfell et al. 1981; Warren 1982; 

Mullen and Warren 1988; Grenfell et al. 1994) with a more complete discussion 

of the solar irradiance and the inclusion of many new references.  

Radiative transfer modeling of snow, ice and the atmosphere  

Single scattering 

To define the optical characteristics of snow and ice we must first 

determine the single scattering properties of its individual constituents (e.g. ice 

grains, air bubbles and impurities).  As long as the individual particles are 

sufficiently separate that they act as independent scatterers, the scattering 

properties of a single element can be characterized by three dimensionless optical 

characteristics; the absorption efficiency Qabs , scattering efficiency  Qsca and 

asymmetry factor  g  (mean cosine of the scattering angle).  For ease of 

calculation, particles are often assumed to scatter as spheres.  If one knows the 

radius  r  of the sphere and the complex refractive index of the medium (

 mλ = nλ + ikλ ), then the dimensionless optical characteristics can be determined 

using Mie theory (Bohren and Huffman 1998).  

In models which resolve the absorption and scattering of shortwave 

radiation by snow and ice, the optical geometries of ice grains can be well 

described by a collection of spheres that have the same specific surface area          

(  Ŝ :surface area per unit mass) as the snow grains they describe (Hansen and 

Travis 1974; Warren 1982; Grenfell et al. 1994).  The area-weighted mean radius 

of these optically equivalent grains is referred to as the effective radius,  re , and is 

directly related to specific surface area as: 
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re =

3
ρi Ŝ

 

where  ρi  is the density of ice (910 kg m-3).  Optical properties relevant to energy 

balance studies modeled using this definition of effective radius agree well with 

observations and exact model results for a wide range of grain sizes, wavelengths, 

optical depths and several different crystal shapes (Grenfell and Warren 1999; 

Neshyba et al. 2003; Grenfell et al. 2005).  This allows for significant model 

simplification as complex snow grain geometries and orientations can be modeled 

as optically equivalent spheres.  

In a pure ice sample that contains only air bubbles, all photon absorption 

events will occur within the ice and all scattering will occur at the ice-bubble 

boundaries.  Scattering efficiencies and asymmetry parameters are, therefore, 

purely a function of the effective bubble size and can be calculated using Mie 

theory in the same way as for snow grains but with the absorption set equal to 

zero ( mλ = nλ , Mullen and Warren 1988).  Absorption, on the other hand, is 

solely a function of the amount of ice per unit volume and the absorbance of ice.  

In this analysis Qabs ,  Qsca and  g  for spherical ice grains, air bubbles and 

light-absorbing carbon were determined for 381 wavelengths from 0.2-4.0 μm 

using the algorithms developed by Mätzler (2002).  The complex refractive index 

for ice was taken from Warren and Brandt (2008).  The optical properties of 

light—absorbing carbon, commonly referred to as “black carbon” or “soot”, were 

determined using the spectrally uniform complex index of refraction suggested by 

Bond and Bergstrom (2006:   m = 1.95+ 0.79i ). There are large uncertainties 

regarding the absorptive properties of light-absorbing carbon in snow and ice.  

This is because typical ratios of internally (particles residing within the ice grains) 

to externally (carbon particles located outside the ice grains) mixed carbon 

particles in terrestrial snow are not well known, and carbon particle densities, 

sizes, and refractive indices vary with production sources and residence times in 

the atmosphere (Bond and Bergstrom 2006).  For this study, carbon particles are 
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assumed to be externally mixed, have an effective radius of 0.1 µm (Horvath 

1993; Hansen and Nazarenko 2004), and a mean density of 1.8 g cm-3 (Bond and 

Bergstrom 2006).  The mass absorption coefficient (MAC) of the prescribed light 

absorbing carbon varies across the solar spectrum.  The MAC decreases rapidly 

from its largest value of 6.8 m2 g-1 at 0.4 μm to 3.6 m2 g-1 at 1 μm and continues to 

decreases to 0.7 m2 g-1
 at 4 μm. 

For the sake of computational simplicity, we chose not to model dust 

within snow and ice.  This choice is justifiable because: i) carbon is ~200 times 

more absorbent by mass than crustal dust at visible wavelengths, ii) dust has been 

shown to have significantly less impact on snow albedo than light-absorbing 

carbon in remote areas devoid of local dust sources, and iii) the effects on 

broadband albedo of dust loading in snow and ice should be similar to those of 

optically equivalent concentrations of light-absorbing carbon (Warren and 

Wiscombe 1980; Warren 1984; Warren and Clarke 1990).  Effects of other snow 

impurities, such as organic debris and algae, that can reduce albedo (Grenfell 

1991) are not examined in this study. 

All Mie calculations (for ice, soot and air) were averaged over 1000 

effective radii with a Gaussian distribution ( u = re ,  σ = 0.15re ).  This minimized 

ripple effects in calculated Mie values which are not observed in natural media 

that contain a range of particle sizes (Bohren and Huffman 1998, p. 296-305). 

Multiple scattering  

The single scattering properties were used to determine snow and ice layer 

optical depths and single scattering albedos.  Scattering phase functions were 

determined using the Henyey–Greenstein approximation, which has been shown 

to work well for the calculation of snow spectral albedo (Aoki et al. 2000).  These 

derived variables were then used to define varying snow and ice conditions in a 

16-stream plane-parallel discrete ordinates radiative transfer model (DISORT: 

Stamnes et al. 1988). 

For accurate estimation of spectrally integrated broadband albedo, it was 

necessary to couple the snow and ice model with the Santa Barbara DISORT 
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Atmospheric Radiative Transfer model (SBDART 2.4: Ricchiazzi et al. 1998).  

This allowed for simulation of multiple reflections between the surface and the 

atmosphere that can have a significant influence on the amount, spectral 

distribution, and fractions of direct and diffuse solar radiation incident at the 

surface, all of which influence the broadband albedo of snow (Grenfell and 

Maykut 1977; Carroll and Fitch 1981; Grenfell and Perovich 1984; Grenfell and 

Perovich 2008).  Within SBDART, we assigned a sub-Arctic summer standard 

atmospheric profile (McClatchey et al. 1972) and a surface elevation of sea level.  

A schematic diagram illustrating key components of the coupled snow and ice – 

atmosphere model is provided in Figure 5.1. 

Where radiative transfer modeling was performed for cloudy conditions, 

clouds were assigned the characteristics of Arctic summertime lower-level stratus 

clouds.  This is the predominant cloud type in the Arctic during summer months 

(when snow and ice melt occurs) and accounts for approximately 85-90% of all 

summer cloud cover observed over the Arctic Ocean (Serreze and Barry 2005, 

p. 48).  All clouds were assumed to be evenly distributed between the elevations 

of 1000 to 2500 m a.s.l. and were assigned an effective droplet radius of 7.5 µm, a 

value typical of Arctic summertime low-level stratus (Curry et al. 1996).  The 

uncertainty in the effective radius of cloud droplets introduces little error in 

estimates of cloud radiative properties (Fitzpatrick et al. 2004). 

Determinants of the albedo of snow and ice 

The amount of energy absorbed by a medium at a specific wavelength is 

dependent on its spectral albedo αλ  which is defined as the ratio of the reflected 

 Fλ
↑  to incident  Fλ

↓  flux as referenced to a specified surface.  The spectral albedo 

of snow and ice is dependent on the optical properties of its individual 

constituents, the location and frequency of scattering and absorption events, and 

radiation’s angle of incidence.  When shortwave radiative fluxes are discussed in 

terms of one or more spectral bands, the amount of energy absorbed by the 

medium is determined using spectrally integrated albedos (α ).  Spectrally 
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integrated albedos are dependent on both the spectral albedo of the medium and 

the spectral distribution of the incident irradiance within each spectral band.  To 

understand the determinants of the spectrally integrated albedo of snow and ice, it 

is therefore necessary to examine the determinants of their spectral albedos and 

the characteristics of the solar spectral irradiance.  

Location and frequency of scattering and absorption events  

The spectral albedo αλ  of snow and ice varies greatly across the solar 

spectrum (Figure 5.2), with αλ ≈ 1 in the near-ultraviolet and visible regions (λ

= 0.3 – 0.7 μm), and αλ  < 0.4 in the short-wave infrared region (λ  = 1.5 —

 5.0 μm).   Outside the near-ultraviolet wavelengths, the albedo of pure snow is 

highly sensitive to effective grain size (Figure 5.2).  This can best be understood 

by considering radiative transfer as a statistical process.  Neglecting internal 

scattering (scattering not at snow grain boundaries) and absorption by interstitial 

air, a photon has a chance of being scattered at the air-ice interface and a chance 

of being absorbed while passing through the ice.  An increase in the average 

radius of the ice grains effectively increases the length of the photon’s travel path 

through the ice and decreases the number of opportunities for the photon to scatter 

out of the snowpack.  This increases the probability of the photon being absorbed 

and, in more general terms, reduces the surface albedo.  

Small amounts of strongly absorbent impurities, such as soot, dust and 

volcanic ash, lower snow albedo in the spectral region where absorption by ice is 

weakest (λ  < 0.9 μm).  Light-absorbing impurities within the snow cause the 

greatest reductions in albedo for coarse-grained snow (Warren and Wiscombe 

1980).  This is illustrated in Figure 5.3, which shows the reduction in the spectral 

albedo when light-absorbing carbon is added to three semi-infinite snow layers 

with different effective radii.  At shorter wavelengths, photons generally 

experience more scattering events and travel a greater distance through the snow, 

increasing the probability that the photon will encounter an absorbing impurity 

and not re-emerge from the snowpack.  As the effective grain radius of snow 
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increases, the average travel path lengthens, further increasing the probability of 

encountering an absorbing impurity.  For wavelengths λ  > 0.9 μm, snow spectral 

albedo is negligibly influenced by the presence of impurities because the already 

strong absorption by ice at these wavelengths leads to short travel paths.  

Impurities located within ice grains (internal mixture) are 1.4 times as absorbent 

as impurities located in air (externally mixed) and can receive proportionally more 

incident radiation if located near the center of an ice sphere due to the refraction 

of light towards the sphere’s center (Chýlek et al. 1983; Bohren 1986).  Impurities 

concentrated near the surface have a greater impact on albedo (Aoki et al. 2000; 

Grenfell et al. 2002).  Because impurities reduce the albedo at wavelengths where 

most of the downward solar flux occurs they can have a large impact on the 

overall energy budget of snow and ice. 

Shortwave-infrared albedo is also influenced by the incident radiation’s 

angle of incidence (Figure 5.4).  At higher angles of incidence a photon will, on 

average, travel a path that is closer to the surface increasing its probability of 

experiencing a scattering event that will send it out of the snowpack (see 

Figure 11 of Warren 1982).  In addition, the effective radius of snow grains is 

often smaller near the surface (where snow is younger), so photons entering at 

high angles of incidence will experience more scattering events near the surface.  

This is enhanced by significant asymmetric scattering in the near-infra red region 

of λ  > 1.4 μm that strongly favors scattering in the forward direction (Aoki et al. 

2000; Hudson et al. 2006).  Near-ultraviolet and visible wavelengths experience 

such low absorption that nearly all radiation at these wavelengths eventually 

scatters back out of the snow regardless of angle of incidence. 

Surface roughness can also affect surface albedo by decreasing the angle 

of incidence relative to a flat surface.  This is because more incident radiation is 

absorbed by the slope facing the sun (lower angle of incidence) than by the slope 

facing away from it (higher angle of incidence).  While surface roughness features 

can decrease the broadband albedo by as much as 4% at high solar zenith angles 

(Carroll and Fitch 1981), this has little impact on the overall surface energy 

balance because little solar energy is received at high solar zenith angles and the 
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fraction of direct incident radiation decreases with increasing solar zenith angle 

(Warren et al. 1998).  

Snow is relatively absorptive in the near-infrared, so, nearly all shortwave 

radiation with λ  > 1.5 μm is absorbed within the top few millimeters of the snow.  

At near-ultraviolet and visible wavelengths scattering is high and absorption low, 

which allows radiation at these wavelengths to penetrate the snow to several 

meters depth.  Where a homogeneous pure fine grained snow layer overlies pure 

white ice with a broadband albedo of 0.4, surface albedo in the near-ultraviolet 

and visible parts of the spectrum is minimally affected by the presence of the 

underlying white ice when snow depths are > 10 mm w.e., and completely 

unaffected in the short-wave infrared (Figure 5.5a).  For very coarse snow, in 

which photons generally experience less scattering events per unit depth, the 

surface albedo is minimally affected when snow depths > 100 mm w.e. (Figure 

5.5b).  Of course, the albedo of snow overlying a surface that is strongly 

absorbent in the near-ultraviolet and visible parts of the spectrum (soil, dirt, or 

snow with a high impurity content) will be much more sensitive to snow depth 

than that of snow overlying white ice. 

The optical properties of pure ice and water are very similar in the 

shortwave part of the spectrum, so the presence of liquid water in snow has little 

direct effect on snow albedo (Dozier 1989; Green et al. 2002).  Liquid water does 

however indirectly alter snow albedo by enhancing grain growth and infilling 

voids between snow grains, increasing the effective grain size (Colbeck 1979).  

The infilling of voids is the reason that saturated snow tends to have a lower 

albedo than unsaturated wet snow.  Liquid water ponding on the surface of 

glaciers (Zuo and Oerlemans 1996; Greuell 2000; Greuell et al. 2002) and sea ice 

(Grenfell and Maykut 1977; Perovich et al. 2002; Light et al. 2008) can greatly 

reduce shortwave albedo and increase transmittance by reducing the number of 

air-ice boundaries that exist near the ice surface.  Both observational (Hanson 

1965) and modeling studies (Lüthje et al. 2006) have shown that ice ablation rates 

below surface ponds can be 2-3 times greater than on nearby bare ice. 
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The albedo of glacier, lake and sea ice is influenced by the same factors as 

snow with the exception that, instead of being governed by grain size, the 

frequency and location of scattering events (air-ice interfaces) are determined by 

the size and distribution of air bubbles, brine inclusions and cracks within the ice 

(Mullen and Warren 1988; Askebjer et al. 1997; Warren et al. 2002; Light et al. 

2003; Ackermann et al. 2006).  In a pure ice sample that contains only air 

bubbles, all photon absorption events will occur within the ice and all scattering 

will occur at the ice-bubble boundaries (neglecting any surface reflection and 

internal scattering and absorption by interstitial air).  Any size distribution of air 

bubbles within ice can be described by an effective bubble radius ( ′re ) and an 

effective bubble concentration ( ′ne ) that has the same specific surface area (  Ŝ

: cm2 g-1) as the population of bubbles of the ice that it describes (Mullen and 

Warren 1988; Warren et al. 2002).  An increase in either  ′re  or  ′ne  causes an 

increase in the surface albedo at wavelengths λ  > 0.5 μm.  The influence of  ′re  on 

the surface albedo of ice with a constant  ′ne  is shown in Figure 5.6. 

Solar irradiance 

As shortwave radiation passes through the earth’s atmosphere it is 

modified by scattering, absorption and reflection.  The shortwave irradiance 

incident upon the earth’s surface is dependent on the solar zenith angle (Figure 

5.7a), cloud optical thickness (Figure 5.7b), cloud amount, the transmission 

properties of the atmosphere, aerosol extinction, surface-atmosphere reflections 

(Figure 5.7c), surface slope and aspect, and shadowing and reflection by terrain. 

As discussed in the previous section, the spectral albedo of snow and ice is 

dependent on the angle of incidence of the incoming radiation (Figure 5.4).  The 

effective angle of incidence is dependent on both the fraction of diffuse radiation 

and the zenith angle of the direct solar beam (Figure 5.7d).   Under clear sky 

conditions the total incident radiation decreases as the solar zenith angle 

increases, and the fraction of diffuse irradiance increases due to an increase in the 

atmospheric path length (Figure 5.8a).  Since diffuse radiation has an effective 
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solar zenith angle of ~50° over a horizontal snow surface (Warren 1982), the 

increase in spectral albedo of snow as the solar zenith angle increases is somewhat 

mitigated by an increase in the fraction of diffuse radiation.   

The fraction of diffuse radiation also increases with the presence of clouds 

(Figure 5.8b).  Thus, when the sun is low on the horizon, cloud cover decreases 

the effective solar zenith angle relative to clear sky conditions.  Clouds, which 

have similar optical properties to snow, also alter the spectral distribution of 

incident shortwave radiation by preferentially absorbing near-IR wavelengths and 

returning near-UV and visible wavelengths that have been reflected from the 

surface (Figure 5.7b).  This increases the fraction of total shortwave radiation 

incident at shorter wavelengths where the albedo of snow is highest (Figure 5.2).  

In general, the net effect of the spectral shift toward shorter wavelengths and the 

increase in the diffuse faction of incident radiation results in an increase in the 

spectrally integrated albedo of snow and ice (Grenfell and Maykut 1977; Carroll 

and Fitch 1981; Grenfell and Perovich 1984; Jonsell et al. 2003; Grenfell and 

Perovich 2008). 

Broadband albedo of snow and ice and its parameterization 

Theoretically determined broadband albedos 

Broadband albedos determined with the snow and ice – atmosphere 

radiative transfer model show a nearly perfect logarithmic relationship with 

specific surface area (  Ŝ :Figure 5.9a) and an inverse logarithmic relationship with 

effective grain size ( re : not shown).  As shown by Bohren (1983), albedos are 

virtually identical for equivalent   Ŝ  regardless of whether the medium is modeled 

as an assemblage of independent spherical ice grains or as an assemblage of 

spherical air bubbles encased in ice.  This is very important and highlights the 

significance of using   Ŝ  instead of  re  and  ′re  for the modeling snow and ice 

albedo.   

The modification of broadband albedo due to the presence of 

light-absorbing carbon is dependent on its concentration and the   Ŝ  of the 
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snow/ice in which it resides (Figure 5.9a).  Snow/ice with higher   Ŝ  is less 

impacted by carbon loading because solar radiation, on average, has a shorter 

travel path within the medium. 

Under clear sky conditions, broadband albedos of both pure and 

contaminated snow/ice increase non-linearly with an increase in the solar zenith 

angle ( θZ :Figure 5.9b).  Snow/ice contaminated with light-absorbing carbon is 

most sensitive to changes in solar zenith angle.  This is because the migration of 

scattering events towards the surface as the solar zenith angle increases results in 

less absorption in the ultraviolet and visible wavelengths by the carbon particles.  

The broadband albedo of snow/ice also increases with cloud optical 

thickness (τ ) due to a spectral shift in the incident solar irradiance towards 

shorter wavelengths (Figure 5.9c).  For solar zenith angles < ~50°, this increase is 

enhanced by an increase in the diffuse fraction of incident solar irradiance.  The 

varying sensitivities of broadband albedo to increasing cloud cover for different 

snow and ice types can be understood by examining the respective spectral 

albedos.  Pure fresh snow with large   Ŝ
 
has a very high spectral albedo for 

wavelengths where the majority of incident solar radiation occurs (Figure 5.2).  

This means that a shift in the solar spectrum towards shorter wavelengths will 

have little impact on the broadband albedo.  The opposite is true for pure snow/ice 

with low  Ŝ . In this case there is a much larger contrast between spectral albedos 

for wavelengths > 0.8µm and < 0.8µm (Figure 5.6), leading to larger sensitivities 

to cloud induced changes in the spectral distribution of the solar irradiance.  Snow 

and ice containing significant amounts of light-absorbing carbon have much lower 

albedos at shorter wavelengths (Figure 5.3).  This has two effects; it limits the 

number of surface-cloud reflections and, in turn, reduces the spectral shift in 

incident solar radiation, and it reduces the contrast in the spectral albedo across 

the wavelengths at which most of the solar radiation is incident (flattens the 

spectral albedo curve). 
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Previously proposed parameterizations 

Where albedo values are unknown they are often modeled from one or 

more surrogate variables that include grain size, snow age, snow depth, snow 

density, melt rate, and air temperature (e.g. Brun et al. 1992; Brock et al. 2000; 

Greuell 2000; Klok et al. 2003).  Some of the more sophisticated empirical 

models also account for albedo modification due to impurity loading, solar zenith 

angle, and cloud cover (e.g. Dickinson et al. 1986; Marshall 1989; Greuell and 

Konzelmann 1994).  Here we introduce a selection of published albedo 

parameterizations that will be compared to the snow and ice – atmosphere 

radiative transfer model (hereafter: full model).  As there are too many 

parameterizations to evaluate all of them, we focus the comparison on 

parameterizations that have been employed in the well established snow and ice 

metamorphism models CROCUS (Brun et al. 1989),  SOMARS (Greuell and 

Konzelmann 1994), and SNTHERM (Jordan 1991). 

Time-dependent albedo parameterizations such as those that are either 

linear (Winther 1993), exponential (Ranzi and Rossi 1991; Klok and Oerlemans 

2004), and/or logarithmic (Brock et al. 2000) functions of the temperature sum 

since the previous snowfall event or exponential time decay models (Klok and 

Oerlemans 2004; Bougamont and Bamber 2005), use simple proxies to model the 

time evolution of snow albedo. This is largely the result of snow grain 

metamorphism, and likely includes effects of time dependent changes in grain 

size, impurity loading, snow depth and atmospheric conditions.  The theoretical 

broadband albedos and solar incidence calculated using the snow and ice – 

atmosphere radiative transfer model are specific to the physical characteristics of 

the snow and ice, the evolution of which must be simulated with a snow grain 

metamorphism model (Marbouty 1980; Brun 1989; Legagneux et al. 2004; 

Flanner and Zender 2006; Taillandier et al. 2007).  To avoid the need to perform 

such simulations, we restrict our analysis to the comparison of full model results 

with those albedo parameterizations that are independent of time.   

The parameterizations we have selected for comparison are: 
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i. A density dependent albedo parameterization that was developed for use 

in the SOMARS snow and ice mass balance model (Greuell and 

Konzelmann 1994): 

 
 
α = α i + ρss − ρi( ) α s −α i

ρs − ρi

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
  (1) 

where α  and ρ  are albedo and density and subscripts  i ,  s  and  ss  are for 

ice, fresh snow and surface snow.   ρs  and  ρi  are generally taken to be 

~300 and ~910 kg m-3, the densities of fresh snow and ice respectively.  α s  

and  α i

 
are constants that are often determined as part of the model tuning 

process.  ρss  is calculated using a snow densification model.  This 

parameterization is no longer used in SOMARS and has been replaced 

with a parameterization that is a function of the length of time that the 

surface has been wet.  This parameterization is, however, still frequently 

used elsewhere in the snowmelt and glacier mass balance modeling 

community (Wright et al. 2005; Bassford et al. 2006; Wright et al. 2007) 

and adds diversity to our comparison.  

 

ii. The albedo parameterization developed by Brun et al. (1992) 

approximates snow albedo in three spectral ranges as a function of 

effective grain diameter  de (m) (updated parameterization provided by 

Jean-Marie Willamette, personal communication): 

 
  
α0.3−0.8µm = min 0.94, 0.96 −1.58de

0.5⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (2) 
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α0.8−1.5 µm = 0.95−15.4de

0.5  (3) 

   
α1.5−2.8 µm = 0.88 + 346.3de

' − 32.31de
'0.5 where de

' = min de ,0.0023⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (4) 

This albedo scheme is part of the CROCUS snow model (Brun et al. 1989) 

which has been used in numerous snow studies (e.g. Martin et al. 1996; 

Durand et al. 1999; Lefebre et al. 2003) and has been coupled with the 

French ARPEGE global climate model (Brun et al. 1997).   

iii. An albedo parameterization that accounts for changes in albedo with solar 

zenith angle.  The parameterization used most commonly to account for 

these changes was proposed by Dickinson et al. (1986) for use in the 

Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS): 

 

  

α = αθZ <60° + max 0, 0.4
1−αθZ <60°

b

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

b +1
1+ 2bu

−1
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

 (5) 

where   u = cosθZ , 
  
αθZ <60°  is the constant snow albedo for solar zenith 

angles  θZ  less than 60°,   b  is a tunable parameter used to fit modeled to 

observed data and  ′u  is the effective cosine of the solar zenith angle.  If no 

observational data are available,  b  is often set equal to 2 (Segal et al. 

1991; Lefebre et al. 2003).  Albedos for zenith angles less than 60° are 

unchanged. 

iv. An albedo parameterization that accounts for observed changes in albedo 

with increasing cloud cover ( nc ) that was originally proposed by for use in 

SOMARS (Greuell and Konzelmann 1994):  
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   αcloud = αclear + 0.05(nc − 0.5)  (6) 

 

v. The physically based parameterization developed by Marshall (1989) that 

was developed by fitting piecewise equations to theoretical model output 

(Warren and Wiscombe 1980; Wiscombe and Warren 1980).  Marshall 

parameterized both visible and near-infrared albedos as a function of the 

square root of the effective grain radius and also accounted for the effects 

of solar zenith angle, soot contamination, and finite snow depth.  This 

parameterization relies heavily on look-up tables and has been developed 

as a FORTRAN subroutine (SNOALB).  This subroutine has been 

incorporated successfully into both regional and global climate models 

(Marshall and Oglesby 1994; Marshall et al. 1999; Marshall et al. 2003).  

A simplified adaptation of Marshall’s parameterization is included in the 

SNTHERM snow model (Jordan 1991), which is maintained by the US 

Army Corps of Engineers, Cold Regions Research & Engineering 

Laboratory. 

Comparison between theoretical results and selected parameterizations  

Results from the five selected albedo parameterizations were compared with those 

from the full model:  

i. Since the Greuell and Konzelmann (1994) albedo parameterization is 

based on density and not on effective grain size, the empirical relationship 

proposed by Dominé et al. [2007, equation (1)] was used to estimate snow 

density from the specific surface area of snow.  In general, for  re  < 2mm, 

the Greuell and Konzelmann parameterization (Equation 1) underestimates 
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the broadband albedo relative to full model results, with a maximum 

underestimation of 12% (Figure 5.10a).  

 

ii. The Brun et al. (1992) grain size dependent albedo parameterization 

(Equations 2-4) does a good job of reproducing theoretical results for  re

 < 0.5 mm but underestimates broadband albedos by as much as 15% 

relative to full model values for  re  > 0.5 mm (Figure 5.10a).. 

 

iii. The Dickinson et al. (1986) parameterization (Equation 5) underestimates 

the theoretical increase in broadband albedo with increasing solar zenith 

angle by about 50% (Figure 5.10b).   It does, however, do a good job of 

reproducing the increase in sensitivity of albedo to changes in the solar 

zenith angle as the effective radius of snow becomes larger. 

 

iv. Overall, the Greuell and Konzelmann (1994) parameterization, which 

simulates the broadband albedo response to changes in cloud optical 

thickness (Equation 6), produces a similar shaped albedo response as seen 

in the full model results but slightly overestimates the magnitude of the 

response (Figure 5.10c).  In order to compare the Greuell and Konzelmann 

parameterization with full model results it was necessary to estimate cloud 

amount from cloud optical thickness using the relationship proposed by 

Konzelmann et al. [1994, equation (3)].  This introduces additional 

uncertainty into the comparison, as is shown by the grey shading in Figure 

5.10c.  

 

v. Lastly, full model predictions of broadband albedo were compared with 

predictions from the Marshall (1989) parameterization for different grain 

sizes (Figure 5.10a), solar zenith angles (Figure 5.10b) and cloud optical 

thicknesses (Figure 5.10c).  Clear-sky broadband albedos determined with 

the Marshall parameterization for snow with  re  ≤ 0.7 mm and solar zenith 
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angles < 80° were well matched with full model results.  As  re  exceeded 

0.8 mm and/or cloud cover increases the albedo is increasingly under 

predicted.  Comparisons between the Marshall parameterization and the 

full model were also made for snow contaminated with varying amounts 

of light absorbing carbon.  This comparison showed similar deviations as 

were evident in the comparisons for pure snow. 

All five selected albedo parameterizations show varying degrees of 

disagreement with the full model results.  Overall, the Marshall (1989) 

parameterization compares most favorably with the full model, but none of the 

parameterizations examined perform well for effective grain radii  re  > 1 mm or 

under cloudy sky conditions.  The numerical details of the comparison between 

theoretical results and these selected parameterizations can be found in 

Appendix B. 

A new broadband albedo parameterization 

Here we develop a simple broadband albedo parameterization that closely 

matches full model results and is valid for a diverse array of snow, ice, and 

atmospheric conditions.  The full model was run at a spectral resolution of 0.01 

µm for the spectral range 0.2 – 4 µm, and for a wide range of semi-infinite 

homogeneous snow and ice media.  Spectral snow surface albedos were 

determined for 352 snow types, defined by 22 effective ice grain radii between 

0.025 – 5 mm and 16 light-absorbing carbon concentrations between 0 – 2 ppmw.  

This range of light-absorbing carbon concentrations covers the full range of 

published values (Hansen and Nazarenko 2004).  Spectral ice surface albedos 

were determined for 192 ice types defined by 12 effective air bubble radii 

between 0.04 – 0.9 mm at an effective bubble concentration of 0.3 mm-3 and 16 

light-absorbing carbon concentrations.  In total, spectral albedos were calculated 

for 544 snow and ice types at 18 solar zenith angles between 0 – 85° and 11 cloud 

optical thicknesses ranging between 0 – 30.  Integrating across the solar spectrum 
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and dividing the total reflected irradiance by the total incident irradiance, 108 

thousand broadband snow and ice albedos were determined.  Atmospheric, snow 

and ice properties assigned to each model run are summarized in  Table C.1 of 

Appendix C. 

Pure snow and ice broadband albedos are asymptotically related to 

specific surface area (  Ŝ : cm2 g-1) and are nearly identical for equivalent specific 

surface areas of spherical ice grains and air bubbles (Figure 5.9a).  For a solar 

zenith angle and cloud optical depth of zero, pure snow and ice broadband 

albedos (  α Ŝ ) can be modeled accurately for specific surface areas in the range 

0.07-1300 cm2 g-1 (  R2 = 0.997, standard error  Se = 0.008, absolute maximum error 

 Me = 0.02) using the simple asymptotic function:   

   aŜ = 1.48 − Ŝ −0.07  (7) 

The relationship between broadband snow and ice albedo and specific 

surface area changes as the concentration of light-absorbing carbon ( c : ppmw) in 

the snow/ice increases (Figure 5.9a).  The change in broadband snow and ice 

albedo due to loading by light-absorbing carbon from 0-2 ppmw ( dαc ) can be 

modeled using the equation (  R2 =0.999,  Se = 0.007,  Me = 0.02): 

 
  
dac = max 0.04 − aŜ , −c0.55

0.16 + 0.6Ŝ 0.5 +1.8c0.6Ŝ −0.25

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
 (8) 

where the broadband albedo of the loaded snow/ice is   αc = α ŝ + dαc , if there are 

no impurities   αc = α ŝ . 
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The change in clear sky broadband snow and ice albedo with change in 

solar zenith angle (
 
dαθZ

:Figure 5.9b) can be modeled using (  R2 = 0.997,  Se = 

0.007,  Me = 0.03):  

 
  
dαθZ

= 0.53α Ŝ 1−αc( ) 1− u( )1.2
 (9) 

where  u  is the cosine of the solar zenith angle.  

Next, a set of equations was developed that can reproduce the increase in 

broadband albedo of snow and ice resulting from an increase in cloud cover for 

clouds with optical thicknesses ranging between 0-30 (Figure 5.9c).  The increase 

in the diffuse fraction of the incident radiation as the cloud optical thickness 

increases from 0 to 3 can be approximated with a linear weighting function that 

adjusts the cosine of the effective solar zenith angle ( ′u ) towards that of diffuse 

radiation (~50°) as both the cloud optical thickness and solar zenith angle 

increase: 

   ′
u = 0.64x + 1− x( )u  (10) 

 where 

  

x = min τ
3u

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

0.5

,1
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

 

Using  ′u  in Equation 9, the additional change in broadband albedo due to the 

spectral shift in incident radiation caused by an increase in cloud optical thickness 

( dατ ) can be modeled with (  R2 =0.998,  Se = 0.01,  Me = 0.06): 

 

  

dατ =
0.1τα c

1.3

1+1.5τ( )α Ŝ
 (11) 
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The resultant broadband albedo (α ) is determined by summing all contributing 

components: 

   α = α Ŝ + dαc + dα ′u + dατ  (12) 

The newly proposed snow and ice albedo parameterization performs 

slightly better for snow with  re  ≤ 2 mm and under clear sky conditions ( Se  = 

0.006,  Me = 0.03) than for snow, ice and atmospheric conditions outside of this 

range. That being said, deviations from full model results are minimal ( Se = 0.01, 

 Me = 0.06) under all 108 thousand modeled snow, ice and atmosphere conditions 

(Figure 5.11).  

Equations 7-12 are for homogenous semi-infinite snow/ice.  Because finite 

snow depth only impacts spectral albedos in the near-UV and visible (see 

Wiscombe and Warren 1980: Figure 8), its effects are similar to adding or 

reducing the amount of light-absorbing carbon in semi-infinite snow.  Therefore, 

the surface albedo for a finite snow layer of depth z  (m w.e.) overlying semi-

infinite ice layer can be accounted for by replacing  dαc  in equations 8-12 with a 

value which has been corrected for finite snow depth  d ′αc : 

 
 
d ′α c = α c

btm −α s
top( ) + A α c

top −α c
btm( )  (13) 

 where 
  
A = min 1, 2.1z

1.35 1−α
Ŝ
top( )−0.1ctop −0.13⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

 

The superscripts  top  and  btmare for the upper and lower layers respectively.   α Ŝ
top

and  αc
top  are determined for the overlying snow layer using Equations 7 and 8.  

This equation compares very favorably (  R2 =0.985,  Se = 0.01,  Me = 0.07) to a 
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wide range of full model results for snow of varying depth overlying an ice layer 

of semi-infinite depth. Table C.2 in Appendix C provides details of the full model 

runs to which the parameterization was fit.  Equation (13) is only valid for snow 

overlying ice or old snow.  Expanding the equation to account for finite snow 

depth over other surfaces, such as bare soil or vegetation, should be achievable by 

modeling the subsurface as an optically equivalent layer of dirty ice.  Also note 

that equations (7) – (13) are only valid over the range of snow, ice and 

atmospheric conditions for which they have been developed (see Appendix C). 

Discussion 

We have not yet had the opportunity to conduct a field campaign to collect 

measurements of the spectral albedo of snow and ice, solar spectral irradiance and 

snow properties to compare with our model results, therefore, we look to previous 

studies which have compared snow albedo measurements to results produced with 

multi-layer plane-parallel radiative transfer models similar to the one employed in 

this study.  Three such studies (Grenfell et al. 1994 Aoki et al. 2000 Painter et al. 

2007) all show very good agreement between theoretically modeled and observed 

snow spectral albedos when the snow stratigraphy is well known and the 

instrumentation is not left unattended.  In addition, Grenfell and Perovich (2008) 

show exceptional agreement between incident solar spectral irradiance modeled 

using SBDART and observed values obtained over Arctic Ocean sea ice for a 

wide variety of atmospheric conditions using the same sub-Arctic atmospheric 

profile used in this study.  

The parameterization presented here accurately reproduces theoretical 

results under a wide range of snow and ice conditions, is computationally simple 

and requires, at most, five input parameters; snow/ice specific surface area, 

concentration of light-absorbing carbon, solar zenith angle, cloud optical 

thickness, and snow depth.  Inputs can be determined from measurements and/or 

numerical model output.  Snow specific surface areas can be measured directly 

using contact spectroscopy (Painter et al. 2007), methane adsorption (Dominé et 

al. 2001; Legagneux et al. 2002), photographic methods (Matzl and Schneebeli 
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2006), image analysis (Sergent et al. 1993; Sergent et al. 1998) and stereological 

techniques (Davis and Dozier 1989), or estimated from measurements of snow 

density and grain type (Dominé et al. 2007).  Specific surface area can also be 

modeled using dry (Marbouty 1980; Legagneux et al. 2003; Flanner and Zender 

2006; Taillandier et al. 2007) and wet (Brun 1989) snow metamorphism models 

that are forced with the vertical temperature gradient, snow density and liquid 

water content, quantities that are often modeled within snow and climate models.  

Carbon concentrations can be determined from field measurements (Clarke and 

Noone 1985) or from climate models that resolve carbon aerosol transport 

(Flanner et al. 2007).  The solar zenith angle can be calculated from the latitude, 

solar declination angle, and time of day, and cloud optical thickness can be 

determined by comparing theoretical clear sky to observed solar irradiance, from 

satellite observations (Platnick et al. 2003), statistically applied climatology 

(Curry and Ebert 1992), or climate model output.  

Physically based parameterizations of snow and ice albedo offer the 

opportunity to better assess the impacts of changing environmental conditions on 

the energy budget of snow and ice.  These will not be as easy to evaluate using 

empirical albedo parameterizations based on measurements of site specific snow, 

ice and atmospheric conditions.  The new broadband albedo parameterization 

proposed here reproduces theoretical results very well when the exact snow, ice 

and atmosphere properties are known.  However, for use in energy balance, melt 

or climate models this parameterization will, at a minimum, require input of snow 

grain radii from a snow grain growth model.  In practical terms, the proposed 

albedo parameterization will only be as accurate as the snow grain growth model 

with which it is forced.  Recently there has been a renewed effort towards the 

improvement of such models (Legagneux et al., 2003; Flanner and Zender, 2006; 

Taillandier et al., 2007) but much work is still needed to confirm their validity 

over a wide range of environmental conditions. 
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Summary 

The spectral albedo of snow and ice is the net result of many reflections 

and refraction of shortwave radiation at air-ice boundaries, and its absorption as it 

passes though ice and comes into contact with light-absorbing impurities.  The 

relative number of air-ice boundaries per unit mass of ice is dependent on the 

specific surface area of the medium.  A smaller specific surface area will, on 

average, result in a lower number of scattering events and longer travel paths of 

shortwave radiation within snow and ice, leading to lower surface albedos.  

Addition of light-absorbing impurities increases the probability of absorption, 

further reducing albedo.  It is not only the characteristics of the snow/ice that 

govern its albedo, but also the angle of incidence (solar zenith angle and diffuse 

fraction of incident radiation) and, in the case of broadband albedo, the spectral 

distribution of the incident shortwave radiation. 

The responses of broadband albedo to changes in specific surface area, 

impurity loading, angle of incidence, or spectral distribution and diffuse fraction 

of incident shortwave radiation are highly interdependent.  Multiple reflections 

between the surface and clouds generate an interdependence between surface 

albedo and the spectral distribution of incident radiation.  This necessitates the use 

of a coupled snow and ice – atmosphere radiative transfer models to model 

broadband albedos.  However, such models can be computationally expensive and 

difficult to implement in existing energy mass balance and climate models. 

Comparisons between selected preexisting parameterizations of snow 

albedo and a coupled snow and ice – atmosphere radiative transfer model show 

varying degrees of disagreement.  In response, we have developed a new 

parameterization of broadband albedo that accurately reproduces theoretical 

results under a wide range of snow and ice conditions.  It is computationally 

simple and requires between one and five input parameters, depending on its 

application.  These parameters are: specific surface area of snow/ice, 

concentration of light-absorbing carbon, solar zenith angle, cloud optical 

thickness, and snow depth.  More work is needed to assess the performance of 
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existing snow grain growth models which are required to provide input to such an 

albedo parameterization in energy balance and climate models. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram showing the coupled snow and ice – atmosphere 
radiative transfer model. 
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Figure 5.2: Semi-infinite diffuse beam pure snow albedo as a function of the 
effective grain radius  re  (mm). 

 

Figure 5.3 Semi-infinite diffuse beam albedo of pure (dashed) and dirty (solid) 
snow for three effective grain radii  re  (mm).  The dirty snow contains 0.3 ppmw 
of light-absorbing carbon. 
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Figure 5.4: Semi-infinite direct beam albedo of pure snow ( re = 0.1 mm) as a 
function of solar zenith angle. 

 

Figure 5.5: Semi-infinite diffuse beam albedo of pure white ice (contains air 
bubbles and has a clear sky broadband albedo of 0.40) overlain by a homogenous 
fine (a) and coarse (b) grained snow layer of varying thickness (mm w.e.). 
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Figure 5.6: Semi-infinite diffuse beam albedo of pure ice as a function effective 
air bubble radius (mm) with a constant effective bubble concentration  ′ne = 0.3 
mm-3.  0.3 mm-3 is the mean bubble concentration determined from 28 Greenland 
and Antarctica ice core samples (Spencer et al., 2006). 
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Figure 5.7: (a) Solar spectral irradiance for solar zenith angles between 0-80˚, (b) 
cloud optical thicknesses of 0, 2, and 24 (this range in arctic cloud optical 
thickness was taken from Curry et al., 1996),  (c) incoming and reflected 
irradiance over a fresh snow surface, and (d) direct and diffuse spectral irradiance 
components. Figures 7a, 7c and 7d are for clear sky conditions, and Figures 7b–7d 
are for a solar zenith angle of 60°. See text for details. 
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Figure 5.8: Total, direct and diffuse solar irradiance.  (a) Clear sky values as a 
function of solar zenith angle and (b) cloud sky values for a solar zenith angle of 
0° as a function of cloud optical thickness. See text for details. 
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Figure 5.9: Semi-infinite broadband albedo of snow and ice as a function of (a) 
specific surface area (  Ŝ ), (b) solar zenith angle and (c) cloud optical thickness.  
“Dirty snow” contains 0.3 ppmw of light-absorbing carbon and “old dirty snow” 
contains the same amount of light-absorbing carbon and has an effective grain 
size  re  = 1 mm.  “New snow” values are for pure snow with  re = 0.1 mm.  “White 
ice” values are for pure ice that has an effective bubble radius of  ′re  = 0.075 mm 
and an effective bubble concentration of ′ne = 0.3 mm-3. 
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Figure 5.10: Results from five 
selected albedo parameterizations 
compared with those from the snow 
and ice – atmosphere radiative 
transfer model (full model): (a) 
Comparison between the Marshall 
(1989),  Brun et al. (1992) and 
Greuell and Konzelmann (1994) 
parameterizations and full model 
results for varying effective grain 
radii ( re ) under clear sky 
conditions with  θZ  = 0°.  (b) 
Comparison between the Marshall 
(1989) and Dickinson et al. (1986) 
parameterization and full model 
results for clear sky conditions of 
varying  θZ .  (c) Comparison 
between the Marshall (1989) and 
Greuell and Konzelmann (1994) 
albedo parameterizations and full 
model results for varying cloud 
optical thicknesses (τ ) with  θZ = 
0°.  Shaded grey areas give the σ1 
error in estimated broadband 
albedos resulting from; (1) the use 
of estimated snow densities derived 
from known specific surface areas 
as input into the Greuell and 
Konzelmann (1994) density based 
albedo parameterization and (2) the 
use of estimated cloud amounts 
derived from known cloud optical 
thicknesses as input into the 
Greuell and Konzelmann (1994) 
parameterization of the influence of 
cloud on the albedo of snow.  See 
text for details. 
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Figure 5.11: Broadband albedo of snow and ice (α ) determined from the snow 
and ice – atmosphere radiative transfer model compared with results from the 
newly proposed parameterization of snow and ice albedo (Equations 7 though 12).  
The solid black line shows the one-to-one relationship and the dashed lines gives 
the 95% confidence levels. 
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CHAPTER 6 : CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Improving the estimation of glacier surface mass balance 

At around the time work first began on this dissertation, observations were 

showing that sea level was rising at a rate of ~3.1 mm a-1 (1993-2003), ~40% of 

which could be attributed to mass loss from the world’s land ice, and the rest to 

thermal expansion of the oceans (Bindoff et al. 2007).  Since this time thermal 

expansion has slowed (Cazenave et al. 2009), while mass loss from ice sheets and 

glaciers has accelerated (Meier et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2009; Hock et al. 2009; 

van den Broeke et al. 2009). Recent estimates of sea level change rates (2003-

2008: ~2.5 mm a-1) suggest that mass loss from land ice now accounts for ~80% 

of the observed rate of sea level rise (Cazenave et al. 2009).  Glaciers, ice caps, 

and icefields outside of the major ice sheets account for less than 1% of the 

world’s land ice volume (Radić et al. 2010) but are estimated to contribute ~50% 

of the current mass loss from all land ice (Kaser et al. 2006; Hock et al. 2009).  

These smaller ice masses are expected to continue to be significant contributors to 

sea level rise throughout the next century and beyond (Meier et al. 2007). 

Over the past two decades, assessments of the global response of glaciers 

to changes in climate have improved significantly thanks to the compilation of all 

available surface mass balance measurements into publicly available datasets 

(Cogley and Adams 1998; Dyurgerov 2002; Dyurgerov and Meier 2005), and 

continued improvement in numerical mass balance models.  That being said, 

current global estimates rely heavily on the statistical extrapolation of a small 

number of temporally discontinuous and spatially sparse measurements, often into 

regions which lack local measurements and are not well represented by mass 

balance records from other regions (Meier 1984; Dyurgerov and Meier 1997; 

Kaser et al. 2006; Raper and Braithwaite 2006; Hock et al. 2009).  To improve 

upon these estimates, future assessments need to come from climate models that 

resolve the processes governing glacier surface mass balance and account for 

feedbacks between the atmosphere and the glacier surface (e.g. the albedo-

temperature feedback).  This is now being realized for the large ice sheets, which 
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have small spatial gradients in surface mass balance that can be adequately 

modeled with lower resolution climate models (Fettweis et al. 2005; Box et al. 

2006; Ettema et al. 2009; Vizcaino et al. 2010).   

Glaciers, however, have steep spatial gradients in melt rates and 

precipitation that are associated with high relief and complex terrain.  Running 

regional and global climate models at sufficient spatial resolution to reproduce 

these gradients (~1km by 1 km) is computationally challenging.  For this reason, 

less computationally intensive approaches to modeling the surface mass balance 

of these complex regions are required, at least until the computational limits to 

high resolution climate modeling are overcome. One such approach, which is less 

physically realistic than the fully coupled approach, involves downscaling 

meteorological variables generated by climate reanalyses or climate models to 

higher resolutions to generate forcings for surface mass balance models (Glover 

1999; Bugnion and Stone 2002; Hanna et al. 2005; Mernild et al. 2010).  

Although attempts have recently been made to include sub-grid downscaling 

within climate models (Vizcaino et al. 2010), the communication between the 

atmosphere and the sub-grid glacier energy balance is still only unidirectional.  

The next logical step is to implement two-way communication between the 

higher-resolution sub-grid surface energy fluxes and the coarser resolution 

atmospheric model. 

Smoothing of the surface topography in coarse resolution climate models 

is responsible for a large portion of the disagreement between coarse and high 

resolution simulations of glacier surface mass balance (e.g. Glover 1999).  It is 

therefore useful to develop downscaling techniques to bridge the difference in 

resolution between climate models and surface mss balance models.  Chapters 3 

and 4 contribute toward this goal though the development and validation of a 

method for downscaling coarse resolution air temperature fields over higher 

resolution glacier surfaces.  This method uses a high-resolution digital elevation 

model and a regression model to estimate near-surface air temperature lapse rates 

during the ablation season from lower tropospheric air temperatures.   This 

approach differs from the widespread approach that uses a constant free-air moist 
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adiabatic lapse rate and a digital elevation model to predict near surface air 

temperatures as a function of elevation because the lapse rate used for temperature 

downscaling is temporally variable. There is a negative relationship between the 

lapse rate and the lower tropospheric air temperature during the ablation season 

because temperatures near the glacier surface are more sensitive to changes in 

free-air temperatures at higher elevations than at lower elevations.  Thus, the 

change in near-surface air temperature associated with a 1ºC change in free-air 

temperature might be 0.9ºC at the glacier summit but only 0.5ºC at its terminus.  

This implies that lapse rates are less steep when conditions are warmer (a result of 

the modification of the sensible heat flux between the atmosphere and the glacier 

surface when the surface is melting).   

When this approach is used to generate air temperature fields for input into 

glacier surface mass balance models it tends to reduce the sensitivity of the 

ablation rate to increases in lower tropospheric air temperature, i.e. a warming of 

the troposphere results in less warming at the glacier surface then would be 

predicted by temperature fields generated by downscaling using a constant lapse 

rate. Since the lapse rate model is solely a function of lower troposphere free-air 

temperatures, it provides a suitable method with which to assess the sensitivity of 

glacier surface mass balance to projected climate warming.  Using this method to 

downscale coarse resolution temperatures for input into a mass balance model for 

a large Arctic ice cap produced mass balance estimates that fit observations much 

better than results produced using either the mean measured ablation season lapse 

rate or a free-air moist adiabatic lapse rate (Chapter 4). The general conclusions 

that can be drawn from this are that a free-air moist adiabatic lapse rate is not a 

good approximation of the near-surface lapse rate over melting glacier surfaces, 

and that using such a lapse rate for downscaling near-surface temperatures can 

result in large errors in both the downscaled temperatures and the results of 

glacier melt models that use those temperatures as input.  

Developing appropriate methods for downscaling meteorological variables 

to facilitate running gridded one-way (downscaling meteorological input) and 

two-way (both downscaling and upscaling meteorological variables to allow for 
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subgrid simulations within climate models) atmosphere-glacier mass balance 

models at higher spatial resolutions should lead to improved estimates of glacier 

mass balance.  Additional improvements will come from the inclusion of more 

physically explicit representations of snow and ice processes within such models. 

Since absorption of shortwave radiation is often the single largest source of 

energy for melt (Male and Granger 1981; Paterson 2000), one of the most 

important parameters to model correctly is surface albedo.  Sophisticated radiation 

transfer models do a very good job at producing estimates of snow and ice albedo 

that closely match observations (Grenfell et al. 1994; Aoki et al. 2000; Painter et 

al. 2007), but they are computationally demanding and require many inputs that 

are not routinely measured or modeled within climate and/or surface mass balance 

models.  Thus, physically explicit models of the energy balance of snow and ice 

typically employ computationally simple, empirically derived albedo 

parameterizations that require minimal inputs. These parameterizations often 

provide a reasonable approximation of the surface albedo, whilst requiring 

minimal knowledge of the physical characteristics of the snow, ice and 

atmosphere (e.g. Brock et al. 2000; Pedersen and Winther 2005).  They are, 

however, somewhat limited in their applicability as they are based on statistical 

fits to albedo measurements that are only representative of the snow, ice, and 

atmosphere conditions that applied at the time and place of measurement.  

 To move beyond the limitations of empirical snow and ice albedo 

parameterizations, new parameterizations based on more explicit physics must be 

developed.  These new parameterizations need to be able to account separately for 

changes in albedo resulting from changes in the specific surface area of snow/ice 

(the surface area of air-ice interfaces per unit mass, which is dependent on the size 

and distribution of snow grains, ice bubbles and cracks), solar zenith angle, 

snow/ice impurity content, and spectral distribution of the incident solar radiation.  

This was the focus of Chapter 5, which outlined the development of a 

theoretically based parameterization of the broadband albedo of snow and ice that 

can accurately reproduce albedo under a wide range of snow, ice, and atmospheric 

conditions.  This new parameterization is the first to provide a single set of 
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equations for the estimation of the broadband albedo of both snow and ice, and it 

is easily implementable in climate and glacier energy mass-balance models. It was 

developed specifically for application to glacier surfaces but would require little 

adjustment for use in sea ice and seasonal snow cover models.  

This parameterization is most sensitive to values of snow specific surface 

area. The temporal variability of snow specific surface is primarily governed by 

snow grain metamorphism, a process that is significantly accelerated under wet 

snow conditions. There is a renewed effort to improve dry snow metamorphism 

models (Legagneux et al., 2003; Flanner and Zender, 2006; Taillandier et al., 

2007) but little effort has been put towards improving models for wet snow 

conditions (Brun 1989).  Much work is still needed to develop physically explicit 

wet snow metamorphism models and to confirm the validity of dry snow models 

over a wide range of environmental conditions.  There will be little additional 

improvement in the representation of snow and ice albedo in energy balance 

models without significant improvements in existing snow metamorphism 

models.  

Surface mass balance of glaciers and ice caps in the Canadian High Arctic  

The glaciers, ice caps and icefields of the Canadian High Arctic contain 

the largest volume of land ice in the world outside of the Antarctic and Greenland 

Ice Sheets (Radić et al. 2010) and have the potential to contribute significantly to 

changes in sea level. Looking at the period 1963-2003, direct measurements of 

surface mass balance for this region show an increase in mass loss rates 

after1986/1987 with concurrent increases in July temperatures (Chapter 2).  In 

agreement with previous research by Alt (1987), the shifts in July temperatures 

and regional glacier mass balance are linked to changes in the characteristics of 

the summer mid-troposphere circumpolar vortex, the leading summertime 

atmospheric circulatory feature in the Arctic (Maxwell 1980).  Analysis of the 

strength and position of the vortex (Chapter 2) shows that when the July vortex is 

strong, and its center is located in the Western Hemisphere, positive mass balance 

anomalies occur.  When the July vortex is either weak, or strong without 
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elongation over the Canadian High Arctic, and the vortex center is located in the 

Eastern Hemisphere, highly negative mass balance anomalies prevail.  An 

increase in the occurrence of easterly positioned July vortices after 1987 was 

associated with an increased frequency of tropospheric ridging over the Canadian 

High Arctic, higher surface air temperatures, and more negative glacier mass 

balance. 

The characterization of July High Arctic synoptic climate and its relation 

to the surface mass balance of Canadian High Arctic glaciers provides a broad and 

long-term perspective on changes in the glacier mass balance of this region and 

allows for the identification of the climatic influences that have contributed to its 

variability over the past 50 years.  This qualitative characterization, however, does 

not allow for quantification of the ice volume that is being lost as a result of the 

observed decrease in surface mass balance.  Outside of the crude statistical 

approximations used to estimate the global mass balance of glaciers (Meier 1984; 

Dyurgerov and Meier 1997; Zuo and Oerlemans 1997; Walsh et al. 2005; Kaser et 

al. 2006; Raper and Braithwaite 2006; Hock et al. 2009), only two studies have 

attempted to quantify the entire mass balance of this region. Sharp and others 

(2003) measured regional changes in glacier coverage between 1959 and 1999. 

Using a volume-area scaling relationship they estimated that the Canadian High 

Arctic lost ice at an average rate of ~16 km3 a-1 over the 40 year period.  In 1995 

and again in 2000 Abdalati and others (2004) measured  transects of elevations 

across major ice masses throughout the region using airborne laser altimetry and 

estimated the average volume loss of the region to be ~13 km3 a-1.  Considering 

the significant differences between study periods and methods, these regional 

volume change estimates agree fairly well.  This good agreement can be 

misleading in that it might imply that the mass balance for this region is 

somewhat constant.  This could not be further from the truth.  Direct 

measurements of surface mass balance for glaciers in this region display large 

inter-annual variability and high sensitivity to changes in lower troposphere 

temperature (Chapters 2 and 4).  Quantitative assessment of the regional response 

of Canadian High Arctic glaciers to changes in climate will require temporally 
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resolved estimates of regional mass balance.  Long-term regional estimates and 

future projection will require the use of numerical models designed to simulate 

the surface mass balance for this region.  Simulations will need to be run at a 

sufficient spatial resolution (~1km by ~1km) to resolve steep horizontal gradients 

in surface mass balance that result from the high relief and complex topography of 

this region.  For the foreseeable future this will require some form of 

meteorological downscaling, whether simulations are conducted using a one-way 

forced mass balance model or a coupled ice-atmosphere climate model.  To 

adequately represent feedbacks between troposphere and near-surface 

temperatures when downscaling ablation season temperatures over glacier 

surfaces, near-surface temperature lapse rates should be modeled as a function of 

lower troposphere temperature (Chapter 3). Not doing so can have a significant 

impact on model melt estimates (Chapter 4).  If the energy balance approach is 

used to simulate the surface mass balance, a physically based albedo 

parameterization should be used (Chapter 5) to better represent the climate-albedo 

feedback within model simulations. 
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APPENDIX A: TEMPERATURE SENSORS USED IN STUDY 

Transect temperature sensor details (Table A.1) and sensor accuracies 

(Table A.2) are provided in the following tables.  All quality-controlled daily 

average temperature measurements for each transect are available as 

supplementary material on the University of Alberta Arctic and Alpine Research 

Group’s website: arctic.eas.ualberta.ca. 

 

* Previously published material: Gardner,	  A.	  S.,	  M.	  J.	  Sharp,	  R.	  M.	  Koerner,	  C.	  
Labine,	  S.	  Boon,	  S.	  J.	  Marshall,	  D.	  O.	  Burgess,	  and	  D.	  Lewis,	  2009:	  Near-‐
surface	  temperature	  lapse	  rates	  over	  Arctic	  glaciers	  and	  their	  implications	  
for	  temperature	  downscaling.	  Journal	  of	  Climate,	  22,	  4281-‐4298.	  
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Table A.1: Temperature sensor ID, sensor type, location and periods of operation. 

 
 

Transect ID 
Station 

ID 
Sensor 

type Lat (°N) Lon (°W) Elevation 
(m a.s.l.) 

First month of 
record 

Last month 
of record 

A_1 107F 80.80 72.90 1736 Jun-88 Apr-06 
A_2 107F 80.83 71.90 1314 Jun-91 Apr-06 

Agassiz 

A_3 107F 80.87 71.28 878 Apr-94 Apr-06 
D1_N 107F 75.34 82.10 1880 Apr-97 May-05 
D2_N 107F 75.37 82.67 1780 Mar-92 Mar-95 
D3_N 107F 75.39 82.76 1768 Apr-00 May-05 
D4_N 107F 75.42 82.95 1628 May-99 Aug-03 
D5_N 107F 75.49 83.28 1339 May-98 May-05 

Devon_N 

D6_N 107F 75.69 83.26 330 Apr-97 May-05 
D1_S 107F 75.34 82.68 1802 May-05 Jan-07 
D2_S 107F 75.18 82.78 1415 Jun-04 May-07 
D3_S 107F 75.01 82.88 994 May-05 May-07 
Km0 HOBO 75.34 82.68 1802 May-04 Sep-04 
Km4.7 HOBO 75.30 82.70 1744 Apr-04 May-07 
Km8 HOBO 75.27 82.72 1676 Sep-04 Feb-05 
Km9.1 HOBO 75.26 82.73 1636 Apr-04 Mar-07 
Km13.6 HOBO 75.22 82.75 1502 Apr-04 Dec-06 
Km21.4 HOBO 75.15 82.79 1328 Apr-04 May-07 
Km24.6 HOBO 75.12 82.81 1255 Apr-04 May-07 
km27.9 HOBO 75.09 82.83 1194 Apr-04 Aug-04 
km30.2 HOBO 75.07 82.84 1146 May-05 Apr-06 
km31.4 HOBO 75.06 82.85 1104 Apr-06 Feb-07 
Km34.6 HOBO 75.03 82.86 1036 Apr-06 Dec-06 
Km36.8 HOBO 75.01 82.88 994 Apr-04 Feb-07 
Km39.2 HOBO 74.99 82.89 966 Apr-04 Aug-04 
Km41.7 HOBO 74.97 82.90 874 Apr-04 Feb-07 
Km43.7 HOBO 74.95 82.92 786 Apr-04 Sep-05 
km45.7 HOBO 74.94 82.93 677 Apr-04 Dec-06 

Devon_S 

Km47.7 HOBO 74.92 82.94 478 Apr-04 Nov-06 
JEG UWS 35CF 79.71 74.56 1183 Jun-96 Jul-02 
 MWS 35CF  79.67 74.35 824 Jun-96 Jul-02 
 LWS 35CF  79.63 74.08 261 Jun-96 Jul-02 
 1500m HOBO 79.72 74.50 1470 May-01 Jun-03 
 1300m-W HOBO 79.70 74.55 1320 Jun-02 May-03 
 1300m-E HOBO 79.71 74.49 1324 May-01 Jun-03 
 1250m HOBO 79.72 74.55 1245 May-01 Jun-02 
 1200m HOBO 79.71 74.56 1185 May-02 Jun-03 
 1100m HOBO 79.70 74.53 1110 May-01 Jun-03 
 1000m HOBO 79.69 74.50 1026 May-01 Jun-03 
 900m HOBO 79.68 74.44 915 May-01 Jun-03 
 800m HOBO 79.67 74.35 825 May-02 May-03 
 700m HOBO 79.67 74.30 705 May-01 Jun-03 
 600m HOBO 79.65 74.30 630 May-01 May-03 
 500m HOBO 79.64 74.19 510 May-01 May-03 
 400m HOBO 79.65 74.11 400 May-01 Jun-03 
 300m HOBO 79.64 74.08 300 May-01 Jun-03 
 250m HOBO 79.63 74.08 235 Jun-02 May-03 
 200m HOBO 79.63 74.08 209 May-01 May-03 
 140m HOBO 79.62 74.07 140 Jun-01 May-03 
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P_AWS 107 78.49 79.43 1727 Jun-01 Sep-02 
WL1300 HOBO 78.50 80.23 1300 May-01 May-03 
WL1100 HOBO 78.64 81.20 1094 May-01 May-03 
SL1060 HOBO 78.60 79.86 1060 May-01 Jun-02 
SL850 HOBO 78.64 79.53 850 May-01 May-03 
WL750 HOBO 78.71 81.23 747 May-01 May-03 
WL610 SP-2000 78.68 79.10 660 Apr-02 May-03 
LL1500 HOBO 78.55 79.07 1500 Apr-02 May-03 
LL1300 HOBO 78.61 78.67 1308 May-01 May-03 
LL1100 HOBO 78.63 78.47 1105 May-01 May-03 
LL800 HOBO 78.71 76.36 799 May-01 Apr-02 
LL600 HOBO 78.72 75.98 602 May-01 May-03 
LL400 HOBO 78.70 75.47 395 May-01 May-03 

POW_N 

LL130 HOBO 78.68 74.97 129 May-01 Jan-03 
P_STH SP-2000 77.87 80.81 1350 May-02 May-03 
HM1050 HOBO 78.03 81.25 1056 May-02 May-03 
HM740 HOBO 78.05 81.65 740 May-02 Oct-02 
KR960 HOBO 77.71 80.25 945 May-02 May-03 
KR750 HOBO 77.64 80.00 750 May-02 Jan-03 

POW_S 

KR550 SP-2000 77.53 79.54 550 May-02 May-03 
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Table A.2: Temperature sensor measurement range and accuracy. 

Sensor Type Manufacturer Temperature 
range 

Accuracy 
(worst case) 

Accuracy 
(@ 0°C) 

107F Campbell Scientific Ltd. -53 to +48°C ±0.5°C ±0.2°C 
107 Campbell Scientific Ltd. -35 to +50°C ±0.9°C ±0.3°C 
HMP 35CF Vaisala -53 to +48°C ±0.5°C ±0.2°C 
HOBO H8-PRO Onset Scientific Ltd. -30 to +50°C ±1.0°C ±0.2°C 
SP-2000 Veriteq Instruments Inc. -35 to +85°C ±1.0°C ±0.2°C 
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APPENDIX B: COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL 

RESULTS AND SELECTED PARAMETERIZATIONS: 

NUMERICAL DETAILS 

The parameterizations of Brun et al. (1992) and Marshall (1989) both 

model albedo in more than one spectral band.  To determine broadband albedos, 

these parameterizations require weightings of the solar irradiance incident in each 

of the spectral bands. In addition, the Marshall (1989) parameterization requires 

values of the diffuse fraction and atmospheric transmittance.  To provide an 

objective comparison with full model results, irradiance weightings, diffuse 

fractions and atmospheric transmittance values for each spectral band were taken 

directly from the full model. 

Uncertainties associated with using the Dominé et al.’s [2007, equation( 

1)] approximation to estimate density from specific surface area for use by the 

Greuell and Konzelmann (1994) parameterization were determined by adjusting 

the known specific surface areas by ±62% (the 1σ error: Dominé et al. 2007) and 

setting a minimum error of ±50 cm2g-1 for specific surface areas smaller than 80 

cm2g-1 (approximated from Dominé et al.’s (2007) Figure 1).  The tunable 

parameters for the Greuell and Konzelmann parameterization (Equation 1) of new 

snow albedo ( α S = 0.84) and density ( ρs = 0.01 g cm-3) were assigned values 

determined by the full model for snow with an effective radius of  re  = 0.05 mm.  

As with most other applications of the Dickinson et al. (1986) parameterization 

(Equation 5), the coefficient b is set equal to 2. 

Parameterizations were only compared with full model results for 0.05 

mm ≤   re  ≤ 2.5 mm.  This is the range of effective radii for which the Brun et al. 

(1992) and Marshall (1989) parameterizations were developed and is 

* Previously published material: Gardner,	  A.	  S.	  and	  M.	  J.	  Sharp,	  2010:	  A	  
review	  of	  snow	  and	  ice	  albedo	  and	  the	  development	  of	  a	  new	  physically	  
based	  broadband	  albedo	  parameterization.	  Journal	  of	  Geophysical	  
Research,	  115,	  F01009.	  
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approximately the range over which the density-specific surface area 

approximation [Dominé et al. 2007, equation (1)] is valid which was used to 

derive densities for input into the Greuell and Konzelmann (1994) 

parameterization.  
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APPENDIX C: MODEL RUN SPECIFICATIONS*  

This appendix provides the atmospheric, snow and ice properties assigned 

to the coupled snow and ice–atmosphere radiative transfer model for the 

determination of broadband snow and ice albedos.  Table C.1 provides the 

properties of the 108 thousand homogenous semi-infinite depth snow and ice 

broadband albedos to which Equations 7-11 were fit. Table C.2 provides the 

specifications of the 24 thousand broadband albedos to which Equation 13 was fit.  

These broadband albedo values are for a homogenous finite depth snow layer 

overlying a homogenous semi-infinite depth ice layer.  

 

* Previously published material: Gardner,	  A.	  S.	  and	  M.	  J.	  Sharp,	  2010:	  A	  
review	  of	  snow	  and	  ice	  albedo	  and	  the	  development	  of	  a	  new	  physically	  
based	  broadband	  albedo	  parameterization.	  Journal	  of	  Geophysical	  
Research,	  115,	  F01009.	  
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Table C.1: Specifications of the 108 thousand model runs for semi-infinite snow 
and ice depth. 

 Property  values units 
atmosphere 

 θZ

 

0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 
65, 70, 75, 80, 85 

degrees 

 τ
 

0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30 no units 

snow 
 re

 

0.025,  0.0375, 0.05,0.1, 0.15, 0.2,  0.25,  0.3, 
0.35, 0.4,  0.45, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,  1,  1.5,  
2,  2.5, 5 

mm 

  c  0, 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.04, 
0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2 

ppmw 

ice 
 ′ne

 

0.3 mm-3 

 
 ′re

 

0.04, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 
0.7, 0.8, 0.9 

mm 

  c  0, 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.04, 
0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2 

ppmw 
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Table C.2:  Specifications of the 24 thousand model runs for a single snow layer 
of depth  overlying a semi-infinite ice layer. 

 property  values units 
atmosphere  θZ

 
0, 35, 75 degrees 

 τ
 

0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 no units 

snow 
 re

 

0.05, 0.15, 0.45, 1 mm 

  c  0, 0.2, 0.1, 0.3 ppmw 
  z  0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.09, 0.25, 0.5, 5 m w.e. 
ice  ′ne

 
0.3 mm-3 

  
 ′re

 

0.05, 0.3, 0.7 mm 

  c  0, 0.2, 0.1, 0.3 ppmw 
 

 

 

 

 


